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EDITOR'S MESSAGE
With the present issue, the Quarterly has completed its first full year of publication. We wish
to thank our readers, subscribers, friends and supporters for seeing us through the teething
problems of the past year. With the experience that we have gathered, we aim to bring the
Quarterly up to a high level of journalism.
Our mail-order subscription list now exceeds 1,000 copies, a target we set ourselves for the
first year. Words cannot express our gratitude to our reading public for their loyal support. At the
same time the many complimentary letters received from readers have given us immense
encouragement to keep Aliran's flag flying into the foreseeable future. We hope to establish the
Journal as a permanent voice on the Malaysian scene, srreading our message as clearly and
positively as we have done this past year.
In this issue, the article 'Controlling Religion' comes hot on the heels of the new provisions
in the Penal Code making it an offence to cause 'disharmony or disunity' between persons
professing the same or different religions. The thinking and the motives behind these provisions
are exposed and it is shown that there can be no purely legal solution to problems of internal
religious conflict. The writer also warns us of the many dangers involved in allowing official elites
to establish authoritarian control over their respective religions. Another important article, Health
Issues in the 80s, was contributed by a guest writer. It sets out in considerable detail the health
picture in the country and makes some suggestions for future improvement.
The section on the Aliran Philosophy continues with 'God-Consciousness', an examination
of belief in God as a concept for daily living. The question and answer format has been adopted in
this section in order to enable more lucid discussion. Two interesting short pieces are 'Soviet
Imperialism' (by a guest writer) and 'Science and Society', both of which are self-explanatory.

In the Bahasa Malaysia section, the main article is 'Pembangunan Melalui Media', which puts
fo rward the theme that the mass media is an instrument for mental development and should not
be abused for purposes of official manipulation and control. There is also an item on the littleknown subject of cloud-seeding over water catchment areas in this country.
The section on Books contains a review of a collection of short stories called "Another
Country". It follows an article entitled "The Writer in a Developing Society". We are sure many
readers will find these pieces stimulating.
Letters from our readers continue to arrive in numbers and we have published a selection,
but more letters will always be welcome.

Gan Teik Chee

All subscribers have been sent this issue of the Quarterly. Those who have still not received
theirs, please contact the Distribution Bureau.
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(1 II I e are glad to record that despite the demands

believed in the educative approach we were very
happy to have been involved. Besides prQYiding a
speaker (Dr. Chandra Muzaffar) for the public Forum,
we also helped in various other aspects of planning
and organization. In this connection, Sdr. Mustaffa
Annuar and Sdr Irene Hussein deserve our thanks for
the hard work they put in. This was one of the most
successful functions held by the S.P.P., as the large
crowd who attended can undoubtedly testify. The
speeches of Dr. Chandra, Encik Ahmad El-Farrar,
(the Palestinian Ambassador) and Mr. Martin Khor
of CAP, the questions that followed, and the
film-show on the Palestinian story were well appreciated by the audience. Unfortunately, the news
reports of the evening's proceedings were lop-sided,
giving publicity only to selected items of the event.
Dr. Chandra's speech was not published at all. Thus
his point that the .Palestinian struggle has nothing to
do with religion, as emphasized too by Encik ElFarrar, did not reach the public. In any case, we
look forward to other public functions to be
organized by the SPP perhaps in the near future.

' VV of assisting in the Quarterly, the Publications

Bureau has brought out Aliran's 11 th publication,
'5 Controversies', which is a compilation of 5
pamphlets produced last year on urgent social issues
in the country. The Bureau is also proceeding with
'Pandangan Aliran', a Bahasa translation of 'Aliran
Speaks', but the progress made by some of our
internal translators has been slow. Probably the book
will be ready for issue in April 1983.
In the last quarter we had one film show and
three talks for our members. The talk on 4th
November was given by our President on the subject,
'What others are doing', being some observations on
the work of organizations similar to Aliran functioning
in the Asean countries. The talk was both informative
and educational in the comparing of experiences. The
film show on the history of Western society through
the ages was in the form of a cartoon. Those who
attended, including a large number of guests, found
the film quite entertaining though marred by an
ideological slant. The most recent talk was given by a
guest speaker, Dr. Kulasingam, on the economic
recession with particular reference to Malaysia. The
discussion that followed was b.o th interesting and
lively.

At present preparations for Aliran's 6th AGM
to be held on December 26th are well in hand. The
bureaucratic requirements have qeen met and all
those involved. in the actual groundwork including
the Executive Committee are busy carrying out their
various responsibilities. Needless to say the ordinary
members are expected to make a special effort to
attend so as to make up a full house if possible.

The Palestinian Forum held in November in
Penang and organized by the Sekretariat Persidangan
Pertubuhan saw Aliran contributing positively to the
Palestinian cause in Malaysia. As we have always
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From Our Readers
MAN THE PARADOX
As a subscriber to your Journal, I
would like to express my appreciation of the contents of the last issue,
particularly the articles 'Black Holes'
and 'A Video Society'. My purpose
in writing is to share some thoughts
on the same subject as discussed in
these two articles.
Man is a creature of amazing
paradox. He makes the desert bloom
and living lakes die. He has set his
footprints on the surface of the
moon and returned to earth alive.
but does not seem to be able to make
the streets in the city safe to walk at
night.
The poorest fourth of world's
inhabitants live on a per capita
income of less than US$200 a year.
Some 900 million persons subsist on
-...US$75 a year - less than some
skilled""workers in the U.S. make in a
single day. Although over-population
is a leading cause of .starvation in
India, half of its citizens would like
to see the population increase even
more!
In spite of the glorious way in
which life begins, the baby after
delivery into the world faces influences that eventually determine
the end-product as an adult. The
social, cultural and economic forces
that shape and mould him in all the
stages of growing up will either build
him up or destroy him as a human
being. Man may be designed for
accomplishment, engineered for
success, and endowed with the seed
of greatness, but the environment in
this period of mankind's history does
not seem to motivate him to achieve
that great purpose. There are not
many Albert Schweitzers, Goethes,
Mother Teresas, Mahatma Gandhis
down the corridor of human history.
The tenacity of purpose to be fully
human that originally in the sperm
cell somehow has lost its steam along
the way. Many succumb to the path
of least resistance and die just like
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the million of sperm cells that perish
in the womb. Greed, hatred, fear,
mistrust, laziness, poverty, illiteracy,
oppression, disease, exact their toll.
The creative energy, the dedication,
the sincerity of purpose and enthusiasm that mankind mobilises to
conquer space makes it possible to
overcome gravity and to land on the
moon. But the sincerity and intense
dedication of purpose that is evident
in the space race somehow is absent
or lacking when attacking other
human problems. The success of
technology on one hand and the
failure to deal with social evils on the
other hand is a sad reflection of misuse of energy and a mix-up priorities.
Common Origin

Alcoholism, juvenile delinquency,
crime, corruption, drug abuses, prostitution, veneral diseases and other
social evils have a common origin.
They are the result of misdirected
energy, the frustration and futility of
not knowing the purpose of life.
A statistical survey of patients at
the Vienna Poliklinik Hospital (a
mental Hospital) revealed that 55%
of the persons questioned showed a
more or less marked degree of existential vacuum. In other words, more
than half of them had experienced a
loss of feeling that life is meaningful.
This existential vacuum manifests itself in mainly a state of boredom.
.Alcoholism and juvenile delinquency are various guises under
which the existential vacuum
appears. Sometimes the frustrated
will to meaning is vicariously compensationed for by a will to power
including the most primitive form of
will to power, the will to money. In
other cases, the place of frustrated
will to meaning is taken by the will
to pleasure.

The disease of existential vacuum
manifests itself in various forms.
Depending on one's resources, the
goal is to receive attention, to be
2

remembered, to be looked-up to, to
be great. So to be outstanding from
the rest a new game is created.
Accumulation of titles (Dato, PIK,
Sir, Dr . . .) and special Number
plates for cars. The illusion of
experiencing one's unique greatness
through gambling, escapism in novels
or movies, are also all manifestation
of a deeper problem. The rich, the
powerful, the ones who get special
titles and car number plates are still
unhappy, frustrated and unfulfilled.
Spiritual Dimension

Man is not just a biochemical,
physiological living creature. There is
a spiritual dimension in this flesh and
blood. The spiritual force that makes
him so different from other animals.
The non-physical constitution that
enables him to survive hostile conditions that destroys other creatures
made of lesser stuff.
With' an almost ·unlimited supply
of gadgets and so much leisure at
hand, millions in the West are yet
incapable of a purposeful existence.
"Americans are an unhappy 1ot,
even if they have chickens in every
pot and two cars in the garage. And
the most miserable are those aged
35-55" said Sol landau, a Rabbi and
founder of Mid-Life Services, a
Foundation to counsel people
suffering from mid-life crisis (Nov.
16, '82 Malay Mail). In spite of his
glorious headstart in the womb, the
inner strength and amazing creativity

of man, somehow man is still afflicted with problems that do not seem
to have solutions.
"Man shall not live by bread
alone, and but shall live by every
word that proceeded out of the
mouth of God" is a profound statement which points the way of salvation for mankind as a whole.
H.A. Tan ·
Petaling Jaya

THE PLiGHT OF OUR DISABLED

The year 1981 was declared the
'International Year ·of the Disabled'.
With immense enthusiasm and
interest, the plight of disabled and
handicapped persons was given
renewed thought all over the world.
Never before was so much discussed,
debated and written on this long
neglected issue. And how much of
all that was advocated and planned
will be implemented finally, only
time can tell.
It is most regrettable that with
more than 450 million disabled
persons all over the world, the disabled still remain a neglected group
in most societies. Of this group,
official figures show that about 80%
live in the developing nations. And it
is in these nations that the least is
being done to improve the welfare
of these unfortunate ones.
Care of the disabled in the
developing nations has been unsatisfactory largely due to inadequate attention and neglect of
certain remediable factors. Care of
the disabled has been considered the
sole responsibility of the welfare
services. A change is required in the
trend of public thinking.
What is most required in the
handling of this humane problem is a
concerted and integrated effort by
every concerned citizen. It requires
a pooling together of the government's financial and human resources, in a closely co-ordinated
effort with other charity organizations. Most of these organizations
that care for the disabled and handicapped have always suffered from

inadequate funds, lack of trained
staff and equipment. Probably a
generous effort by the government to
channel greater financial aid to such
organizations would be worthwhile.
It is encouraging to note that the
government has finally made some
effort to register the number and
nature of disabled and handicapped
persons in the country. Unless a good
estimate is obtained, can the gravity
of the situation be appreciated and
adequate measures to overcome the
problem initiated?
An individual could have been
born with a disability or could have
acquired one owing to disease, owing
to an accident at work or in sports.
If he is unable to compensate for the
disability he becomes a handicapped
person. What he now requires is help
to readjust him to become a useful
member of society. He not only
requires support to overcome his
physical disability, but psychological
support as well. Not only is he affected, but others who are involved in
the care of the disabled are also
affected to varying ~xtents ~y -the
increased burden and, probably,
financial strain. Indirectly, those
involved in his immediate care
become somewhat 'disabled' themselves in the sense that more effort
and money are now spent on one
person, probably at the expense of
other family members. This problem
is even more serious if the disabled is
the sole breadwinner of the family.
In other words, what was initially a
physical and psychological problem
for the disabled, now becomes a
social problem for the family, and
the longer the disability persists, the
greater the burden on the family.
Viewed from this broad angle, the
number of disabled persons would be
much more than what the actual
figures show.

Malaysian society also needs to be
educated on the need to care for the
disabled. The apathetic and patronising attitude of the public towards
the disabled can be more distressing
to the disabled than the disability itself. What our society needs to
realise is that our disabled are normal
persons, who, due to some unfor3

tunate event or circumstances, have
become disabled. What they need is
not pity from the public, but support
and encouragement to help them in
rehabilitation and eventually integrate into society and lead a
meaningful life. Otherwise, the disabled not only face the challenge of
learning to live with their disabilities,
but also the misery of having to face
social prejudices and discrimination
against them.
It is most disheartening to note by
the limited number of institutions of
higher learning that open their doors
to the handicapped and disabled. The
attitude of managements of factories
and firms is obvious from the negligible numbers of disabled per.sons
employed in them. From what we
see today, practically no thought or
consideration is given to the disabled
in the planning and construction of
public buildings and facilities, or our
public transport systems which, in
most cases, are not only inaccessible
to them, but also pose a danger to
them. It would be worthwhile, while
planning-these facilities,_,.J evcc5fislilt
agencies caring for thedisabled, e.g.
the school for the blind. These
agencies or organizations could
advise on the provisions to be made,
e.g. appropriate sidewalks, staircases,
toilets and other safety gadgets.
Rehabilitation
facilities
are
lacking in most Asian countries and
inadequate attention is paid to this
aspect in the care of the disabled.
Institutions which train medical or
para-medical personnel rarely venture
into this area and only a meagre
number of personnel specialising in
rehabilitation of the handicapped are
available today.
Humane Approach
It is regrettable that hospital
doctors and private practitioners
have largely confined their activities
to the cure of diseases. The residual
disability that the disease brings is
almost entirely left to the patient
and his , family to solve. Welfare
officers stationed at hospitals are
often handicapped themselves when
it comes to handling the disabled,
due to limited funds, lack of rehabiliALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

tation facilities, social prejudices and
the inhumane attitude of managements of factories and firms. Such
managements would rather contribute funds in aid of the handicapped '
than employ them. Such attitudes
only inculcate a feeling of dependency amongst the disabled. A more
humane approach to this immense
problem is required. A more thoughtful and intelligent assessment of the
physical and mental capabilities of
the disabled by the examining physician, along with a genuine rapport
with employment agencies could be
con.tributory in finding appropriate
jobs for them. That would mean a
job suited to his or her physical and
mental capabilities, and in which the
working environment does not pose a
hazard and also conforms to the
worker's · psychological make-up.
When encouraged in this manner
most disabled ones can fit into some
job or other, with a lesser tendency
to change jobs. With a rational
approach to the problem, most
disabled persons can be saved from
being subjected to institutional care.
The care of the handicapped child

is indeed a very special problem

which calls · for early detection,
treatment and rehabilitation. Greater
emphasis on health education with
respect to care of expectant mothers,
nutrition, genetic counselling, immunization and early treatment can
reduce the incidence. Early detection
of physical, mental and educational
handicaps and appropriate treatment
and rehabilitation, either at home or
at special institutions, can help reduce the degree of residual disability and economic dependence. It
is sad to note that special schools for
the handicapped child in Malaysia are
limited to a few states and inaccessible to many. Facilities for detection, prior to birth, of problems
likely to handicap a child in later
life are non-existent in the country.
Let us all endeavour to make the
International Year of the Disabled
the beginning of a new era - an era
of hope for the disabled. After all,
who are these disabled people? It
could be any one of us.
A.S.C

KotaBharu.
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BOYCOTT OF U.S. GOODS
Prior to the wanton atrocities of
the U.S.-backed Israelis, I had
somewhat admired the Jews. I
sympathised with their aspirations of
living as a decent and proud race "the chosen people". Indeed I
admired
their superb talents,
especially their ability to survive and
thrive in a difficult world of ever
changing circumstances.
'
All my respect and admiration
have now been shattered forever. I
categorically condemn their bestial
and barbarous leaders who are no
less evil than Hitler, the exterminator
of Jews.
What came to pass in Beirut could
not have happened if the U.S.A. had ·
acted responsibly. We see clearly that
U.S.A. has been out and irresponsible.
Never trust the super-powers especially neo-colonialists and excolonialists. We Third World peoples
are just pawns in their world chess
game. We must therefore look to
ourselves for mutual help and
support. "Look ASEAN" more profoundly; if need be, enlarge ASEAN
and Asianise it.
I absolutely endorse the boycott
of U.S. goods and everything
American and Jewish.
May God help the PLO and
protect their women and ·children!
P.T. Khaw,
Sungei Petani,

CORRUPTION IN MALAYSIA
fve read in an international news
magazine that Malaysia is listed
among the 10 most corrupt countries
in the world. Be that as it may, I
believe corruption in Malaysia is not
as blatant as in some neighbouring
countries.
Since the ACA was set up during
The Tengku's Administration, very
few big fish' have been arrested and
convicted. Actually, the first big fish
to fall was a former Minister of
Education. I believe D.R Seenivasagam of the P.P.P. was responsible for
the downfall of Abdul Rahman
4

Talib. The most prominent V.I.P. to
be charged and convicted for bribery
was the former M.B. of Selangor and
President of U.M.N.O. Youth Datuk Harun bin Idris. At present, he
has served his term in prison and is
now completely pardoned.
From the exceedingly small number of big fish caught, it can be surmised that many top politicians and
senior Government executives have
escaped the ACA net. I wonder why.
Now the situation has changed a
little - credit must be given to the
2M Administration for this. However, what has been uncovered is
only the tip of the iceberg.
The cancerous disease of corruption rears its ugly head in various
ways.
There are quite exotic forms of
corrupt practices. For example, contractors and other businessmen are
sometimes coerced into buying
expensive life assurance policies from
close relatives of senior Government
officials. These policies usually lapse
after one year. Another known practice is to give winning 4-ekor
"tickets" . to the close relatives of
Government V.I.Ps with instructions
where to claim their strikes. Gifts of
flashy cars and houses are not
uncommon. Big sumptuous dinners
followed by female entertainers
are prevalent in big towns. As for
kickbacks in the form of 10-15%
commissions, these are too ordinary
to be mentioned. And if one rejects
the offer, the briber will be astonished, if not shocked!
Can the 2M Administration check
this evil? You may say they are doing
their best, but to my humble mind
their best is not good enough. For
example, there are too many loopholes in their recent "declaring of
arrests" exercise.
I earnestly urge the government to
consider plugging the various loopholes, and to pass legislation similar
to that in Hongkong, where public
servants who cannot justify their
excess wealth are deemed to be
corrupt.

Corruption Watcher
Sungei Petani.

RELIGION

CONTROLLING
RELIGION
Chandra Muzaffar

11 t the time of writing, there is

OT a

Bill before Parliament which
seeks to amend the Penal Code and
the Criminal Procedure Code with
the intention of malting it an offence
"for any person to cause or attempt
to cause, on grounds of religion, disharmony, disunity, or feelings of
enmity, hatred or ill-will between
persons or groups professing the
same or different religions or to do
anything which would be likely to
cause the same." The penalty provided "is imprisonment for a term
which may extend to three years, or
fine, or both." If the offence is
committed near any place of worship, "or any assembly engaged in
the performance of religious worship
or religious ceremony, the penalty
is increased to a term of imprisonment which may extend to five
years, or fine, or both."

THE BILL: ITS CHARACTER
Looking at the Bill in greater
detail, one gathers that "causing
religious disunity" means imputing
that a person or persons professing
a particular religion "has ceased to
profess that religion", or using for
burial or cremation a place "other
than the one which is lawfully used
for such purpose by persons professing that religion" or refusing to use
for worship .any place "that is lawfully used for such purpose by
persons professing that religion" or
not accepting the authority of an

appointed religious official. In addition, "any person who is not a
religious official appointed or a
religious authority established" but
"purports to exercise any power, or
to discharge any duty, or to perform
any function of a religious character
shall be presumed "to have contravened the proposed law".
The Bill makes it clear that it shall
not be a defence "to assert that what
the offender is charged with doing
was done in any honest belief in, or
any honest interpretation of, any
precept, tenet or teaching of any
religion." More significant, it states
that "if in any proceedings, any
question arises with regard to the
interpretation of any aspect of, or
any matter in relation to, any
religion, the Court shall accept the
interpretation given by any religious
authority referred to (in the Bill),
being a religious authority in respect
of that religion."

RELIGIOUS SCHISM
Though worded in very general
terms to embrace all religions, it
does not require much thinking to
realise that the Bill is motivated
primarily by recent UMNO-PAS
conflicts particularly in the East
Coast states of Trengganu and
Kelantan. It is alleged that PAS
leaders have labelled UMNO as a
party of "kafirs" (infidels). UMNO
5

leaders should not, therefore, be
regarded as Muslims. Some PAS
members and supporters, it is suggested, do not pray in government
mosques and are opposed to being
buried in state cemeteries. They do
not recognise government-appointed
Imams and prefer to have their own
Imams.

The Bill is motivated primarily
by recent UMNO-PAS conflicts
particularly in the East Coast
states ofTrengganu and
Kelantan.
The reasons for these conflicts are
complex and can only be discussed in
a cursory manner in this essay. From
the evidence we have it appears that
both sides are responsible. Any
student of PAS politics knows that
the party thrives on its 'purist',
'exclusive' image. Anything outside
its narrow, superficial, dogmatic
interpretation of Islam is regarded as
untrue and illegitimate. Thus, one of
the main reasons why UMNO is
viewed as 'kafir' is because of its
inter-ethnic ties with non-muslim
parties. little do PAS elements
realize that inter-religious bonds are
sanctioned by the Quran, the hadiths
and the charter of Medina which the
Prophet Muhammad formulated.
Neither do they want to admit that
over and above the cultural-religious
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

affiliation is the position of all
human beings as humari beings. It is
this human relationship which is the
basis of human brotherhood, as the
Quran annunciates in Sura al-hujurat
(13) and Sura al-Baqara (213). What
is even more serious, PAS leaders
have the temerity to condemn other
Muslims as impure and impious.
They forget that the ultimate judge
of human character is God and God
alone. They have no right to arrogate
that power to themselves.
However, UMNO is not free from
blame either. It has been alleged that
PAS's refusal to accept UMNO's
(the government's) spiritual authority is its way of retaliating against
the latter's abuse of its temporal
authority. The UMNO-led government - so it is said - has often
discriminated against PAS members
and supporters when it comes to
development aid. PAS leaders point
out that even the conflict over the
hnams is due to UMNO. During the
last elections, UMNO approached
certain hnams in Trengganu to
campaign for the party. Because of
their refusal to do so, they were
sacked from their positions once the
elections were over. Their places
were taken over by Imams without
the same standing in the comrr:iunity.
As a result the local communities
concerned - or at least substantial
segments in it - were reluctant to
accept the authority of the new
hnams. This is what led to the twohnam situation in some places,
according to PAS sources.
Whatever the roots of the
problem, it has to be granted that
religious disputes that involve prayer,
death, marriage and the like can
create serious strains particularly
within closely-knit rural communities. For these activities constitute
the socio-cultural life of the community. When schisms appear in this
sphere, the unity and harmony of
the community as a whole are badly
affected. In contrast, other types of
disagreements over what the Sunnah
really implies or how zakat should be
collected for instance can never have
the same emotional impact.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

A LEGAL SOLUTION?
What all this means is that the
problem was serious enough, to
warrant a response from the government. But should the response have
taken the form of a law which seeks
to impose fines and imprison offenders? For what is involved here is not
a crime in the conventional sense of
the word. It is an idea, a perception
grounded in a certain concept of
religious righteousness, however distorted it may be. One does not fight
thinking of this sort through the
force of law.

Among Muslims in this country,
there is yet to emerge a critical
attitude towards those who
mesmerize the people through
Islam.
By doing so, one will only succeed
in making matters worse. Those who
are hauled to court will be seen however erroneously - as martyrs.
This is something that the government may not have realized. For
among a lot of muslims the PASbrand of Islam is pure Islam. It is not
just its political exclusiveness that
gives the party this image. It is also
because of its goal of an Islamic
state, its assumption that Islam is the
panacea for all ills, the Islamic educational background of its leaders,. their
ability to quote profusely from the
Quran in Arabic, and above all, their
unscrupulous manipulation of ethnic
fears and hopes through Islamic
rhetoric. This is why arresting PAS
leaders may be counterproductive given the widespread misconception
of what constitutes 'pure' as against
'impure' Islam. In this connection,
it is worth observing that among
Muslims in this country, there is yet
to emerge a critical attitude towards
those who mesmerize the people
through Islam. That their call for an
Islamic state may be nothing more
than a hollow slogan or that their
religious background may be just a
convenient camouflage for greed and
corruption is something that has not
occurred to most of their credulous
supporters.
6

THE SOLUTION: THE
COMMUNITY
Rather than use the law against
them, the government should try to
resolve the problem through other
means. The Kariah ( the local religious community) should be allowed
to elect its own hnam and other
religious functionaries. It should be ·
stipulated that the candidates should
be free of any vice as defined in the
Syariah ( the Islamic legal code).
Moreover, decision-making should be
guided by the concept of syura
(consultations). For a period of
time - until partisan sentiments
recede - there can even be some sort
of understanding that members of
PAS, UMNO and other political
parties should not be candidates.
Such a system of choice not only
conforms to Islamic values but will
reduce some of the existing tensions.
Since the Imam will be elected and
will maintain his administration of
religious affairs in accordance with
the Syariah and Syura, his role will
command legitimacy. It is conceivable that the problem of 'twohnams' and of the moral right of a
particular Imam to lead prayers and
perform other duties will be overcome in this manner.
For the government to adopt this
suggestion, there must be a willingness on its part to set aside political
and party considerations. There must
be a readiness to share power with
the ordinary people. This most
governments are reluctant to do. On
the contrary, in Malaysia as in many
other countries, the tendency is to
control and even destroy local-level
initiative and autonomy. Consequently, Imams, Kadhis, penghulus
and Ketuas Kampung become part of
a sprawling bureaucracy, with actual
power concentrated at the apex.
Of course, election at the Kariahlevel is only part of the solution.
There is still the thorny question of
'kafir-mengkafir' which could go on
even if Imams have the moral authority to administer. Here again, a lot
depends upon the government. It
need hardly be emphasized that if
there is discrimination in development projects, it must be stopped.

But more important, the government
and Islamic organisations must do
their utmost to disseminate a more
universalistic, humanistic conception
of what goodness and purity mean in
the religion. The bigoted, ritualistic
notion of piety should be debunked.
In order to do this, government
leaders themselves must develop their
knowledge of Islam and, what is
more crucial, transform ideas into
action. One cannot bemoan a
Muslim infidel dichotomy when
one's own conception of the human
being is split into bumiputra nonbumiputra, Malay non-Malay, Muslim
non-Muslim categories. Indeed, from
a sociological angle, it can be argued
that it is because the entire system is
based upon ethnic dichotomies that
it is easy for PAS to mobilise support
with its kafir-mengkafir stance. For it
is merely another exclusive category.
It is a stance that suits the setting.

THE POWER OF RELIGIOUS
ELITES
So far we have examined the
explicit aspects of the proposed
amendments. There are, however,
certain implications the consequences of which are perhaps even more
serious. If we put together the clause
on 'causing disunity' (which can
cover any activity) with the clause
prohibiting anyone from challenging
the actions of any religious authority
and the clause that requires the court
to 'accept the interpretation by any
religious authority' as the only valid
interpretation, it is obvious that
religious elites have been bestowed
with tremendous powers. The Bill
creates the sort of situation that
enables official elites from whatever
religion - Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism or Christianity - to establish
authoritarian control over their
respective religions and indirectly
determine the development of
society itself.

In trying to grasp the
significance of God, man is
therefore bound to provide
differing interpretations.

RELIGION AND DIVERSITY
This is against the very nature of
religion. For many of its fundamental elements give rise inevitably
to diverse interpretations. Take, for
instance, the meaning of God in
Hinduism. Hindu philosophers and
saints throughout the ages have interpreted it in different ways. Sarnkara's
view was not the same as Aurobindo 's. Even in Islam, at the
philosophical level, lbn-Rushd and
Abu Hamid Muhammad Al-Ghazali
held different positions on the concept of God. This is understandable.
For God as a transcendental reality
cannot be comprehended merely
through man's rational faculties. In
trying to grasp the significance of
God, man is therefore bound to
provide differing interpretations.
Like the concept of God, the
universal, eternal values associated
with Him can also generate differences among His followers even
when they are within the same
religion. Values such as truth, justice,
freedom, compassion and unity
cannot be defined in specific, precise
terms for the simple reason that they
are meant to be universal and eternal.
Human beings in interpreting them
can be expected to provide different
meanings to justice or freedom or
unity. This is why within Catholicism, in spite of a common attachment to the suffering of Christ,
different groups tend to perceive
liberation and compassion from
perspectives that are sometimes
irreconciliable.
Indeed, even with religious rituals
and practices there need not be
complete unanimity. For in most
religions, rituals and practices are the
products of historical evolution. This
alone is sufficient to explain the
differences that exist. Besides, rituals
may also reflect ideas, concepts
which, for a variety of reasons, may
be very dissimilar. In Theravada
Buddhism, for instance, there are
rituals connected with the righteous
Ruler which differ from place to
place.
It is apparent, then, that whether
it is in the meaning one attaches
to God or in one's understanding of
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eternal values or in one's observance
of certain rituals, there are important
differences within each religion.
What is significant is that religion
tolerates these variations. For in the
ultimate analysis religion is a matter
of individual conscience. As long as
the kernel of the doctrine is unimpaired, differences in interpretation are acceptable. In Islam, that
kernal is Tauhid, the oneness of God,
and the role of Muhammad, the last
messenger of God. In Buddhism, the
Buddha's eight-fold path and his
attainment of Nirvana constitute the
core. In Hinduism, its essence is
embodied in the Bhagwad-Gita. And
in Christianity it is the life of Christ,
his sanctity and virtue, which form
the foundation of the faith.

UNITY AND UNIFORMITY
It is this kernel, this core, this
essence, this foundation which
accounts for harmony within each
religion. Preserving and protecting
this core is what religious unity is
all about. Religious unity does not
mean uniform interpretations on
,everything. That is not unity but
uniformity. Uniformity suffocates
and strangulates the very breath of
religion. It kills the spirit of life
itself. This is what the proposed
amendments seek to do.
Diversity in interpretation, rather
than uniformity in adherence, has
been responsible for the growth and
evolu~ion of religion. Wasn't AlAfghani's progressive reinterpretation
of Islam - which was at variance
with the outlook of official religious
elites everywhere - that jolted the
Muslim world from its slumber? If
Shariati's interpretation of Islam had
not been different from the decadent, ritualistic Islam of officialdom,
would there have been the rejuvenation of the religion in Iran in the late
sixties and early seventies? Wasn't it
because of Teilhard du Chardin's
dynamic version of Catholicism that
the religion became a potent force
once again in the lives of secularized
individuals? Didn't the Catholic
Church frown upon his ideas when
they were first articulated? Are we
aware how different the teachings
of Ramakrishna and Vivekenanda
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

were in relation to official lfinduism
as propagated by the religious
authorities? And yet where would
modem lfinduism be without them?
Have we ever stopped to think what
the fate of mankind would have been
if the great religious reformers could
not challenge religious orthodoxy?
Have we ever wondered how tragic
it would have been if every riew
thought, if every new value in religion had been snuffed out by the
authorities because it -was "likely to
prejudice the
maintenance of
harmony or unity?"

MAINTAINING THE STATUS QUO
This in fact brings us to yet
another reason why the proposed
amendments are dangerous. Official
religious elites in most places tend to
defend the interests of the ruling
class of which they are a part. Values
and principles in the religion are
adjusted and often distorted to
ensure that the position of those in
power is preserved and perpetuated.
The classic case from ancient history
would be the manner in which
Brahmin priests interpreted Hindu
tenets to reinforce a caste structure
which protected their interests and
those of the ruling class as a whole.
In medieval Europe the land-owning
feudal princes had the unstinted
support of the priests in maintaining
a system of privileges which manipulated Christianity to justify social
inequities. Even today, we can see
how religion namely, Judaism, is misused to sanctify Israeli aggression and
aggrandisement. A distorted version
of Christianity is the hand-maiden of
the racist, apartheid regime in
Pretoria. God, the Church maintains,
had intended that some (the Whites)
should enjoy wealth and power while
others (the Blacks) should suffer
pain and agony. Last but not least,
various Muslim governments from
Rabat to Jeddah to Dacca know that
they can always count upon their
religious elites to provide an exaggerated twist to certain values in Islam
so as to enhance their power and
position.
Let us not think that the situation
is any different in Malaysia. ConstituALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL 2 No. 4

ted authorities in all the religions
have lent implicit and explicit support to laws and policies which are
clearly against religious precepts. The
Internal Security Act (ISA), the
Essential Security Cases (ESCAR)
regulations, the unequal status of a
certain category of individuals in the
law and ethnic dichotomies in public
policies concerned with human
welfare and social justice would be
some of the glaring examples. If
religious elites are going to be given
the unchallengeable authority to
interpret, then it is obvious that it is
the status quo that will be maintained in the interest of the ruling
class. This will be a great disservice to
religion itself for the truth about
religion will be ~ubmerged in the lies
about the system.

THE PROGRESSIVE TREND

Constituted authorities in all
the religions have lent implicit
and explicit support to laws
and policies which are clearly
against religious precepts.

The irony is that as the progressive approach struggles for expression
in the face of a law meant to curb
the excesses of exclusive, arrogant,
religious zealots, . these negative
forces in religion will continue to
thrive. For as we have shown earlier
on, there is a certain notion of religious piety among the masses which
strengthens the position of these
forces. If anything, the conservative
outlook of the religious establishment with its antagonistic attitude
to new ideas will provide further
legitimacy to the holier-than-thou
religious zealots for both share an
illogical suspicion of reform and
change.

CONSERVATIVE OUTWOK
The situation becomes all the
more serious when the religious elites
are extremely conservative in outlook. The official authorities in
.Islam, Buddhism, lfinduism and
Christianity in Malaysia are undoubtedly more involved in questions of rituals, forms, symbols and
particular ceremonies than in issues·
of justice, freedom, unity and
integrity which are fundamental to
religion. Because of this obsession
with externals they tend to be sectarian in their approach and are often
antagonistic to other faiths. Simply
by stressing the underlying philosophies which comprise. universal,
eternal values, it would be possible
to discover principles and goals
common to all the religions. The very
fact that the majority of our religious
elites are not prepared to do this
disqualifies them from leadership in
a multi-religious society. How
terrible it would be if those with a
superficial, exclusivist mentality
become the sole, authoritative interpreters of their respective religions!
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One of the inevitable consequences of this would be the decline of
the progressive strain . in religion.
With the conservative elements as the
ultimate arbiters of what is good and
bad for religion, it would be difficult
to integrate modem knowledge of
ethnic relations, male-female interaction, social classes and criminology
into religious thought. Any attempt
to apply new ideas from science to
enhance our understanding of human
life, for instance, would be regarded
as heresy even if they conform with
the basic teachings of religion. This is
partly because the conservative trend
in religion has never even tried to
comprehend the natural and social
sciences which it sometimes regards
as irrelevant knowledge from the
West.

Like many other laws which
seek to curb and control, it will
only succeed in reinforcing the
authoritarian trend in society.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, then,. it can be said
that the proposed amendments to
the Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code on religious interpretation is yet another example of a remedy which is worse than the illness.
like many other laws which seek to
curb and control, it will only succeed
in reinforcing the authoritarian trend
in society. o

ECONOMIC NOTES

THE 1983 BUDGET
Subramaniam Sithambaram

11 ccording to Finance Minister,
OT Tunku Razaleigh Hamzah, the

1983 Budget was "designed to face
the recession". There is now no
doubt that Malaysia is experiencing
the most severe recession since
Independence. The main features of
the Budget are a reduction in public
expenditure and an increase in
indirect taxes. By these devices, the
Treasury hopes to have a slightly
lower budget deficit. In this article
we will first examine the new tax
proposals. Then we will look at the
new levels of expenditure and finally
we will discuss the impact of the
Budget on the economy.
The new taxes proposed by the
Finance Minister will yield a net
increase of $1237 million in government revenues. (See Table 1). Almost
all the increases were in indirect
taxes. Indirect taxes in general tend
to be regressive i.e. they will affect
the lower-income group proportionately more than the higherincome group. A good example is the
doubling of sa,les tax from 5% to
10%. Although it is applicable to
only 25% of the goods we consume,
it affects such items as shoes and
clothes. Suppose a pair of shoes were
priced at $10.50 before the Budget.

Now it will be about $11.00 a pair.
The 50 cents increase in price will
have a greater effect on a family
earning $300 per month compared
to the effect on a family earning
$3,000/= per month.
Moreover the increase in sales tax
gives the opportunity for businessmen to raise _prices in general. This
has been their past practice. Thus it
is regrettable that at a time when
inflation was slowing down, the
government has imposed these very
inflationary taxes.
The increase in taxes on tobacco
and liquor are of course justified
since both smoking and consumption
of alcohol have adverse effects on the
health of those who indulge in these
practices. In fact, the government
should step up its campaign against
smoking and alcoholic consumption.
We should also welcome the
increase in import duty on cars and
in road tax on large capacity cars.
Although many car-owners may be
affected, we have to realise that the
future of private motorcars as a
means of transport needs to be
reviewed. The social cost of the car
in many parts of the world is
becoming too heavy a burden to be

borne by society at large. That is
why it is a bit difficult to comprehend why we are now planning to
make our own car. But this needs
a separate discussion elsewhere.

If one looks at some of the duties
removed or reduced, it is puzzling to
note that import duty and sales tax
on luxury items such as cosmetics,
fountain pens, cine-cameras and taperecorders have been completely
removed. The reason given is that it
will encourage tourism. But one
wonders how many tourists visit
Malaysia to buy such luxury items.
Moreover, there seems to be a glaring
inconsistency between this tourist
incentive and the increase in service
tax. The rate of service tax applicable
to hotels and large restaurants which
are operating mainly for tourists has
been doubled 'from 5% to 10%. This
will definitely make it more expensive for both foreign as well as local
tourists.
The removal of duties and sales
tax on luxury items, giving rise to
a loss of revenue amounting to $33
million, is going· to benefit only the
upper classes who consume these
items. An average mother who uses
locally-made talcum powder for her

Table 1 - Additional revenue from new taxes

Decreases

(M$ million)

Sales tax(S%to 10%}
Import duty on cars
Road tax
Excise and import duty - tobacco
- beer and liquor
Service tax (5% to 10%)
Stamp duty

800
209
189
113

Export duty - rubber
-tin
Other export duty
Import duty in computers
Import duty on luxury items
Sales tax and surtax on luxury items
Others

86

70
24

Sub-total

$1,491

Net increase
9

(M$ million)

90
72

2

50
18
15
7

$2S4
$1.237
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baby now has to pay a higher price
for it owing to the doubling of sales
tax while those affluent folks living
in Damansara can have their imported perfumes at two-thirds of the old
price. It is indeed an ironical situation!
Direct taxes were not touched at
all. Revenu~ could have been increased by raising the income taxes
at the upper brackets and also for
companies. Estate duty is the other
area where increases could have been
made. This will prevent or at least
reduce the trend towards concentration of wealth among a few families.
Capital gains tax on property could
have been increased and it could also
have been extended to gains made in
the stock market. Direct taxes are
usually progressive i.e. they tax the
rich proportionately more than the
poor. Therefore the Minister of
Finance should have looked into
such taxes for his increase in revenue.

An average mother who uses
locally-made talcum powdf;r
for her baby now has to pay a
higher price for it owing to the
doubling_ of sales tax while
those affluent folks living in
Damansara can have their
imported perfumes at two-thirds
of the old price.
This shift from direct to indirect
taxes in the tax structure will slow
down imports to some extent, thus
helping our unsatisfactory balance of
payments situation. On the other
hand the higher taxes on consumption, especially the sales tax, will
also reduce demand for locallyproduced goods which will further
bring down the growth rate of our
economy. This will lead to an
increase in unemployment and
underemployment. Spending on
consumer goods is already affected
by reduced incomes of significant
sectors of the population, like the
smallholders and those involved in
the tin industry. The high interest
rates too played a role in lowering
spending in consumer goods.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

Government spending is also going
to affect the growth of our economy.
One factor which contributed to the
relatively high growth rates achieved
by the Malaysian economy from
1976 to 1981 was the tremendous
growth in government spending. For
example total federal government
expenditure was $7,051 million in
1975 and in 1981 it had increased
almost 4-fold to $27,044 million.
This was at a time when the private
sector in the economy was also
expanding largely owing to an
unparalleled rise in prices of our
primary commodities and the discovery of petroleum off the coast of
Trengganu.
Now the situation is quite the
opposite. The private sector is in
trouble because of low world-wide
demand for our primary products as
well as manufactured goods. The
government too has been forced by
the situation to reduce their
spending. Thus, it is not surprising
that the expected growth rates for
1982 and 1983 are going to be much
lower than those for the years
1976 - 1981.
We should have exercised greater
restraint in public spending in the
good years of 1976 to 1981. Inflation would then have been far less
severe in those years. Conversely in
slack times the government could
adopt what economists · call a
countercyclical policy. In other
words, government should cut down
spending sharply in good years and
increase spending in lean years to
take up the slack in the economy,
and thus reduce the effect of the
recession.
But we seem to be following the
opposite path. The government
would probably like to adopt
countercyclical policies now to fight
the recession, but our resources do
not permit. In short, we are heavily
in debt. We have accumulated huge
budget deficits over recent years
which have been financed increasingly by loans, both internal and
external. Servicing these debts has
now become a significant item in
government expenditure.
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Let us now look at the expenditure allocated for 1983 according to
the various sectors. Total government
spending is expected to be $28,749
million which is $3,202 million less
than that originally provided for in
the 1982 Budget and $317 million
less than the revised 1982 allocations. As readers will be aware
government spending is divided into
two major categories - operating and
development. The allocation for
operating expenditure ($17,079
million) is about $900 million more
than the 1982 revised allocation.
It would have been lower than the
1982 revised figure if not for the
sharp rise in debt-servicing charges.
Development spending too is
budgeted at a lower level than the
1982 original allocations. Sectorally,
there has been a very sharp drop in
the allocation for housing from
$1,481 million in 1982 to $627
million in 1983. At a time when
there is a crying need for low-cost
housing, it is disappointing to see
such an undeserved cut in this sector.
Leaving the housing problem to the
private sector will never solve the
severe housing shortage. The private
developers' houses are priced too far
above the reach of ordinary house
buyers. It is precisely in sectors like
low-cost housing that government
should increase its spending to overcome the recession. This will
generate internal demand in the
economy.

In short, ~e are heavily in debt.
We have accu mulp.ted huge
budget deficits over recent years
which have been financed
increasingly by loans, both
internal and external.
Instead of cutting down on
socially important sectors like
housing, the government should have
pruned sharply the expenditures on
defence and internal security. This is
especially true if we take into
account the fact that a sizeable portion of the expenditure is for buying
expensive hardware from overseas.
This purchase of armoured cars, jet-

Table 2 - Federal Government Expenditure

1982b

1983C

16,185
10,434

17,079
11,270

27,044

26,619

28,349

2,259
1,138
2,786
778
295
618
1,286
1,750
1,746
665
151
1,390
4,671
1,547

3,333
1,360
3,517
973
1,231
802
2,004
3,439
1,820
748
109
1,702
3,960
2,046

3,603
1,375
3,789
1,050
1,481
949
2,062
1,737
2,799
902
66
1,989
2,022
2,795

21,080

27,044

26,619

1975a

1979

1980

1981

Operating
Development

4,900
2,151

10,040
4,282

13,617
7,463

15,686
11,358

Total

7,051

14,322

21,080

Expenditure by sectord
Defence
Internal Security
Education
Health
Housing
Other social services
Agriculture and rural development
Commerce and industry
Transport and communication
Public utilities
Other economic services
General administration
Transfer paymentse
Debt servicing

1,055
488
1,370
418
31
154
618
251
769
118
675
485
619

1,704
843
2,257
666
427
426
1,082
- 493
1,147
395
11
839
2,762
1,271

Total

7,051

14,322

(M$ million)

.

I

3,888
1,591
4,226
1,059
627
1,082
2,140 ·
1,265
2,909
1,474
118
1,871
2,169
3,930
28,349

NOTES:

a
b
c
d

-

The 197 5 figures are given for comparison
The 1982 figures are the latest estimates by the Treasury
Budget appropriations
Both the development and operating expenditure are consolidated for each sector. The exception is housing and public utilities
where the figures indicate only development expenditure. The operating expenditure for these two sectors is included under other
economic services.
e - This includes pensions, gratuities and contributions to statutory funds and international organizations.
fighters, ships and expensive spares
is not only a big burden on the
Budget, but it also has an adverse
effect on the balance of payments
situation and provides opportunities
for corruption. The best form of
defence lies in the development of a
self-reliant nation supported by
citizens who are loyal to the nation.
There is also a possibility of
lowering government spending by
reducing waste.
The AuditorGeneral's report is full of examples
of waste. Interestingly enough, there
was an attempt to cut down his
department's Budget too. But it is
particularly at a time like this that
the Auditor-General's role becomes
important. If steps are taken to avoid
or eliminate the · instances of mismanagement in the public sector
pointed out by the Auditor-General,
the government will ·n ot have such
big Budget deficits.

One area of waste is the excessive
amount of travelling done by public
servants including Ministers. Travelling overseas causes a drain on our
economy. A lot of the travelling is
unnecessary, particularly with the
increased availability of telephone
services. Many of the tasks which
necessitate travelling can be settled
over the phone. Perhaps the attractive travelling allowances given to
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government servants since 1980 is
inducing excessive travelling. In this
respect the leaders at the top must
set the right example by cutting
down their frequent trips overseas.
Another disturbing trend in
government expenditure is the
rapidly increasing payments for
servicing debts incurred by the
government. This has been one of the
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Table 3 - Federal Government Deficits and Borrowing
1975

1979

1980

1981

1982

% change from
1975 to 1982

Overall Budget Deficits
Net Annual Borrowing
Domestic
External

1,896

3,686

7,022

11,015

10,185

437%

1,209
912

2,507
679

2,310
310

4,091
2,909

5,913
4,050

389%
344%

Total

2,121

3,186

2,620

7,000

9,950

369%

Interest Payments
Domestic
External

557
90

874
311

1,070
374

1,395
625

1,791
988

222%
998%.

Total

647

1,185

1,444

2,020

2,779

330%

8,780
3,424

15,975
4,538

18,286
4,860

22,376
7,769

28,276
11,813

222%
245%

12,204

20,513

23,146

30,145

40,813

234%

(M$ million)

Outstanding Debt
Domestic
External
Total
most rapidly increasing sectors of
expenditure because of the big
amounts the government has been
borrowing to finance successive
deficits. (See Table 3). For the 1983
operating expenditure, debt-servicing
is expected to be the largest single
item at $3,930 million or 23.0%
of the total. For the first time, debtservicing has displaced the education
sector which has been allocated
$3,060 million or 17.9% of the
operating expenditure. Even if we
include development expenditure
allocations for the other sectors,
debt-servicing is the second biggest
item after education. In fact, the
Federal government expects to pay
21.24% of its total revenue for
servicing debts. In 1975, the corresponding percentage was 12.1 %. If we

Even if the American economy,
which is the largest among the
OECD economies, recovers in
1983 there will be a lag of 12
to 18 months before our
economy is affected by the
recovery.
examine the structure of borrowings
arid interest payments a more disturbing trend can be seen, i.e. the
increasing share of external or
foreign borrowing. Interest payments
for domestic debts have increased
by 222% from 1975 to 1982 but in
the same period the corresponding
increase for external interest payments has been 998%. This trend

1_02,
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cannot be reversed easily, and it is
going to be a strain on the current
account balance of payments as well
as the Budget.
Overall the 1983 budget forecasts
a real growth rate of 4.9% compared
to the estimated 3.9% growth for
1982. This however assumes that the
OECD countries will have a 2.5%
growth rate in 1983 compared to
0.5% growth in 1982. One wonders
whether this is not too optimistic
an assumption. Even if the American
economy, which is the largest among
the OECD economies, recovers in
1983 there will be a lag of 12 to 18
months before our economy is
affected by the recovery. Toe lag is
longer in the case of demand for our
primary commodities and shorter for
certain manufactured items, like
integrated chips and diodes produced
by our electronics industry.
Even though 1982 is coming to an
end, there is no clear consensus
among economists whether the recession is over in the United States. The
situation· in Europe seems to be
much worse. Although interest rates
have come down, inflation too is
lower. Thus the real interest rates
(the difference between nominal
interest rates and the inflation rate)
is still high, thus discouraging invest-

ment in industries in the United
States. The strengthening of the US
dollar against other major currencies
also diminishes the chance of an
export-led recovery for America.
This means our recovery is also going
to be delayed.
So ultimately we can see that no
amount of tinkering or cosmetic
changes in the Budget will lead us to
a situation where external shocks can
be reduced substantially. Our
economy is a very dependent
economy i.e. we depend too much
on exports and imports for our
economic growth . .Exports of gooqs
and services amount to more than
50% of our gross national product.
This is one of the highest percentages ·

in this region and much higher than
in most d.eveloped ·countries.

If growth in the Malaysian
economy is largely fuelled by
internal demand, then we would
not have to go through periods
of boom and bust with such
severity.
To reduce our dependence, we
must become more self-reliant. To
achieve this aim the Budget can be
used to give incentives for increased
food production, to develop a scientific base, so that new and appropriate technologies can be developed

to suit our ne~ds, and to remove the
incentives given for export. Indeed
more . incentives should be given to
manufacturing for our own needs.
Of course, 1;10 country can be completely self-sufficient, There has to
be some amount of importing and
exporting. But it should not be so
dominant a sector as in our
economy. If growth in the Malaysian
economy is largely fuelled by internal demand, then we would not have
to go through periods of boom and
bust with such severity. This is why
during the present period of reces-·
sion; the two countries whose
economies are the most self-reliant
i.e. Thailand and Burma have the best
growth rates in South East Asia. D

-----KITE SEASON
My uncles made it.
The old one, he drew the faces and blended
the colour himself. He has the skill, old rascal;
no one el.se has it these days.
The young one, who is dead now, he shaped the frame
patiently, cunningly,
so it would take the wind. Only last season
he died
and it passes to me. But, he sees me
standing here alone,
string held firm in my hands.
And it is flying! See how it tugs and rides
on the warm trade wind.
Look, look at all the painted faces
glittering gold and scarlet in the sun.
Poor /aces, cannot see, cannot know
about the buayas in the green waters,
about the s_udden wind
from the north.
I must be very steady now ...
It is a serious business, this, for a man.
Salmah
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HEALTH ISSUES IN THE 80's
"Cahaya"

What I would like to do with this topic is to highlight and discuss some of the health issues facing the
country. Before discussing these issues I will first of all
examine the present health status qf Malaysians along
with a brief description of how health care is organised
and delivered.

expectancy at 40 years of age, crude death rate, maternal
mortality rate, toddler mortality rate etc. which are given
in the appendix.

All these indices support· 1the contention that
Malaysia has achieved a significant improvement in health
status since Independence and is now in an intermediate
position between the developed and Third World
countries.

HEALTH STATUS
Firstly how have we fared in terms of health since
Independence? The health status of Malaysians have
improved a great deal since Independence. The following
health indices reflect this:

(1)

Life expectancy at birth
1957
Male
Female

Male

58.2

55

1976

66.2

At this stage I must add some qualifications to these
Malaysian health indices as follows:
(1)

Female
71.4

(2)

The Infant Mortality Rate is the number of deaths

of children less than 1 year old per 1000 children
born in that same year. This rate (IMR) is a good
indicator of the health status of the population, for
infants make up a very vulnerable section of the
population, and when the health status of the
community deteriorates, infant mortality is often
the first to go up.

I.M.R.

1957
75.5

Ethnic differences: as the following chart of
mortality rates shows there are ethnic differences as
well and this reflects where people live, their income,
their attitude to disease and use of available medical
facilities.

Ethnic Group

Infant

1967
Toddler

Maternal

Ethnic Group

Infant

1976
Toddler

Maternal

Malay
Chinese
Indian

1979

26.97

As shown above the IMR has declined greatly and
though it is still double that of many developed
countries it is very much lower than most 3rd world
countries.
(3) The Swaroop - Uemura Index gives the proportion
of deaths of people over 50 years to all deaths. It
has thus a discriminatory value. The S-U index
shows that Malaysian health status is definitely
above that of most Third World countries, viz
Malaysia 57%, Taiwan and Korea 50%, other developing countries below 25%, Norway and USA 75%.
There are many other indices that health workers
use to evaluate health status of a community, such as life
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quoted above are for Peninsular Malaysia. However
even in 1979 states like Kelantan, Trengganu and
Kedah have less satisfactory figures as compared to,
say, Penang:
Penang
Kelantan
Infant Mortality rate
22.,81
35.71
Maternal Mortality rate
0.45
0.96
Toddler Mortality rate
1.54
4.5
(see appendix for definition of these rates)

This means that on the average Malaysians are living
longer now. The life expectation of Malaysians
compares favourably with that of two other
countries with the highest figures viz. Sweden 72
years (male & female) and Japan 77 years (male &
female).
(2)

Geographical differences: the health indices I have

Malay
Chinese
Indian
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53.3
30.2
51.5

35.3
21.2
37.0

7.37
2.48
5.28

3.26
1.18
3.03

2.58
0.49
0.96

1.19
0.18
0.43

(3)

Sabah & Sarawak: comparable figures for the period
under discussion are not available for these two
states but life expectancy is 2-3 years lower than in
Peninsula Malaysia.

(4)

Reasons for improvement in health status - there
are many reasons of which health services is only
one.

(5)

If present trends continue then we can expect to
reach developed country rates by the year 2000.

CHANGING PATTERNS OF DISEASE
Change has taken place reflecting the general
improvement in health status.
Thus the pre-Merdeka scourges of Malaria, T.B.
respiratory infection and bowel diseases have decreased.
Since the sixties there has been a growing incidence
of diseases associated with developed countries and
urbanisation such as cardio-vascular (hypertension, stroke,
coronary heart disease), neoplasms and motor vehicle
accidents.

I have included this list to highlight the fact that the
attainment and maintenance of health is not a purely
medical (clinical) function. Often in the press and the
public eye only the in-patient and out-patient s~rvices are
emphasized.
PATIENT CARE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Patient care services can be conveniently divided
into an urban service of both inpatients and outpatients
and a rural health service catering only for outpatients.
Some statistics relating to this service are given below:

ORGANISATION AND DELNERY OF COSMOPOLITAN MEDICINE
Western or cosmopolitan medicine is available via
both public and private sectors. The public sector plays
the dominant role both in preventive and curative health
care while the private sector provides curative service
mostly in urban areas.

Hospitals
Number
Beds

Organisation of the public sector extends from
national, state and district levels to rural health unit
level. The latter consisted of a three-tier system i.e. mini
health centre, sub-centre and midwive's clinics. Recently
a change to a two-tier system has been started so as to
provide a better service in rural areas including treatment
of minor illness at the grass root level by Jururawat Desa.
Incidentally, a 1976 survey showed that the underserved
areas in terms of rural health facilities consisted only of
12% of the rural population.

Admissions
Outpatient
attendance
Deliveries

63
21,177
(76% of
all hospital beds
in the
country
609,008
(in 1977)
7 million
132,542

3.5m

3.5m

The ratio of hospital beds to population in 1978
was 1: 368 ( this does not take into account private sector
beds). Comparative figures for some developed countries
and our closest neighbour are: Sweden 1:70, U.K. 1:80,
Japan 1: lO0 ·and Singapore 1 :280. In fact the acute bed:
population ratio which was 2.09 in 1955 has fallen to
1.67 in 1978 reflecting the failure to keep pace with the
increase in population. We should have 2 acute beds per
1000 population.
·
There are over 70,000 people employed by the
Ministry of Health of whom just over 2,000 are doctors.
The health budget has also increased over the years
and in per capqa terms was $2.7 in 1957 rising to $37.7
in 1976. The breakdown of the 1979 health budget was
as follows:

The objective of the Ministry of Health for the
period of the FMP (1981-85), in line with the NEP, is
to facilitate the attainment and maintenance by the
individual of a standard of health which will enable him
to lead an economically and socially productive life.
The following list indicates the various programmes
being undertaken by the Ministry of Health to fulfill this
objective:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Rural
Static
Health
Dispensaries Services

Health Service Research
Family Health Programme ·
Environmental Sanitation Programme
Occupational Health Programme
Food Quality Control Programme
Health Education
Communicable Diseases prevention and control
Bioengineering programme
National TB control Programme
National Leprosy control Programme
Malaria Eradication Programme
Inpatient Programme
Outpatient Programme
Laboratory Support Programme
Radiology Support Programme
Dental Care Programme
Health Manpower planning and Teaching Programme
Biomedical Research
Planning & Development programme

Development expenditure
$107,482,600
14.2%
Operating expenditure
$647,742,100
85.8%
(a) General administration
$ 14,302,475
1.9%
(b) Public Health Services
$151,894,715
20.1%
(c) Patient Care Services
$409,234,805
54.2%
(d) Supportive Services
$ 72,310,105
9.6%
A point to note here is that just over 54% of the
health budget went to patient care services while only
20% went to public health service. Patient care services
are not only capital intensive ·but also labour ·intensive.
The figures below give an idea of expenditure in
some selected public sectors in 1979 as a percentage of
the national budget:
15
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Agriculture & Fisheries
Defence
Education
Finance
Home affairs
Work & Utilities
Health

2.

2.6%
11.2%
17.4%
9.6%
6.2%
4.1 %
5.6%

The health budget as a percentage of the national
budget in Asean countries in 1975 is given below for
comparision:
Malaysia
Singapore
Indonesia
Thailand
Philippines

3.

5.9
10.77
2.0
3.14
5.63 (1971)

Diagnostic facilities

Some doctors do not do basic investigations and the
usual reasons are that the patient is not willing to
pay or cannot afford laboratory fees.
The use of x-rays by some private practitioners has
led to a conflict situation, in this case with Radiologists, over quality of x-rays, competency and in
some cases improper use of x-rays ·too.

These consist largely of an outpatient service largely
via single doctor clinics and in recent years
growing
number of small private hospitals with a total of 5240
· beds (24% of the total hospital beds in the country).
These services are to be found only in urban areas. In
1976 a total of 1.6 million outpatients were seen while
there were 116,886 admissions and a total of 104,265
births (32% of all births) were conducted in the private
sector. In 1981 there were a total of 1800 .doctors
working in the private sector.

a

There is a growing private laboratory service. The
use of this service is limited because of cost, unless
covered by insurance or met by the employer.
4.

Cost

- always a moot point for consumer and doctor.

Outpatient charges

Estate Hospitals play a negligible role in patient care

usually an amount that includes both consultation and medicine with extra charges for investigations.
I prefer separation of consultation charges from
medicine while investigations will be charged
separately.

services.

Traditional medicine - The role of traditional medicine
will be briefly taken up later.
HEALTH ISSUES

Inpatient charges

Health issues can be approached from many viewpoints - the consumer, the doctor, the Government, the
profession, the community. First I will deal with issues in
the private sector and then issues in the public sector and
finally discuss general issues.

Recently more
think an unfair
"free" system
available so far.
The charges are
Hospitals.

Distribution of private practitioners

complaints at this level and I
comparision is made with the
(i.e. Gove·mment hospitals)
usually greater than at General

Some principles to keep in mind at a consultation
are that it is a contract between the individual and his
doctor, that the patient has a right to know what the
charges will be, that"the charge must be fair, and finally
doctors must realise that self-regulation is better than
legislation.

Most private practitioners have their clinics in urban
areas with large numbers in the metropolitan areas
such as Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Ipoh. However they
are to be found in smaller towns too and in fact no
town in Peninsula Malaysia is without a private
practitioner. The ·reluctance of private practitioners
to serve in rural areas is a worldwide problem. This
applies to other professionals as well' and is due to
socio-economic reasons. Concentration of private
practitioners in urban areas could lead to waste of
skilled manpower if underutilised , unhealthy competition and professional jealousy.

What is a fair charge? The question boils down to
what the procedure actually costs, the time and skill
involved and what a doctor thinks is a fair income for
himself. Societal values naturally find reflection in a
doctor's views of what should be his income.

RELATIONSHIP WITH PUBLIC SECTOR

The General Hospitals are also the training ground
for young doctors. If consultants go into private
hospitals, the training programme will suffer.
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For various reasons patients flit from doctor to
doctor for the same complaint resulting in management problems. For minor complaints or selflimited illness it does not matter. But in a potentially
serious or a chronic condition then problems do
arise such as delays in diagnosis or inappropriate
treatment e.g. in diarrhoea, dengue, abdominal
pain and appendicitis, hypertension, ischemic heart
disease, PTB, diabetes mellitus etc.
Government laboratory or x-ray facilities are not
availal;>le directly unless a patient referred for ·such
investigations is prepared to pay the fees.

PATIENT CARE IN THE PRNATE SECTOR

1.

Floating patients

The private practitioner has no access to beds in
Government hospitals and this has been a perennial corn16

plaint about the system. It should be noted that the same
situation exists with the private hospitals most of which
are closed to outside doctors and only a few private
hospitals allow specialists in the private sector access to
their beds. Perhaps in isolated areas a role could be given ·
to a private practitioner to look after all patients in a
Government hospital,. but so far no Government hospital
has been without at least one doctor.
The use of specialists from the private.sector to help
out in Government hospitals has been discussed but never

The main problem over the years has been that of
manpower. While there has been a satisfactory increase in
nurses and midwives, there is still a doctor shortage and
th,.;i has become more acute in recent years because of the
large numbers of medical officers and specialists moving
into the private sector or migrating overseas.

The present doctor shortage especially in the private
sector, plus the need to ·increase the doctor population
ratio to 1: 2000 by 1990 will require many measures.
If we have a population of 19 million by 1990 then our
requirement will be just over 9000 doctors to maintain
a doctor: population ratio of 1:2000. The present number
of doctors in the country is just short of 4000.

The. following chart shows the position in 1976 as
compared to 1957.

The long term solution will be to increase the intake
of medical students in the three medical schools. The
MMA has already made a proposal for a fourth medical
school in Sarawak. Though more Malaysians can also be
sent overseas to be trained as doctors, this avenue is not
only becoming prohibitively expensive but also places are
difficult to find.

Medical Personnel, Peninsular Malaysia, 1957 - 1976
.1957
l: 7,352
45
1: 10,638

1976
1 :4,132
202
l: 10,869

1:5,397
l :3,891
1:20,408

1:5,063
1:976
1:2,597

Another complaint is that often medical reports are
not given for patients referred to Government hospitals
for admission or even for consultation. Besides, referred
continue on page 40
role in outpatient care. The increasing number of private
hospitals is' a recent phenomenon, and they are
undoubtedly helping to reduce the heavy load in government hospitals in the urban areas.

HEALTH ISSUES IN PUBLIC SECTOR - DOCTOR
SHORTAGE

Doctor: Population Ratio
No. of Medical Specialists
Dentist: Population Ratio
Hospital Assistants:
Population Ratio
Nurse: Population Ratio
Midwives: Population Ratio

put into effect. The existing structure of the Government
hospitals, and the little time available to specialists in the
private secto'r, do not allow for such an arrangement. It
should be noted that the use of private specialists in
Government hospitals will result in· Government Specialists pressing to be allowed to do private practice as well.

The major short-term measure should be to try and
retain more doctors in the public sector by improving
their remuneration, providing better working conditions
and facilitating training opportunities.

In 1981 there were just over 2,000 doctors in the
public sector of whom about 400 were House doctors. In
actual fact the hospitals have been _functioning for a
number of years with 50-60% medical officer strength;
and a further 42% of the 280 clinical specialist posts are
presently vacant. The projected additional clinical
specialists required by 1985 is 183! The Doctor: population is projected to increase to 1:2000 by the year 1990
from the figure of 1:4132 in 1'976. Hence we have to
produce large members of doctors and specialists to fill
the vacancies and meet these targets.

The Section 13C doctors (i.e. Malaysians who qualified from unscheduled medical colleges and have passed
the qualifying examination) have to undergo an additional
two years of supervised service which has led to tremendous resentment especially as they, while doing the
same work as doctors from scheduled medical college~,
are paid a lower salary. Many such doctors often leave the,
service once they have completed the compulsory period
of three years which all doctors have to serve. One suggested solution is to upgrade this qualifying examination so
that all those who pass this examination will be treated at
par with their colleague11 from the scheduled medical
colleges.

WHY DOCTORS LEAVE THE PUBLIC SECTOR?
According to the 1980 MMA study on the future of
the Health services in Malaysia, the three main reasons for
resignations are insufficient remuneration, heavy work
load and lack of training facilities for professional
advancement. It was noted in that study that fear of a
rural posting was last on the list of reasons for resignation.
Many more doctors leave for the private sector than
emigrate, so that their skills are still available to the community either as private practitioners or as ~cialists
operating in private hospitals. The ~ pl'llCti.tioner
has tradition y played an important': MtP.

Another short-term measure that has bee~ operative

for years is the recruitment of docton both as medical

officers and specialists on contract from neighbouring
countries. In this connection the refusal to employ the
foreign wives of our citizens who are doctors is incomprehensible.

My view is that a vicious cycle has set in and what
is needed is a dramatic breakthrough, especially in relation
to service conditions, or the shortage .is going to get worse
in the public sector.
17
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HUMAN RIGHTS
WORLD ROUND-UP
Azmi Khalid

U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE
At its 16th Session held in Geneva
from 12th-30th July 1982, the
Committee focussed on, among other
topics, -the necessary protection of
political detainees as follows:
access to their physicians, lawyers
and relatives
they should not be held incommunicado but be held in
recognised jails and their names
and places should be entered in
a central registry open for public
inspection
governments should investigate
any reported case of a disappearance and any charges of
torture.
The Committee also noted that
personal rights to liberty and security
were interpreted too narrowly by
most nations whose human rights
records were examined. These rights
should protect people not only from
torture but also from corporal
punishment. Detention should not
be used for reasons such as mental
illness, vagrancy, drug addiction and
immigration control.

UNICEF
REPORT ON
WORLD'S CHILDREN

THE

UNICEF observed that 17 million
. of the 125 million children born in
1981 will die before their 5th birthday. In 1982, malnutrition and dietrelated illnesses would stunt the
physical and mental growths of 10
million children and twenty times
that number would go without
schooling.
However, with enough outside assistance and the right kind of
policies, even the poorest countries
could improve this tragic situation
by the year 2000. Improvements
in health and mortality trends can
be made if development strategies
emphasize increased production and
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distribution of food, more equitable
distribution of financial resources,
better educational facilities, and the
implementation of primary health
and nutrition care programmes.

a vote of 58 to 35, an amendment
to the penal code abolishing the
death penalty for political offences.

SOUTH AFRICA
DEATH
SENTENCES COMMUTED

GHANA '- MURDER OF JUDGES
3 alleged members of the banned
The abduction and murder of 3
High Court judges in late June/early African National Congress had their
July has been strongly condemned death sentences commuted to life
by the Ghana Bar Association which imprisonment on 3rd June 1982 by
declared two weeks of mourning and the State President. All three had
called on its members not to appear been convicted of treason and their
before any Court, Tribunal, Commis- appeals had been rejected by the
Appeal Court. South Africa has a
sion or Committee of Enquiry, save
and except the Coroner's Inquest high rate of judicial executions
- 96 people were hanged in 1981.
into the deaths of the Judges.
There is also a long tradition of
It is also interesting to note the
clemency in political cases not
following remarks made by Chief involving loss of life. However,
Justice Fred. K. Apalloo in a speech · convicted political prisoners receive
concerning the right to appeal against no remission of sentence artd pridecisions of public tribunals:
soners serving life sentences are held
"Some people have been heard to for the duration of their natural
say that there cannot be human lives.
rights in a vacuum. In other
73 CONVICTED OF
words, a person who is poor, BAHRAIN
hungry and miserable, cannot PLOTTING AGAINST GOVERNenjoy human rights. That is MENT
indeed true. But the converse is
Seventy-three people accused of
also true. For who can enjoy
economic prosperity when he lives plotting to overthrow the governin constant fear that he may be ment were sentenced to between 7
imprisoned any time, or that his years and life imprisonment by the
property may be seized or that he Supreme Court of Appeal on 22nd
May 1982. The convicted persons
may be arrested or beaten up?
The fact is that economic pros- have no right of appeal against their
sentences.
perity and human rights are not
incompatible alternatives or ideas
The trial, held in camera, was
that cannot be attained together originally scheduled to be in the
and neither one is complete capital Manama but was moved at
without the other. Freedom under the last minute to a nearby town. It
the law may appear to be an was frequently adjourned to allow
elusive concept but it is still defence lawyers time to prepare their
attainable and is the best condition case and for the accused to undergo
for any , meaningful social and medical .examinations.
economic development."
No international observers were
allowed to attend any stage of the
NORY COAST - ABOLITION OF proceedings and families of the
POLITICAL DEATH SENTENCES
accused were only allowed to be
On 29th July 1981, the National
present at the final session, when
Assembly of Ivory Coast adopted, by the verdicts were announced.
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NORTHERN IRELAND OF PLASTIC BULLETS

USE

Plastic bullets, a specially designed
riot control weapon, have been
sanctioned for use by British security
forces in Northern Ireland since
August 1976. But they have only
come into regular and widespread
use since 1982. During 1981, such
bullets were reportedly responsible
for the deaths of 11 civilians and
the injuries of many more.
Plastic bullets are being used
almost exclusively by forces firing
from inside armoured vehicles. Since
1981, this has been the main security
force tactic. Official British sources
say that 24,300 bullets were fired
in the first seven months of 1981.

U.S.S.R. - EXPLOITATION OF
"FLOT" PEOPLE
Accusations have recently been
made regarding "the new and shameful slavery of the twentieth century"
- that of some 50,000 Vietname·se
workers now in Soviet bloc countries,
labouring to help repay Hanoi's
massive debt to Moscow of between
US$1.6 to 2.2 billion.
It is alleged that these workers
- known as "flot people" as they are
transported to the Soviet Union
by Aeroflot ~ are living in camps
where they- are not allowed any
contact with the locals. They are
entitled to only 40% of their salary,
the remainder going to Moscow.
Many are having to work in the
frozen wastes of Siberia.

AUSTRALIA
ABORIGINAL
SITES AND DEVELOPMENT
The Northern Territory government has issued an ultimatum to the
three councils which represent
Aborigines in the Alice Springs area
in an effort to push Aboriginal
interests aside to make way for
development. The Minister of Lands
and Housing declared on 6th April
that his government would abandon
discussions and proceed with the
industrial development of the

Sadadeen Valley despite the presence
of sacred sites.
It appears that the real issue is
an uranium deposit on top of which
is a sacred site. It is believed that the
government and the national mining
interests are actually making a concerted effort to restructure the
Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act so that
these sites can be destroyed and the
land areas mined.

SOUTH
KOREA
RATIFIES
fROTOCOLS TO GENEVA CONVENTIONS
On 15th January 1982 the
Republic of Korea deposited with
the Swiss Government an instrument,
dated 28th December 1981, signifying
the ratification of Protocols I and II
additional to the Geneva Conventions
of 12th August 1949 and relating to
the Protection of Victims of International
and
Non-International
Armed Conflicts, signed on 12th
December 1977. The Protocols
entered into force for South Korea
on 15th July 1982.
THAILAND
1981 HUMAN
RIGHTS REPORTS
A report issued by the Coordinating Group for Religion in
Society (CGRS) reveals that the
human rights situation has changed
little from the previous year.
Although more democratic rights
were granted in terms of freedom of
thought, freedom of speech and
expression, and workers' right to
strike, the government still maintained certain restrictions. Furthermore there were numerous reports of
violations of human rights, threats
and assassinations, and abuses of
power by security forces.
Most workers were not paid the
mandatory mmunum wage and
chronic poverty continued to be a
problem. 55,000 children under 5
years old died from malnutrition and
hundreds of thousands of older
children went to work in unhealthy
factories in Bangkok. Slum dwellers
were regularly evicted. More than
half-a-million women resorted to
prostitution. Capital punishment was
used in a number of cases. There was
also an official attempt to make the
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death sentence mandatory for all
convicted of possession of war
weapons.

BOLIVIA - CURBS LIFTED
On May 26th 1982, the Bolivian
government decreed a general and
unrestricted amnesty for those in
exile arid those held in political
detention. Restrictions on political
party and union activity were lifted.
Previously, on April 26th, President
Celso Toriello lifted the State of
Exception which had been in force
since the military coup of July 17th
1980.

PERU - HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT
The Vice-President of the Peruvian
Human Rights Sub-Commission of
the Chamber of Deputies, in a 19, page report on the human rights
situation in Peru, concludes that the
government is becoming increasingly
authoritarian. Amongst the evidence
referred to in support of this conclusion include:
- concentration
of
legislative
function in the hands of the
executive, with resulting diminution of Parliament and Opposition,
- pressures on the Judiciary gravely
threatening its constitutionally
guaranteed independence,
growing police repression and
abuse of power, resulting in maltreatment and even death,
limitation of labour rights,
arbitrary arrests under the guise
of anti-terrorist laws.
UN SEMINAR ON HUMAN RIGHTS

IN ASIA

The UN Division of Human Rights
in co-operation with the Government
of Sri Lanka organised tbe Seminar
on National, Local and Regional
Arrangements for the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights in the
Asian Region at Colombo, Sri Lanka,
from 21st June - 2nd July 1982.
Participants from 19 countries, representatives of about 10 intergovernmental organisations and
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observers from 21-non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) attended.
The agenda of the seminar stressed
the exchange of experience and
information on national and local
institutions, discussion of existing or
proposed regional arrangements, and
consideration of further regional cooperation.
The seminar adopted by consensus
the following recommendations and
conclusions:
1. Urgent attention to be given to
encourage and assist States
Members of ESCAP to ratify the
basic international instruments on
human rights.
2. A programme to be developed for
teaching, seminars, training and
education in human rights for the
Asian and Pacific regions, with
the active co-operation of the UN,
. UNESCO and NGOs.
3. Studies to be conducted by
ESCAP on the integration of
human rights in the development
process, by the United Nations
University on regional standards
to supplement universal human

rights, by ILO on the needs in
the area of labour rights in the
region, and by UNITAR on the
development of regional organisations.

such as mass poverty, cultural traditions and security systems, and
deliberated on ways and means of
improving the legal protection of
human rights in the region.

4. Periodic meetings to be held for ·
exchanges of experience and
information by government representatives, recognised experts and
national institutions.

Amongst the recommendations
and conclusions, the seminar identified the following areas for further
study, research and action:
1. group advocacy and participation
of communities in legal aid
schemes,

S. NGOs to develop co-operative
activities with a view to enhancing
dissemination of information.

2. protection of social action groups
and socially disadvantaged groups
from institutionalized violence,
3. a survey of legal and other
remedies existing within the
region,

UN UNIVERSITY /UNESCO
SEMINAR ON APPROACHES TO
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ASIA
Pursuant to the recommendations
of the UN Seminar in Colombo, the
UN University and UNESCO together
with the Indian National Centre for
Human Rights Education and
Research held a 4-day seminar on
Approaches to Human Rights in
Asia from 12th-1Sth November 1982
at New Delhi, India. A small group
of experts from countries in the
Asian region examined specific issues

4. institutional arrangements to coordinate action to protect human
rights, to e{\courage research and
training and to help develop skills
for promoting human rights.
Towards that end, it was proposed
that the UN University and UNESCO
take steps to enable the creation of
a regional centre for the promotion
of such programmes. o

''JeticL fO't aft'

1

Compiled by Sammy C. Occena

FREEDOM AFTER THE SPEECH - What one may lose after exercising freedom of speech in a
themocracy.
TAME JOURNALS - Newspapers in a themocracy.
PRODCAST MEDIA - Radio-TV in a themocracy.
FREEDOM OF ARBITRARY ARREST AND DETENTION - A themocratic government's
freedom to arrest without warrant and ta detain without charges and without trial.
NATIONAL OR INTERNAL SECURITY CODE or LAW- Source of a themocratic government's
freedom of arbitrary arrest and detention.
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GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS
Chandra Muzaffar

For a group that is not 'traditionalist'
in its thinking, Aliran is paradoxically committed to tJie concept of
God as its first principle. How does
one explain this?

To start with, belief in God is
neither a traditional nor a modern
concept. It is an eternal, a perennial
concept. It belongs to all times and
all ages.
The vast majority of Malaysians,
for instance, believe in God. So do
the bulk of the masses living in the
Third World. Indeed, even in 'secularized' Western 'Europe and North
America and now in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union, faith in God is
a widespread phenomenon - as
scholars have begun to recognise.
Of course, just because a lot of
people believe in God, it does not
mean that one should also regard it
as the first principle in one's philosophy. For us in Aliran, there are
more crucial reasons for making
belief in God the basis of our
struggle which we shall explain in a
while. What we should all realize,
however, is that atheism, agnosticism
and other doctrines which seek to
deny or doubt God have always been
confined to a minority.

It is apparent that there is a
religious revival in not only
Western Europe and North
America but also in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.

The renewed interest in the idea
of God and in religion generally in
the West is proof of this. It is apparent that there is a religious revival
in not only Westerp Europe and
North America but also in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. This is
especially significant in the context of
the Soviet Union for in spite of
concerted state propaganda against
God and religion, a substantial segment of society continues to pray,
to meditate, to observe sacred
holidays and to believe in a Divine
Reality.
Why is there this religious revivalism?
Why has the human being retained
faith in God?

Belief in God is vital to the human
being's existence, both at the individual and collective level. It is the
only spiritually satisfying way of
dealing with the "great questions" of the meaning and purpose of life,
of the ephemeral quality of joy, of
the constant recurrence of sorrow, of
the quest for triumph, of the persistence of tragedy, of the inevitability
of decay, of the certainty of death,
of the mystery of the hereafter, of
the promise of eternity. Because man
is mortal, because his existence is
finite, he will always reach out for
the immortal and the infinite. In
other words, the very dialectic of life
suggests the presence of God.
While · the explanation for man's
continued faith in God is to be found
in life itself, the reasons for religious
revivalism are related mainly to the
larger social order. Since it would be
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inappropriate to discuss religious
revivalism in detail in this essay, we
shall trace very briefly some of its
underlying causes.
Needless to say, the causes would
vary from country to country and
region to region, from ideology to
ideology and religion to religion.
With the United States and perhaps
the West as a whole, religious revivalism may be a response to the void,
the vacm,im created by highlyindustrialized, technological societies. These societies produce patterns
of existence that are so externalized
and artificial that they increase man's
yearning for his spiritual moorings,
for an inner life that is deeper in its
meaning and message.
'
To be sure, the industrial social
structure with its rigid dichotomies is
also partly responsible for religious
resurgence in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe. A more important
cause however is perhaps the desire
for individual, personal freedom. For
religion in repressive societies can
sometimes · serve as a channel for
expressing one's autonomy in relation to the state. To put it differently, the individual's personal tie
to God is perceived as the counterpoint to the government's totalitarian imposition of ,its ideology upon
the citizen.
In the Third World, especially in
Muslim societies, religious revivalism
appears to be linked to a number of
forces. It has certainly got something
to do with the disillusionment of a
whole new generation with what is
f\LIRAN QUARTE_RLY VOL. 2 No. 4

seen -as, a -decadent, disintegrating
Wesfern civilisation. It is also a
reaction, in a sense, to the extravagant life-styles of local elites. A
return to a pure and pristine religious
morality is often suggested as the
solution. Religious purity therefore
becomes arr alternativ~ ideology
espoused by - elements from an
expanding middle-class ifi search of
political power. In this, they are
· sometimes supported by groups within a growing working-class seeking to
establish their identities in alien
urban environments.

It has certainly got something
to do with the disillusionment
of a whole new generation with
what is seen as a decadent,_
disintegrating Western
civilisatio_n.
From Aliran's point of view, has this
religious revivalism helped to foster
God-consciousness the way Aliian
perceives God-consciousness?

There are both positive and negative elements in contemporary
religious revivalism. It has certainly
made a lot of people conscious of the
rieed for an alternative - an alternative to both the dominant capitalist
and socialist philosophies and their
numerous variations. Indeed, one of
the reasons why religious revivalism
emerged in the first instance was
because of the quest for an alternative.
This quest for an alternative is, on
the whole, a good thing for it is
obvious to many of us that the great
crises confronting humankind in a
number of areas cannot be overcome
through
existing
philosophies.
Whether it is the crisis in the ecology
or in the utilization of natural
resources, or in the production
system or in consumption patterns
or in the authority structure, or in
the arms race or in ethnic relations
or even within the family and the
individual himself, it is clear that
existing routes lead but to dead-ends.
The religious revivalists at least
recognise that there has to be a new
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

basis, a ·new beginning, to human
civilisation.
Since God is central to this new
basis, they have undoubtedly helped
to promote God-consciousness in the
contemporary setting. This is a significant contribution. However, what
most religious revivalists mean by
God-consciousness in relation to man
and society may be quite different
from Aliran's own conception of
that idea. There are only a few
groups in the various religious tradi- ·
tions who see God-consciousness the
way we do. They are involved in
vigorous reinterpretation of spiritual
values in the light of modern knowledge.

that right through history re_hgion
has been more of a bane than a boon.
to society? '

This is not true at all. In at least 3
areas religion has been a blessing to
humankind. To start with, we know
from history that there were communities inspired by religious values
tfiat practised justice, freedom,
equality and fraternity in every sense
of the word. Some of the Hindu
'ashram communities' were of this
sort. There were Buddhist groups too
in the early period of the religion
which embodied these noble values.
Between the first and eighth centu-ries A.D. there were small Christian
communities that were truly egalitarian. In Islam, there was tremendous
emphasis upon equality and freedom
in the days of the Prophet and the
first 4 righteous Caliphs. Later on,
the distinguished Caliph Umar lbnAbdel Aziz succeeded in ·creating a
remarkably just community with
very little social disparities.

As for the rest, revivalism means a
return to the scriptures_of the past.
It means emulating a certain way of
life associated with sacral personalities who are central to their religious
doctrines. It means over-emphasising
rituals and symbols. It means preserving and perpetuating an exclusive
religious identity. It means glorifying
Even if we examine the so-called
one's own religion in a chauvinistic
tribal communities of a bygone age ,
manner. It means denying any goodwe shall discover that the ethics of
ness in other religions and belittling
sharing, of giving, of working togetheir teachings without even trying
ther for the good of everyone were
to understand them. Most of all,
strongly implanted in them. These
religious revivalism of this kind seeks
ethical values were derived (rom their
to denigrate the role of reason. As a
own religious philosophi_es which
result, it becomes utterly irrational ·
contained
some profound ideas on
and illogical. Some of the cult moveof man, nature, , the
the
unity
ments in the West would be good
universe
and
God.
·
examples of this.
Religious communities apart, a
It is understandable why, at this
stage, the negative characteristics great deal of art , of architecture, of
appear to dominate religious resur- music, of literature, of culture have
gence. For religion as a vital social received their impulse and impetus
force is just beginning to re-emerge from spiritual values. There are many
after having conceded centre stage to instances in history where the
other modes of thought and other flowering of a civilisation was due
forms of social organisation. It tends, largely to the advent of a new
tlierefore, to bask in the glory of yes- religion. Islam played this role from
the 7th century onwards as did
teryear. It is obsessed with form and
Christianity in an earlier epoch.
style for this is one way of
Indeed even in the development of
proclaiming its exclusive greatness.
the sciences, religion has had a hand.
After all, the insistence on cultural
Aspects of mathematics and the
exclusiveness - in contrast to the
physical ·sciences are related to
acceptance of cultural universality
Hinduism. Similarly the creative
- is often a trait of grave insecurity.
inspiration for scientific investigation
in medicine and the other sciences
Surely, it is not just in relation to
among the Arabs, Turks, Persians and
revivalism that religion displays Spaniards between the 8th and 14th
certain negative traits. Isn't it true
centuries came from Islam.
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Finally those of us who are
disdaigful of religion tend fo forget;
t~at it ha~ often spurred inc!.ividuals
·and groups to fight for truth, justice
and freedom. In many of the
nationalist movements of Asia, the
initial commitment to freedom was
provided by religious bodies inspired
by religious ideals. Even today,
Catholic communities in Latin
America and the Philippines are
actively involved in the struggle
against imperialism. For them and
for some others, their very concept
of the ideal social' order has been
strongly influenced by religion.
Of course this is only one side of
the story. It is undeniabiy true that
religion has also been used to oppress
people. Religion has served as an
instrument of exploitation by
wealthy classes. There are times
when it has legitimized corruption
and greed. Equally serious is the fact
that religion has acted as a channel
for the most blatant forms of communalism and chauvinism.
But religion cannot be blamed
for all this. They are deviations;
they constitute abuses of religion.
Religious elites themselves have been
partly responsible for this situation.
They interpret religion in such a
manner that their power and position
are enhanced. This is why they
emphasize unquestioning acceptance
of their view of the holy scriptures.
They want complete adherence to
rituals since they are their custodians. They insist upon total
allegiance to symbols since they are
their protectors: They fear any
attempt to link religion ro social
transformation and political change
for a number of reasons. First, given
their limited backgrounds they know
that they will be completely inadequate in dealing with social and
economic issues. Second, once
religion emerges as a conduit for
social transformation it will automatically become the property of the
people. There will be no special class
of interpreters. The priests will lose
their power. Third, if religion is to be
the basis of political change there
must be a willingness to challenge the
powers-that-be. This, many religious
elites are not prepared tQ do. In fact,

they are often part iind parcel of the
state, justifying all the actions of the
political elites. Since it is in their
interest to preserve the position of
the state, they do all they can to
ensure that religion remains a conservative, retrogressive force.

As we have hinted, with the
help of the priests, they
manipulate religion for their
own political purpose.
Religious elites aside, political
power-holders are also guilty. As we
have hinted, with the help of the
priests, they manipulate religion for
their own political purpose. Thus,
those aspects of religion that produce
the greatest impact among ordinary
people
ceremonies, rituals,
symbols - are exaggerated beyond
reason. This is to show how committed they are to religion. At the same
time, certain religious values, however important they may be, are
seldom preached or practised. Very ·
few leaders in history have emphasised integrity or freedom or equality
in religion - though they often talk
about peace and order and stability
as cherished spiritual values. The
exceptional leaders, however, sometimes succeed in changing the tone
and tenor of their societies, at least
for brief periods.
The economic and technological
state of society before the modern
era is yet another factor that has left
its mark upon religion. Before the
widespread application of science
and technology to various spheres of
life, it was simply not possible to get
rid of certain social conditions. Without the harnessing of inanimate
energy, the development of new
technics of production and the
creation of sustained economic
surplus, for instance, man would not
have been able to eliminate slavery.
Because slavery was technologically
and
economically
conditioned,
religions which condemned it and
urged slave-owners to free slaves
nonetheless stopped short of abolishing the evil practice. Similarly,
though many religions were aware
of the injustice of poverty and
sought to alleviate the misery of the
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poor, they could not lay guidelines
for eradicating poverty altogether.
Religions inveighed against exploitation but could not transform class
relationships. They accepted the
equality of the sexes but failed to
provide women with equal access to
work, to wealth, to power, since
society was in no position, technologically and economically, to allow
for such equality.
, In other words, the state of premodern society influenced religious
philosophy itself. The social ,structures that prevailed made religion
somewhat conservative. After all,
even the idea that change and _mobility are integral to life has been
shaped to a great extent by modern
technology. It is obvious that to this
day religion carries with it worldviews from an earlier era - worldviews which inhibit it from realising
the full meaning of those eternal
values that lie at its core.

Like the technological . and
economic conditions of pre-modern
society, the quantum of knowledge
about man's environment available in
past centuries has also influenced
religion adversely. Myth and magic,
superstition and sorcery, seeped
easily into religious thought, for premodern man's knowledge of his own
physical state, of the forces of nature
was quite limited. True, he had a
great deal of experiential knowledge
(or knowledge based upon experience) but it lacked the accuracy,
the breadth, the empirical validity
of scientific knowledge. As a result
he attributed supernatural powers to
both natural and social forces which
he could not comprehend. Believing
that a flood or an earthquake was
God's punishment was part of the
same psychology that revered a
monarch as an extraordinary human
being with some extraordinary
·
qualities.
It is apparent then that religious
elites and the political power-holders,
apart from the state of pre-modern
society and the level of knowledge in
the past, have all been responsible for
the flaws and fallacies that abound in
contemporary religion.

continue on page 48
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-CURRENT COMMENT
WRONG CUTS
IN EXPENDITURE
cl II I bile Aliran supports the govern' VV ment's efforts to reduce public

sector expenditure, it is nonetheless
disturbed by the way in which cuts
are being implemented in certain
areas.
It is inhuman for instance to
reduce all9cations for welfare dependents. Neither does it make any
sense to cut down on the purchase of
uniforms and shoes for specific
groups in the public services. Given
their location in the lower-income
category, such cuts will only increase
their hardship. Similarly, reducing
expenditure in the Universities does
not mean that libraries should cease
to buy books and journals. Books
constitute the heart of a university.
It is obvious that the problem has
arisen because of the decision to
impose
'across-the-board'
cuts.
Departments and institutions should
instead reduce significantly expenditure in those areas which are not
crucial to their primary functions
and activities. Cuts should be related
to a clear hierarchy of priorities.
Thus, in the Ministry of Social
Welfare, the allocation for travelling
should be reduced by 60-70% while
welfare aid should be untouched.
Likewise, in agriculture, fertiliser
subsidies will be unaffected since
they are directly linked to the livelihood of the farmers, but the travel
vote for ministry officials should be
cut drastically. Indeed, travel which
accounts for a significant slice of
public
expenditure
should
be
severely reduced since a lot of it is
really quite unnecessary .
At the same time, essential projects should be continued in spite of
the economy drive. In this connection, Aliran regrets the decision to
postpone the building of a new
General Hospital in Penang. There is
a dire need for a new hospital on the
island, given the congestion at the
existing General Hospital. Even from
an economic point of view, it would
be rational to build another hospital
since expenditure on projects that
benefit a large section of the public
directly could help stimulate growth
and arrest recessionary tendencies.
In fact, this is the best time for the
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government to undertake a massive
housing programme for the lowerincome groups.
The government's approach to the
down-turn in the economy so far has
been largely reactive and ad-hoe. It
does not seem to have a clear grasp
of economic realities or of the type
of long-term planning that is required
in the present situation.
Executive Committee
15th September, 1982

CHANGES IN
PRESENTATION OF
RADIO PROGRAMMES
11
OT

Jiran expresses its accord with
recent changes in language
usage over the non-Bahasa Malaysia
networks of Radio Malaysia.
It is only logical that an English,
Mandarin or Tamil network should
use its own language for broadcasts.
It is one · way of protecting their
constitutional status as secondary
languages in the country. Besides,
since sections of the older generation
of · non-Malays are still more proficient in these languages than Bahasa
Malaysia, it is necessary to communi:
cate with them in a medium that
they understand. In any case, by
mixing Mandarin or Tamil with
Bahasa Malaysia one is not doing
justice to the national language.
What is more important in the
long run however is the orientation
of these networks. There must be a
conscious effort to break down
ethnic barriers. Shared interests and
shared values which transcend ethnic
boundaries should be emphasised.
This thrust is perhaps even more
relevant for the national network.
For many of its features and programmes still tend to cater for a
particular community. And yet the
ethnic composition of the Bahasa
Malaysia audience has changed drastically over the last decade. There is
now a whole new generation of nonMalays whose primary language is
Malay. The national network should
therefore become more Malaysian in
character and content.
At the same time the national
network like the other networks
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should not be used as mere channels
of government propaganda. This puts
off people. · Allowing Malaysians to
listen to alternative views on society
would enhance the quality of radio
programmes . .
Indeed,
better
quality
programmes would only be possible if
there is more systematic research.
Such research should aim to produce
more programmes on history, culture
and science which seek to broaden
the rakyat's understanding of their
own and other societies.
Chandra Muzaffar
President
16th September, 1982

MASSACRE IN BEIRUT

di

liran expresses its utter horror
at the brutal massacre of
hundreds of Palestinian civilians in
refugee camps at Sabra and Shatila
in West Beirut.
Israel is as guilty of this mass
murder as the right-wing Phalangists
and the · Haddad militia who are
alleged to have done the actual
killings. After all, it was the Israeli
army that first began shelling these
camps in its obsession to eliminate
Palestinians from Lebanon.
·· The massacre at Sabra and Shatila
is reminiscent of the bloodbath at
Dier Yassin in 1948, when Menachem Begin and his lrgun terrorists
murdered hundreds of Palestinian
women and children in cold blood.
It is obvious to everyone now that
after having secured the expulsion
of the PLO ( the Palestinian Liberation Organisation) from Beirut, Israel
is determined to install a puppet
regime in Lebanon which wiff assist
in Zionist expansion in the region.
Zionist power is tied up with United
States' economic and strategic
interests in West Asia. This is why
the United States cannot be absolved
from moral responsibility for the
heinous crime committed at Sabra
and ·Shatila.
Aliran calls upon the Malaysian
government to convey to the United
States government the anger and

indignation of the Malaysian people
at the role played by the United
States in the West Asia crisis. For it
is only the United States that can
bring Israel to its senses.
At the same time Aliran urges the
Malaysian government to persuade
some of its ASEAN partners to cut
off all trade and diplomatic relations
with Israel.
Finally, Malaysia must enter into
urgent consultations with other
Third World states to obtain the
expulsion of Israel from the United
Nations. Israel, which has nothing
but contempt for the moral pleas of
other nations, has no right to be part
of an organisation based upon
humanitarian ideals.
Executive Committee
21st September, 1982

PROTEST AGAINST
U.S. INVOLVEMENT
11 s a member of the Palestinian
OT joint action Committee, Aliran
pledges to participate actively in the
month-long boycott of American
goods. It will also try to ensure the
success of other measures formulated
by the committee aimed at registering the indignation of the people
with the American role in the West
Asia crisis.
The significance of this protest
against the United States lies in two
spheres. First, it could help to raise
the people's consciousness of the evil
wrought by American imperialism in
not just West Asia but also in other
parts of the world. For a third world
country, Malaysia has been rather
slow in understanding this major
challenge to the integrity and sovereignty of small nations. Second, it
has brought together diverse ethnic
and religious groups who are now
united by a common commitment to
a common cause. Through this
experience, the groups may eventually realise that justice and freedom know no ethnic boundaries.
Aliran hopes that the mass media
will give full support to this protest.
Radip and Television Malaysia should
provide more in-depth coverage to
the Palestinian struggle. It is wrong
to present the struggle as a MuslimJewish conflict for its underlying
causes have very little to do with
religion.
Finally, Aliran will continue to
educate the public about the Palestinian struggle through its own

publications. We remain steadfast in
our commitment to the return of the
Palestinians to their homeland which
has been illegally occupied by the
Zionist state of Israel since 1948.
Chandra Muzaffar
President
27th September, 1982

LOYALTY AND
DISLOYALTY
t is unfortunate that Deputy
[! Prime
Minister, Datuk Musa

Hitam like so many other political
leaders, does not want to distinguish
loyalty to the government from
loyalty to the nation as his recent
speech at the MCA General Assembly
reveals. It should be remembe;red
that governments come and go but
the nation remains. It is a more permanent entity. The policies of a
particular government at a particular
point in time may not be in the
larger interest of the nation.
An extreme example of this
would be the Pol Pot regime whose
policies were clearly inimical to the
well-being of the Kampuchean
people. Similarly, the goals of the
Nazi government were, from a long
term perspective, detrimental to the
position of the G~rman nation.
Nearer home, it is possible to argue
that many of the present policies of
the Marcos government do not serve
the interests of the Philippines. Even
in our case, it
be shown that
some of our laws and programmes
may, in the end, undermine the quest
for a more just and united society.
It is because governments can be
wrong that criticisms against them
are regarded as legitimate. It does not
matter whether these criticisms are
about ethnic or economic issues,
whether they are harsh or mild, or
whether they are made at home or
abroad. Indeed, if certain fundamental grievances are articulated from
abroad, it may be because domestic
channels of dissent are not available.
The government, for its part, can
always chastise its critics, especially
if they choose to distort the truth as
some of them do. But it is wrong to
label those who condemn the laws
of the land or the policies of the
administration as 'disloyal'. For in a
democracy, it is recognised that a
citizen has the duty to evaluate his
government. If performing that duty
makes one disloyal then our national
leaders in 1969 were right in regarding Dr. Mahathir Mohamad and
Datuk Musa Hitam as disloyal!

can
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Of course, among those who condemn government policies and
emigrate there are some who are
completely opposed to the very
identity of the nation as implied in
our concept of citizenship. They do
not appreciate what the position of
Malay as the national language means
in reality. Neither do they try to
understand the cultural background
and political history of the country.
These are individuals who have
always remained psychologically and
emotionally alien to the land. In
many post-colonial societies such
types just cannot accept the
emerging cultural milieu and choose
to leave. Aliran holds no brief for
them.
However, there are many others
who have adjusted to the new realities and yet have been forced by
circumstances to emigrate. They
should be differentiated from the
earlier group. Some of these Malaysians cannot get jobs which are commensurate with their skills and
education. Ethnic quotas in employment are sometimes responsible for
their plight. Others have been frustrated by the lack of mobili\y in spite
of their proven fluency in the
national language. There are yet
other instances of highly-qualified
and dedicated professionals leaving
the country out of sheer frustration
with the deterioration in workirig
conditions, partly because timehonoured values such as ability and
excellence are given so little attention. Many other Malaysians choose
to emigrate for fear that the ethnic
quota system in higher learning
would deny their children places in
the local universities.
These are real grievances which no
just government should ignore. It is
because we are aware that an ethnic
approach to solving socio-economic
problems of inequity can only result
in ethnic polarization, that Aliran has
always advocated non-ethnic policy
measures when it comes to the distribution of scarce resources in certain
spheres of society. If scholarships
and places in institutions of higher
learning, for instance, are made
available after considering the socioeconomic background and the
performance of the applicants, some
of the underlying causes for the
unhappiness among a lot of Malaysians would be removed.
A non-ethnic approach to nationbuilding guided by humanitarian
values is what one expects of a
government which rightly places
belief in God above loyalty to the
nation. For loyalty to God which
transcends all other loyalties must
manifest itself in a willingness to do
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THE 1983
BUDGET

justice to every human being, irrespective of ethnic origin.
Chandra Muzaffar
President
11 October, 1982

NATIONAL
LITERATURE

a liran welcomes the views exOT pressed by His Majesty the

Yang DiPertuan Agong at the recent
national literary award presentation
ceremony in Kuala Lumpur.
His Majesty emphasised that,
National literature, like the national
language, belongs to all Malaysians,
irrespective of their ethnic origin.
Seen from this perspective, it can
be argued that Malay will assume a
truly national character only when
more and more non-Malays begin to
use the language in their daily lives.
Similarly, a genuinely national literature with which all the communities
can identify is still in the process of
evolution.
Aliran· urges non-Malay based
political, economic and cultural
groups to encourage young nonMalays in particular to use Mal_ay
more extensively especially in social
intercourse. At the moment, nonMalays use the national language
mainly for functional purposes. NonMalays must perceive Malay as a rich
and dynamic language with a strong
literary tradition .•
At the same time, Aliran hopes
that Malay political parties and
literary organisations will help nonMalays to develop a stronger
empathy with the Malay language.
This can be done in three ways. One,
by reducing those ethnic dichotomies
in public policies which may create a
negative
attitude
towards
the
national language. Two, by projecting a national, rather than a communal, image of the language.
Communally-motivated pronouncements on the language should therefore stop. Three, by showing some
understanding of the position of
other languages as secondary languages, for such an attitude will
induce non-Malays to reciprocate by
demonstrating a greater eagerness to
learn the national langu_age .
Subramaniam Sithambaram
Treasurer
14th October, 1982
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11 liran
.OT with

views the 1983 Budget
some reservations. While
there are some positive measures,
there has been no change in the basic
direction of our economy. With the
realisation that our current economic
difficulties are due to our great
dependence on international trade,
the government should have taken
steps to make our economy more
self-reliant. Instead, many of the new
measures are bound to increase the
dependence of our economy.
For example, the removal of
export licencing and abolition of
export duties will orientate our production facilities to exports rather
than fulfilling domestic needs. In
fact, at a time when inflation seems
to be abating, these and other new
measures are going to have the
reverse effect.
The removal of export licencing
on many items consumed by the
lower income group such as noodles,
meehoon, confectionery and softdrinks, may lead to artificial shortages hence giving an excuse for
higher prices.
With the abolition of export
duties on frozen prawns, fresh
prawns which are already scarce, will
now become even less available to
Malaysians. It is surprising that
despite persistent claims of shortages
of basic construction materials, the
export of cement, steel bars and tiles
is being encouraged with the abolition of export duties. This will lead
to domestic shortages. This contradicts the government's objective of
making housing materials available at
reasonable prices to enable the price
of houses to come down so that a
majority of the public can afford to
own their own homes.
Another inflationary measure is
the doubling of sales tax from five to
10 percent on a number of items
including clothings and household
items. Judging from the past practice
of Malaysian businessmen, it is inevitable that this increase will be
passed on to the consumers.
While
Aliran
welcomes the
increased duties on luxury items such
as imported cars, it regrets to note
that import duties on other luxury
goods such as cine camera, projector
and perfume have been totally abolished. The supposed benefit to the
tourist industry is questionable.
These are items consumed by the
wealthier class in the country.
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The other measures which Aliran
welcomes are the tax exemption
given to pensions and gratuities, the
abolition of import duties on feed
meal and increased taxes on tobacco
and liquor.

In these difficult times, we should
spend less on military expenditures
especially on imported hardware.
Instead we should invest more on
food production, encourage smallscale industries and promote scientific research to achieve the objective
of having a more self-reliant
economy.
Executive Committee
23rd October, 1982.

THE THEAN TEIK
INCIDENT
f i liran supports other organisain calling for a public
inquiry into the Thean Teik shooting
incident which occured last Friday
(29th October 1982). The inquiry
must be conducted by an independent body headed preferably 'by a
High Court Judge .
It will not serve the cause of
justice if the Police conducts the
inquiry since the Police themselves
are a factor in the incident. An
independent inquiry could well help
the Police to restore their image as a
just, humane and imp~tial institution of law enforcement.
Underlying the Thean Teik incident, however, is a fundamental
developmental question. The controversy reveals the pressures facing the
farming community in the island.
Agricultural and horticultural activities are being pushed aside with very
little concern for the families
involved or for the future of the
economy. One would have thought
that in view of the recession we
· would realize the importance of protecting and further developing
agricultural
and
horticultural
activities.
Sacrificing farming land for
housing projects and superhighways
is a common characteristic of our
development strategy . Very often the
victims of this sort of development
discover that the alternatives they
are provided with leave them economically more
dependent upon
market forces beyond their control.
Development that destroys selfreliance and community solidarity
and negates the fruits of hard work

07" tions

is not the sort of development that
should be pursued.
Executive Committee
3rd November, 1982

GUTHRIE'S MINDANAO
'SCANDAL'?
/A uthrie Corporation, which is
'::::J now owned by Permodalan

Nasional Bhd. (PNB) is faced with a
problem inherited from the days
when it was a British company. It is
alleged that Guthrie, together with
its partner, Philippines' National
Development Company (NDC), is
involved in repressive activities and
intimidation of Filipino farmers in
Mindanao through its association
with a paramilitary terrorist group.
According to reliable reports from
various
sources,
NDC-Guthrie
employs members of the "Lost
Command" to protect its interests
and to intimidate farmers who refuse
to surrender their property.
The "Lost Command" is a loose
paramilitary group originally set up
by the Philippine Army to counter
Muslim insurgency groups. It is wellknown for its brutality and has been
held responsible for several bombings
and murders. Yet local military and
police authorities seem reluctant to
investigate
these
atrocities.
Although some quarters report that
the group had been officially banned,
others suggest that it gets direct
orders from Malacanang
the
Presidential palace.
In 1979, Guthrie, which was then
under British ownership, set up a
joint venture with the NDC, the
Philippine government's investment
arm, to grow palm oil on some 4000
hectares of land in Agusan del Sur,
Mindanao. Under the terms of the
agreement, NDC owns 60% equity
and Guthrie 40%, though Guthrie
has an effective veto in the venture.
Much of the land was made
available to NDC through an allpowerful Presidential Decree. However, large parts of the land were
already occupied. A significant
number of the settlers belong to
tribal minorities who had cultivated
the land for several generations.
Though many of them have not
made their claims Filipino law
acknowledges their prima facie right
to land ownership.
Reports from local priests and
other religious organisations suggest
that NDC-Guthrie used various ways
to dispossess the settlers. Some were

paid monetary inducements, others
were forced to surrender their lands
through questionable practices. One
of the ways was to allow dispossessed
landowners the right to sub-contract
workers for the plantation. For doing
this they received a part of the
workers' pay. It is reminiscent of the
old "corvee" system practised during
the colonial period in Malaya.
As a result of allegations of the
use of a terrorist group and because
of the unsavoury tactics employed to
acquire lands belonging to small
farmers and peasants, there have
been some reactions in international
circles. The Commonwealth Development
Corporation
(CDC)
for
instance, which has been exploring
the possibility of making a loan to
NDC-Guthrie, has sent an investigating team to visit the site and to
report to the CDC board. In the
meantime it has decided to withhold
its signature from the loan. The
International Finance Corporation of
the World Bank has also withdrawn
from signing a loan agreement with
NDC-Guthrie until the CDC completes its inquiries.
In view of all this, the Permodalan
Nasional Berhad (PNB) should do all
it can to ensure that Guthrie's
involvement in Mindanao does in any
way tarnish the image of our nation.
This is why Aliran is persuaded to
urge the Malaysian government to
undertake a thorough investigation
into the matter as it raises questions
of social and economic justice. If the
allegations are found to be true, then
Guthrie Corporation should seek to
dissociate itself from those groups
that readily resort to force and
repression. Otherwise, Permodalan
Nasional Berhad, an organisation
created to improve the economic
well-being of its own nationals, will
be condoning acts that oppress
nationals of another ASEAN country.
How PNB cnooses to respond will
have serious consequences since there
are other Malaysian-based companies
which are interested in investing in
Mindanao and the neighbouring
islands.
Khor Yoke Lim
Exco Member
7th November, 1982

THE PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS TO
THE SOCIETIES ACT
A liran
OT some

observes that there are
positive elements and a
number of negative features in the
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proposed
amendments
to
the
Societies Act.
By
removing the
"political
society" category, the government
will be eliminating a gross absurdity
in the Act. Similarly, by allowing a
society to initiate and maintain
relations with groups outside the
country without having to obtain
the prior approval of the Registrar
of Societies, the government has
made it easier for local organisations
to cooperate with like-minded
societies in other countries.
These amendments indicate that
the government is prepared to
respond in a limited way to the just
demands of the public. A peopleoriented government should never be
afraid to correct its mistakes.
It is with this expectation that
Aliran appeals to the government to
make further changes to the proposed amendments during the second
reading of the bill.

First, societies should have access
to the Courts to obtain redress
against decisions of the Registrar or
the Minister. It is only in this manner
that the Judiciary can check executive action. This right of the
Judiciary is fundamental to the
democratic system.
Second, the powers of the Registrar should be limited. In spite of the
amendments, he continues to enjoy
the power to disqualify or remove
any office-bearer of any society,
amend the rules or constitution of
any society, and to prohibit societies
from affiliating with foreign groups.
It is wrong to give so much power to
a bureaucrat who is not directly
accountable to the public and cannot
be challenged in court.
Third, societies should only be
required to submit an annual report
on the funds they receive from
abroad. They should not be forced
to seek permission from the Registrar
every time they apply for foreign aid.
Though Aliran does not believe in
foreign funding, it can understand
why some societies may need financial assistance from abroad in order
to function effectively.
Finally, Aliran will remain sceptical of the claim that we have
become more democratic unless
there is a :willingness to curb the
pervasive, penetrative power of the
State in the interest of promoting a
more active and involved citizenry.
Chandra Muzaffar
President
21st November, 1982.
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IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE
3M PROGRAMME
11
OT

liran calls upon the government
to implement the 3M Programme on a gradual basis over the
next five years.
Implementing it on a massive
scale next year for all Standard One
classes may not be a wise thing to do.
To start with, teacher-training for
the 3M Programme has been rather
inadequate. It is simply not possible
to properly train thousands of
teachers in such a short period.
Instructors have had to rush through
their courses.
The problem becomes all the
more serious when it is recalled that
3M is not just a question of new
teaching techniques. It involves a
new approach to learning itself, in
which the teacher is expected to
perform as a highly-motivated and
deeply-committed guide and catalyst.
Given the frustrations within the
teaching profession, one wonders
whether a substantial segment of
teachers have the right attitudes to
ensure the success of the programme.
Besides, the teacher's workload is
going to increase considerably. He
has to prepare a series of instructional materials. He has to monitor
the individual pupil's performance.
He has to give specific attention to
different clusters of pupils within the
same class. Unless there is some
assistance from others, a teacher by
himself may find it very difficult to
manage. This is why a teacher in a
small, under-enrolled school who has
no one else to turn to for help may
not be able to bear the burden.
If anything, the size of an ordinary Standard One class is going to
make matters worse. The 3M
programme works best with a small
class of not more than 30 pupils.
Yet, an average Standard One class
today has at least 40 pupils. The
· teacher-pupil ratio is going to
deteriorate further in 1983 since new
teachers will not be available for
primary schools next year as a result
of the extension of the period of
teacher-training in all Colleges from
two to three years. This IJ1eans that
Standard One teachers may be forced
to teach even bigger classes next year
which in turn will affect adversely
the 3M programme.
In spite of these problems, Aliran
is convinced that as an educational
concept the 3M programme is
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superior to the present method of
teaching and learning in primary
schools. First, it emphasises reading,
writing and arithmetic which are
basic skills in the ' learning process.
These skills had been ignored to a
large extent in the last few years in a
curriculum obsessed with providing
as much information as possible to
the primary school pupil. Second,
the emphasis on basic skills will be
particularly beneficial for pupils
from poorer homes who cannot
afford to attend kindergartens. In
that sense, the 3M programme is
more egalitarian than the present
curriculum. Third, since the programme is suppqsed to introduce
pupils to a wide variety of reading
materials by stimulating interest in
their environment and through a
process of self-discovery, it could
help develop the reading-habit.
Finally, the 3M programme requires
a great deal of participation on the
part of the pupil. As a result, the
pupil will cease to be a passive recipient of knowledge. Since he will be
actively involved in the learning
process his imagination and creativity
will develop in a manner that the
present system does not allow for.
However, for these advantages to
be fully realised, the government
must be willing to rectify various
shortcomings in the implementation
of the 3M programme. This is why
the programme has to be implemented stage by stage, giving enough
time for comprehensive analysis and
evaluation.
Executive Committee.
23rd November, 1982.

PROTEST AGAINST
LEG IRONS
11 liran regrets to note
OT Prisons Department

that the
are reintroducing the use of leg irons for
prisoners who are in transit from the
prison to outside destinations. Such a
degrading practice is unacceptable in
the 20th century; it is also a retrogressive step by the liberal standards
of the 2M Administration.
The reason given by the Prisons
Department for the use of leg irons is
to ensure better security and to avoid
attempted escapes by prisoners in
transit. One can only note for Malaysian society the cure is worse than
the disease. It is an example of how
our bureaucrats, when faced with
administrative problems, simJ?lY take
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the easy way out without consideration for those affected.
Aliran urges the relevant authorities to look into this matter, heed the
views of the public, and prohibit the
use of leg irons altogether.
Gan Teik Chee
Assistant Secretary.
26th Nov. 1982.

TOWARDS RELIGIOUS
AUTHORITARIANISM?
f l he proposed amendment to the
-_J Penal Code and the Criminal
Procedure Code with regard to
religious interpretation will have
adverse consequences for Malaysian
society as a whole.
While it is true that schisms
caused by the 'kafir-mengkafir', 'dua
Imam' and 'burial' issues can be
damaging to the socio-cultural life
of the community, it is wrong to
believe that they can be resolved
through the force of the law. Indeed
by imposing fines and imprisoning
those who claim piety for them·
selves, we wiU- be merely making
them look like martyrs.
One possible solution to the
problem is to allow local religious
communities to choose their own
Imams guided by the principles of
the Syariah (the Islamic legal system)
and based upon the concept of Syura
(consultations). This will not only
conform to Islamic values but also
ensure that the socio-cultural unity
of the community remains intact.
Instead of doing this, the amend·
ment has made matters worse, by
bestowing upon the official elites
from whatever religion - be it Islam,
Buddhism, Hinduism or Christianity
- the right to interpret religious
tenets and precepts without being
challenged or questioned by anyone.
They have become the sole custodians of the integrity of their respective religions. In the name of main·
taining unity, the government is
attempting to impose the sort of
religious uniformity which will be
detrimental to social change.
To start with, it must be understood that religion by its very nature
allows for diverse interpretations.
This is because its underlying values
are so universal that human beings
are bound to attach different
meanings to them. This has been so
right through the ages. It explains
why in all religions some of the
greatest saints and philosophers held

continue on page 40

PEMBANGUNAN MELALUI MEDIA MASSA
Mustafa K. Anuar

0

ebelum, dan -lebih-lebih lagi,
setelah mencapai kemerdekaan
pada tahun 1957, negara kita begitu
khusyuk dengan usaha-usaha dan
rancangan-rancangan untuk memdan
negara.
bangunkan
rakyat
Dengan kata lain, "pembangunan"
merupakan lebih dari cogankata yang
mempunyai satu macam magis bukan
saja bagi Malaysia, malah bagi kebanyakan negara yang baru mencapai
kemerdekaan dari belenggu penjajahan.

d

(""'

Boleh di katakan hampir setiap
orang di negara ini - dari pemimpin
hinggalah ke rakyat biasa - inginkan
kemajuan. Dan akhir-akhir ini kita
nampak perasaan dan semangat ini
meruap-ruap hingga mencapai satu
perubahan konsep yang dianggap
baru: memandang ke arah Jepun dan
Korea Selatan, untuk meniru dan
bergantung kepada teknologi dan
eti ka kerja yang bersesuaian dengan
negara-negara tersebut. I ni adalah
perlu (kata pemimpin negara), jika
Malaysia ingin menjadi sebuah negara
yang merdeka, maju, berdaulat dan
bermaruah.
Kita perlu sejenak menanyakan
apakah itu "pembangunan"? Secara
kasar kita boleh lah katakan bahawa
pembangunan adalah satu usaha
untuk memajukan diri kita dari segi
material, rohan iah
dan mental.
1ni,
Dalam
perbincangan
kita
penekanan di~uat terhadap pembangunan mental kerana ini adalah
satu-satu pembangunan manusia yang
tidak boleh diabai-abai kan; satu titi ktolak kepada segala aspek pembangunan manusia yang lain.

PEMBANGUNAN MENTAL
MANUSIA
Media massa dalam dunia moden
ini, lebih-lebih lagi dalam era ledakan
informasi' mempunyai kaitan rapat
dengan pembangunan mental manusia Sebelum kita teruskan perbincangan ini eloklah kita ketahui

apa itu media massa. Secara amnya,
media massa ialah saluran-saluran
informasi atau pengetahuan untuk
orang ramai - berbentuk radio, TV,
akhbar, majalah, risalah, dan sebagainya. Bagai manapun, perbincangan
kita ini akan hanya menitikberatkan
saluran akhbar (dan juga majalah)
sebagai salah satu faktor utama yang
bertanggungjawab terhadap pembangunan mental rakyat di Malaysia.
lni adalah kerana akhbar murah dan
mudah digunakan oleh hampir semua
orang.

Informasi atau pengetahuan
melalui akhbar adalah dirasakan
perlu penonjolannya kerana

informasilah iang boleh

menukar, atau sekurangkurangnya cuba menukar corak
pemikiran rakyat untuk
membangun dan memajukan
diri mereka.
lnformasi atau pengetahuan melalui akhbar adalah dirasakan perlu
penonjolannya kerana informasi lah
yang boleh menukar, atau sekurangkurangnya cuba menukar corak
pemikiran rakyat untuk membangun
dan memajukan diri mereka. Yang
lebih mustahak di sini ialah untuk
membebaskan rakyat dari fi kiran
yang kolot dan yang boleh membendungkannya dari menjadi manusia
yang boleh berfi kir secara lebih
rasional, analitikal dan kritis, dengan
menggunakan pengurniaan Tuhan akal
dengan lebih berkesan.
Sayugia diingatkan, salah informasi
atau matlumat yang hanya berat
sebelah juga boleh mengabadikan
manusia kepada pemikiran yang
tidak progresif atau kurang rasional.
Akhbar boleh dan telah menjadi
kemangkin
(catalyst)
kepada
banyakan, kalau tidakpun semua,
aktiviti pembangunan negara memandangkan latar-belakang pendidikan
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kebanyakan rakyat negara ini yang
boleh dikatakan agak memuaskan.
I ni adalah disebabkan kebanyakan
rakyat boleh dihubungi, dan dibawa
berunding melalui akhbar dan majalah kerana pada umumnya mereka
sekurang-kurangnya boleh membaca
dan menulis, kalaupun tidak begitu
lincah dan arif untuk berdebat atau
berfikir secara kritis dan mendalam.
Berhubung dengan hal ini, mungkin
kita bolehlah mengandaikan bahawa
· masa depan negara adalah lebih
cerah
memandangkan
bilangan
rakyat yang berpendidi kan tinggi
akan meningkat dari masa ke semasa.
Tapi ini cuma andaian saja.

INFORMASI MEMBEBASKAN MANUSIA
Kesan sosial yang asas dari informasi yang dikeluarkan dengan secara
bebas ialah ia memerdekakan dan
bukan mempergunakan manusia. la
adalah bertujuan untuk melepaskan
manusia dari kejahi Ian dan dari
dipergunakan secara berleluasa. lnilah yang dimaksudkan oleh Suruhanjaya Bangsa-Bangsa Bersatu terhadap
hak asasi manusia bila badan dunia
itu memperkatakan bahawa informasi adalah salah satu hak asasi.
Aliran informasi yang cukup adalah
perlu untuk membolehkan pengetahuan dikongsi oleh orang yang
mempunyai
banyak pengetahuan
dengan orang yang kurang pengetahuan. Aliran informasi yang cukup
adalah juga perlu jika rakyat biasa di
negara hendak
dalam sesebuah
dilibatkan dalam prose~ membuat
sesuatu keputu~an atau dasar.
Dalam sesebuah negara yang
sedang membangun seperti Malaysia,
adalah pentirig bagi aliran informasi
itu berjalan bukan sahaja dari atas
(pemerintah} ke bawah (rakyat}, tapi
juga sebaliknya. lni adalah untuk
memberi peluang kepada rakyat
untuk melibatkan diri mereka secara
lebih aktif dalam proses membangun
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dan memodenkan kehidupan masyarakat mereka . Rakyat juga perlu
.saluran-saluran untuk berkomunikasi
dengan
rakan-rakan
mereka di
tempat-tempat
atau
kampungkampung lain supaya dapat mereka
berbincang dan menilai bersama
polisi dan rancangan yang akan
dibuat dan kesan-kesannya kepada
masyarakat mereka kemudian hari .
Selepas itu, mereka juga perlukan
saluran-saluran untuk menyampaikan
keputusan atau saranan mereka ke
atas (mungkin menteri, menteri
besar, wakil rakyat, ahli dewan
undangan negeri, dsbnya) . Akhbar
. merupakan salah satu daripada
saluran yang diperkatakan tadi .
Jadi dengan cara di atas, kita
boleh mengelakkan diri kita dari
dituduh
atau
disalahfahamkan
sebagai "mempergunakan" rakyat
kerana apa yang telah diperkatakan
tadi ialah supaya rakyat diberi
peluang
untuk
membincang,
mengambil keputusan atau membuat
saranan dalam bal untuk memajukan
diri mereka sendiri . I ni juga satu
cara, dalam analisa terakhirnya ,
untuk melatih rakyat berdikari dalam
merancang dan menjalankan aktivitiaktiviti
pembangunan
dengan
campurtangan
~emerintah
yang
minima.

Dan akhbar juga, sebagai satu
perkhidmatan kepada rakyat,
bertanggungjawab dalam
menyiarkan kesan-kesan
negatif, jika ada, yang datang
dari teknologi yang diidamkan rakyat tadi.
FUNGSI AKHBAR NEGARA
DEMOKRASI
Di sini mungkin perlu kita tinjau
fungsi-fungsi utama akhbar dalam
sesebuah masyarakat yang sedang
membangun dan berdemokrasi untuk
melihat bagaimana akhbar boleh, jika
ia berjalan atas lunas-lunas yang
murni , meningkatkan taraf pembangunan rakyat, khususnya mental.
Selain dari fungsinya untuk menghibur,
akhbar
juga berperanan
sebagai pengawas. Maksud di sini
ialah akhbar perlu sentiasa berjagaALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

jaga terhadap perubahan-perubahan
yang berlaku di dalam satu-satu
masyarakat. Misalnya, seperti yang
telah dikatakan tadi, proses pembangunan yang pesat telah membuat
akhbar mempunyai peranan untuk
menyediakan sal uran komuni kasi di
an tar a rakyat dengan pemeri ntah,
dan di antara rakyat dengan rakyat di
sebuah kawasan negeri yang lain.
Kalau dulu komunikasi di antara
penduduk sesebuah kampung dengan
ketua kampung atau penghulu sudah
memadai, sekarang komunikasi itu
perlu diperluaskan hingga sampai ke
wakil rakyat, menteri besar, wakil
persatuan pengguna, peguam, dan
sebagainya. Bukan itu saja, rakyat setelah ramai yang tahu membaca
dan menulis dan membina sifat
gemar membaca - ingin meluaskan
skop pengetahuannya dengan mendapatkan informasi mengenai satusatu bentuk teknologi dari negara
asing melalui akhbar. Dan akhbar
juga, sebagai, satu perkhidmatan
kepada rakyat, bertanggungjawab
dalam
menyiarkan
kesan-kesan
negatif, jika ada, yang datang dari
teknologi
yang
diidam-idamkan
rakyat tadi. Misalnya, pencemaran
alam hasil dari penggunaan teknologi
yang boleh menjejaskan mata pencarian seperti pesawah atau nelayan.
Dengan kata lain, fungsi akhbar itu
adalah untuk mengawasi situasi dan
masa bagi menentukan bila sempadan
pemikiran rakyat boleh diperluaskan .
Dalam hal ini, harus ditekankan
bahawa tali silaturrahim di antara
akhbar dan _rakyat bukan saja perlu
erat tapi perlu dikekalkan tanpa
sebarang kecacatan berbentuk kecurigaan dari kedua belah pihak .
Kedua,
akhbar
mempunyai
peranan untuk menonjolkan atau
memberi fokus terhadap masalah
atau isu yang dirasakan rakyat perlu
ketahui dan bincangkan . Akhbar
yang
bertanggungjawab
kepada
rakyat sudah seharusnya berani
mengutarakan iSU'-isu dan persoalan
yang mungkin tidak begitu disukai
oleh pihak pemerintah , industri atau
perniagaan besar. Tugas akhbar ini
menjadi lebih penting, lebih-lebih lagi
kalau isu atau masalah itu boleh menjejaskan moral, maruah atau kesejahteraan rakyat pada keseluruhannya .
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Peranan kedua akhbar ini amatlah
penting kerana ia cuba memfokus
satu-s9tu hal kepada rakyat supaya
mereka mengetahuinya dan membincangkannya dengan lebih serius lagi.
Satu cara akhbar memberi fokus
terhadap satu-satu perkara yang
difikirkan paling penting ialah lazimnya dengan meletakkan berita di
muka hadapan dengan menggunakan
tajuk berita yang besar, serta diikuti
dengan penganalisaan di halaman
dalam, yang selalunya berdekatan
dengan lidah pengarangan (editorial)
akhbar tersebut.
Sayugia di ingatkan, satu cara
alternatif bagi akhbar mengelakkan
dirinya dari memberi fokus terhadap
satu-satu perkara yang sepatutnya
mendapat perhatian umum ialah
dengan menonjolkan hal-hal yang
kurang penting di muka hadapan.
Dengan cara ini, pembaca atau rakyat
akan dipesongkan perhatiannya dari
isu-isu semasa yang mungkin menggugatkan . (Bagaimanapun, dalam keskes tertentu, panduan "fokus" ini
tidaklah boleh digunakan sepenuhnya.)
Harus ditekankan di sini bahawa
rakyat perlu sedar bahawa melaporkan satu-satu hal atau isu yang
difikirkan penting oleh akhbarakhbar tertentu merupakan satu
langkah pertama dalam usaha untuk
membangun dan memajukan pemikiran mereka. Apa yang juga perlu
dan penting, sebagai langkah keduanya, ialah reaksi positif rakyat/
pembaca terhadap hal-hal yang telah
disiarkan oleh akhbar itu. Di sinilah
t imbulnya soalan penglibatan rakyat
dalam membincangkan hal-hal yang
telah dilaporkan dan yang boleh
menjejaskan secara langsung atau
tidak
kehidupan
sehari-harian
mereka.
Perbincangan isu atau hal melalui
(ruangan forum) akhbar selalunya
mencetuskan perbalahan pendapat.
Perlu diingatkan di sini bahawa percanggahar'I pendapat maupun kritikan
bukanlah satu tanda kelemahan
kerana negara yang mengamalkan
sistem demokrasi seharusnya menggalakkan perbincangan dan peruntuk
debatan
dengan
tujuan
mendapatkan pro dan kontra bagi

sesuatu
hal,
tan pa
membuat
seseorang (rakyat maup_un pemimpin)
mengambil satu-satu tindakan dengan
cara terburu-buru. Dengan cara langsung atau tidak, ini juga akan
mengasah daya pemikiran rakyat bila
dihadapkan dengan satu-satu masalah
atau isu semasa, yang memerlukan
pemikiran yang mendalam dan kritis.
Misalnya, jika ada golongan petani
yang mengalami nasib buruk seperti
rakan-rakan mereka di Kampung
Padang , Kuala Kedah, (tahun 1978)
disebabkan pencemaran air oleh
sebuah kilang kimia berdekatan, kita
harap mereka ini bukan saja diberikan keadilan tapi juga peluang untuk
mewakili diri mereka dalam apa-apa
perbincangan untuk melindungi hakhak, mata pencarian mereka dan
menentukan corak hidup mereka
yang lebih selesa dan yang tidak
membahayakan. Bila ·rakyat, sama
ada
petani,
pesawah
maupun
golongan intelek, sudah sampai ke
tahap kematangan pemikiran ini,
maka bolehlah dikatakan kita telah
maju setapak dua dalam lapangan
pemikiran manusia dan kebebasannya.

Perlu diingatkan di sini bahawa
percanggahan pendapat
maupun kritikan bukanlah satu
tanda kelemahan kerana negara
yang mengamalkan sistem
demokrasi seharusnya
menggalakkan perbincangan
dan perdebatan dengan tujuan
untuk mendapatkan pro dan
kontra bagi sesuatu hal, tanpa
membuat seseorang ( rakyat
maupun pemimpin) mengambil
satu-satu tindakan dengan cara
terburu-buru.
Rakyat,
lebih-lebih lagi bagi
mereka yang duduk di dalam negara
demokrasi, perlu mengambil tahu
tentang polisi-polisi. yang diambil
oleh pihak pemerintah, walaupun
mungkin sudah bertalu-talu diperkatakan bahawa dasar-dasar atau
rancangan -rancangan pembangunan
adalah untuk kebajikan rakyat jelata
dan oleh itu, polisi-polisi tersebut
tidak perlu diperdebatkan oleh

rakyat sendiri . Tanggungjawab untuk
menimbang dan
membincangkan
polisi-polisi pemerintah harus dipikul
oleh semua rakyat, lebih-lebih lagi
mereka yang mempunyai pendidikan
tinggi, kedudukan tinggi dan masa
lapang yang banyak. Apa yang
diperlukan ialah supaya saluransaluran perbincangan seperti akhbar
dibuka pada umum.

SISTEM KOMUNIS SOVIET
Suasana polemik dan dialog yang
sihat amatlah perlu kerana sekurangkurangnya kita dapat mengasingkan
diri kita dari rakyat sesebuah negara
satu sistem
yang
mengamal kan
akhbar (press) apa yang dipanggil
oleh para pakar komuni kasi seperti
Fred Siebert, Theodore Peterson dan
Wilbur Schramm - sebagai sistem
akhbar Komunis Soviet. Sistem ini
menghalang rakyat dari mengkritik
'objektif-objektif dan
polisi-polisi
parti pemerintah . Apa yang dibenarkan ialah hanya kritikan terhadap
proses pentadbiran atau perlaksanaan
rancangan pemerintah . Dengan kata
lain, rakyat (melalui media massa
seperti akhbar) boleh mempersoalkan
sikap kurang amanah dari beberapa
pegawai kerajaan, atau kes rasuah di
beberapa jabatan kerajaan . Tapi persoalan mengenai hal pokok, polisi,
falsafah di sebali k satu-satu projek
pemerintah diketepikan, kalau tidak
pun dilarang langsung.

SISTEM AUTHORITARIAN
Kita juga perlu mengasingkan diri
dari sistem akhbar Authoritarian di
mana pada asasnya komunikasi
hanya berlaku dalam bentuk "dari
atas ke bawah saja". Cara rn1
memanglah melanggar semangat dan
kepercayaan dua sistem akhbar yang
lain - Libertarian dan Tanggungjawab Sosial (Social Responsibility) yang dianuti oleh kebanyakan akhbar
di
negara-negara demokrasi. Di
bawah sistem Libertarian ini, akhbarakhbar di kebanyakan negara Barat,
lebih-lebih lagi Amerika Syarikat,
menggunakan dasar akhbar ya·ng
liberal ini untuk mencari dan melaporkan kebenaran seberapa banyak
yang boleh, selain dari mengawasi
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segala tindak tanduk pemerintah .
Sementara sistem akhbar Tanggungjawab Sosial pula pada dasarnya
mempunyai tanggungjawab serius terhadap masyarakat untuk menggalakkan seberapa banyak penonjolan dan
perbincangan yan'g boleh mengenai
isu-isu dan masalah semasa.

RAKYATBOLEHBERSUARA
MELALUI AKHBAR
Sekiranya ada akhbar tempatan
yang "tersesat jalan" yang cuba,
dalam beberapa hal, mengamal sistem
akhbar bercorak Authoritarian maupun Komunis Soviet, rakyaf negara
ini mempunyai tugas utama untuk
menegur sikap atau perbuatan akhbar
tersebut. Ada beberapa cara untuk
menegur dan membetul kan keadaan
akhbar seperti itu: pertama, rakyat
boleh menulis surat terus kepada
akhbar berkenaan dan luahkan bantahan dan ketidakpuasan hati atas
kurang layanan yang diberi oleh
akhbar terhadap, misalnya, masalah
rakyat dengan pihak pemerintah; ·
kedua, pembaca boleh meminta pertolongan dari Majlis Akhbar Kebangsaan (kalau ada; kalau tidak ada,
rakyat serta ahli-ahli media perlulah
menggesakan
penubuhan
Maj Iis
Akhbar Kebangsaan yang bebas)
untuk cuba membetulkan keadaan
yang kurang sihat ini; dan akhirnya,
bila kepercayaan pembaca terhadap
akhbar tersebut sudah tipis, sudahlah
sampai masanya bagi pembaca memberhehti kan langganan akhbar itu.
Waiau apapun cara yang diikuti,
kesedaran dan komitmen dari rakyat
amatlah penting.
Peranan akhbar kedua ini menjadi
lebih penting bila negara-negara
sedang membangun seperti Malaysia
terpaksa
memrnJam
berjuta-juta
ringgit dari negara-negara asing dan
institusi-institusi kewangan seperti
Bank Dunia untuk membiayai projekprojek pembangunannya. Rakyat
memang dan perlu tahu h.al ini dan
berhak membincangkannva. Tapi
mungkin ada pihak yang mengatakan
perbincangan dan perbalahan pendapat mengenai satu-satu isu atau
polisi pemerintah akan hanya melambatkan proses pembangunan negara.
Sikap atau pendirian seperti ini
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

tidaklah harus ditelan bulat-bulat.
Melalui akhbar dan media massa yang
lain, rakyat perlu membincangkan
hal ini kerana setiap "projek rakyat"
itu menggunakan wang rakyat dan
rakyat berhak membahas satu-satu
projek itu untuk menentukan proj8k
itu betul-betul memberi munafaat
kepada rakyat, dan tidak mempunyai
kemungkinan . yang ia akan tinggal
terbengkalai kemudiannya disebabkan rasuah, kekurangan kemah i ran
ataupun menentukan projek itu telah
difi kirkan semasak-masaknya supaya
pada akhirnya ·ia tidak akan hanya
mengkayakan yang sudah kaya dan
memapakan yang sedia miskin.

Apa yang patut dibuat oleh
pihak berkuasa tersebut ialah
berdialog dengan rakyat di
dalam akhbar itu kerana rakyat
itu telah memilih akhbar
sebagai forum untuk berbincang
masalahnya, dan bukan sematamata untuk memancing
publisiti.
Jadi kita tidak seharusnya berasa
gundah atau gentar bila ramai rakyat
sekarang yang sedia mengutarakan
masalah mereka melalui akhbar,
lebih-lebih lagi bila · masalah mereka
dirasakan telah lama d iabai-abai kan,
atau tidak boleh diselesaikan lagi
oleh pihak berkuasa tertentu . Di
sebuah akhbar nasional tempoh hari
kita dapati rakyat telah dimarahi
oleh pihak berkuasa tertentu kerana
menyiarkan masalah mereka di dalam
akhbar itu . Apa yang patut dibuat
oleh pihak berkuasa tersebut ialah
berdialog dengan rakyat itu di
dalam akhbar itu kerana rakyat itu
telah memilih akhbar sebagai forum
untuk berbincang masalahnya, dan
bukan semata-mata untuk memancing publisiti . Ataupun dialog atau
perbincangan perlu diadakan disebuah tempat awam di antara pihak
berkuasa itu dan rakyat dan ini akan
dilaporkan oleh pihak akhbar. Sekurang-kurangnya rakyat dari negeri
lain dapat mempelajari sesuatu dari
insiden ini .
Satu lagi kes yang mungk in menggambarkan keupayaan dan kesangALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

gupan rakyat untuk menggunakan
otaknya dengan lebih kritis ialah
hal pembaca sebuah akhbar nasional
yang mengkritik pihak berkuasa
Pulau Pinang yang ingin merubahkan
nama tempat Balik Pulau. Lantas
beliau berhujah bahawa apa yang dia
fikirkan lebih penting ialah bagi
pihak berkuasa menitikberatkan halhal atau projek-projek yang boleh
memperbaiki kehidupan orang-orang
di Balik Pulau . Lagipun, bantahnya,
nama Balik Pulau itu mempunyai
nilai sentimental bagi orang-orang
yang telah lama menduduki tempat
itu.
Di sini kita boleh lihat betapa
pentingnya rakyat dilibatkan seberapa banyak yang boleh dalam
proses perubahan, walaupun ia hanya
merupakan pengubahan nama satusatu tempat . Kita sudah tentu tidak
mahu dicap sebagai masyarakat yang
mahu meniru apa yang dilakukan
oleh beberapa negara asing yang
sukakan bentuk komuni kasi "dari
atas ke bawah saja".

AKHBAR BOLEH MENDIDIK
RAKYAT
Satu lagi peranan akhbar yang
tidak kurang mustahaknya ialah
mendidik rakyat . Peranan ini, dalam
beber~pa hal, adalah has ii dari dua
peranan yang telah dibincangkan di
atas. Akhbar bukan saja mendidik
pembaca melalui laporan dan informasi
yang
dipaparkan
dalam
halamannya, ia juga berupaya memberi peluang pembaca untuk melibatkan dirinya, secara langsung atau
tidak, dalam hal-hal negaranya dan
seterusnya bersi kap kritis dan leb ih
matang dalam memahami isu atau
masalah masyarakatnya. Peng I ibatan
rakyat ini amatlah mustahak untuk
memastikan bahawa mereka dan
buah fikiran mereka yang membina
mempunyai tempat di dalam masyarakat yang disayanginya.
Bagai manapun, akhbar-akhbar di
negara ini tidak akan dapat menjalankan peranan-peranannya yang telah
diperkatakan tadi dengan lebih berkesan selagi akhbar-akhbar ini di- ·
kongkongi oleh beberapa faktor yang
boleh dikatakan tidak sihat. Misal nya, mungkin sudah tiba masanya
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negara kita mempunyai lebih banyak
bilangan akhbar dari apa yang ada
sekarang . Mungkin permintaan ini
tidak keterlaluan jika dipandangkan
ada akhbar-akhbar yang sudah kukuh
yang telah menubuhkan anak-anak
akhbarnya
(yang
bercorak
kedaerahan) di selatan ' dan satu lagi di
utara Semenanjung . Bagaimanapun,
ini lebih merupakan monopoli dalam
hal menyebar informasi yang tidaklah begitu sihat sekira matlamat kita
ialah untuk menggalakkan pemikiran
kritis, rasional dan kepelbagaian pendapat. Apa yang perl u dibuat ialah
galakan harus diberi oleh pihak
pemerintah supaya ramai orang
tertentu muncul ke hadapan untuk
menubuhkan akhbar-akhbar daerah
dan
akhbar-akhbar
keci I yang
mewakili pelbagai :;udut pendapat.

AKTA MESIN CETAK PER LU
DI LONGGARKAN
Satu lagi perubahan yang penting
yang perlu diadakan oieh pemerintah
bagi melepaskan kebanyakan rakyat
dari "pemikiran belenggu" ini ialah
ter~adap
beberapa
kelonggaran
syarat yang tertakluk dalam Akta
Mesin Cetak 1948 (dipinda 1974),
kalau tidak Akta ini dimansuhkan
sama sekali. Sudah banyak diperkatakan bahawa akta ini telah, sedang
dan akan membendung pengarang,
penulis dan pembaca dari mengeluarkan pendapat dan idea yang bernas
lagi kritis yang selal unya bertujuan
untuk membetulkan . yang salah
dalam masyarakat kita . Malangnya
pendapat seperti itu selal unya terlal u
pedas bagi orang-orang tertentu menelannya . Sikap t-akutkan kritikan
dan percanggahan pendapat harus
diubah, lebih-lebih lagi bagi rakyat
di dalam sesebuah negara yang
percaya dan cintakan Tuhan, iaitu
simbol kebenaran, keadilan dan kemajuan. ·
Jadi, walaupun kita telah merdeka
dari kongkongan penjajahan British,
kita masih .lagi mempunyai cabaran
kuat untuk memerdekakan diri ktta
dari berbagai daya pemikiran yang
kolot, kurang rasional dan yang
membekukan pembangunan manusia
sebagai lnsan Tuhan yang Murni
dan dinamis. D
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Iwant fair treatment
There is enough food for everyone. But not
everyone has enough food. Too much food
produced by the poor feeds the animals
eaten by the rich. Too much land in
developing countries produces cash crops
for the industrialised world. When some
people go hungry, it is not food that's in
short supply - it's justice.
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HUJAN BUATAN DI MALAYSIA
Goh Kim Chuan

(D eberapa buah empangan dan
~ takungan besar telah dibena di
beberapa buah lembangan sungai
utama di Malaysia. Tujuan pembinaan ini ialah untuk mengawal
aliran air dan seterusnya menambah
simpanan untuk beberapa keperluan.
Empangan Muda dan Pedu umpamanya, telah didirikan untuk membekal
air pengairan ke kawasan seluas ¼
juta ekar di dataran Kedah-Perlis
supaya tanaman padi dua musim
dapat diselenggarakan . Empangan
Temenggor pula yang dibena di hulu
Sungai Perak adalah semata-mata
untuk pengel uaran tenaga eletri k
haidro. Bagi ketiga-tiga empangan
ini, masalah kekurangan air telah
berlaku
yang
mendatangkan
besar.
implikasi-implikasi
yang
Musim kering yang biasa melandai
kawasan Kedah-Perl is pada tiap-tiap
awal tahun telah mengakibatkan air
takungan di belakang empangan
Muda dan Pedu, tidak lagi mencukupi untuk memenuhi permintaan
air dua musim. Pada tahun 1978,
satu musim padi telah dibatalkan
manakala hasil dari tanaman yang
dapat d ijalankan pad a tahun-tahun
kebelakangan ini telah mengalami
hasil yang kurang. Di empangan
Temenggor pula, kekurangan air
telah wujud sebelum empangan itu
memulakan operasinya. Paras air
sebenarnya semasa empangan siap
dibena adalah jauh kurang dari paras
yang dijangkakan.
Untuk mengatasi masalah kekurangan
air
bagi
ketiga-tiga
empangan utama tersebut, kerajaan
tela_
h dinasihatkan bahawa sumber air
semulajadi boleh ditambah secara
berkesan melalui semaian awan bagi
mengujudkan hujan buatan. Keputusan dan selanjutnya peruntukan
wang telah dibuat untuk menjalankan aktiviti semaian awan secara
operasional.
Selaras dengan keputusan ini langkah menyemai awan
telah bermula sejak tahun 1977 dan
diteruskan seh ingga sekarang. Lang-

kah semaian awan ini tidak terhad
kepada tujuan menambahkan air
semata-mata, bahkan juga untuk
matlamat mengurang dan mengelakkan banjir berlaku di Pantai Timar
semasa musim tengkujuh. Awan
disemaikan semasa berada di Laut
China Selatan supaya hujan digalakkan turun di kawasan itu dan dengan
ini beban air yang mungkin dibebaskan di kawasan darat Kelantan dan
Trengganu telah menjadi kurang.
Cara menggalakkan pembentukan
hujan melalui semaian awan memang
merupakan satu perkara yang baru
diketahui oleh masyarakat di Malaysia. Kebanyakan makl umat datang
dari surat khabar tempatan yang
biasa membayangkan aspek-aspek
positif, me_nari k-mala_h mengkagumkan. Orang ramai sebenarnya kurang
pasti tentang hujan buatan 1ni,
samada langkah yang diambil oleh
negara kita adalah wajar dan benarbenar menghasilkan munafaat yang
diingini. Pada dasarnya adakah berjuta-juta ringgit wang rakyat yang
'disemaikan' ke dalam awan benarbenar berjaya?
Perbincangan yang beri kut ini
ialah bertujuan menjawab soalan
yang dibangkitkan agar kita dapat
satu gambaran yang sempurna dan
seimbang bersabit dengan tajuk yang
menarik ini. Oleh sebab wang perbelanjaan yang diperuntukkan untuk
aktiviti semaian awan datangnya dari
orang ramai, maka orang ramai patutlah mengetahui dan mengambil berat
samada wang mereka telah dan
sedang digunakan secara berkesan
atau secara membazir. Perbincangan
selanjutnya akan menyentuh tiga
perkara, iaitu: (a) Apakah hujan
buatan dan asas-asas saintifiknya, (b)
Kejayaan percubaan hujan buatan di
negara-negara luar, dan (c) Hujan
buatan di Malaysia dan di rantau ini.

(a) Apakah hujan buatan dan asasasas saintifiknya?
Dalam keadaan semula jadi, pembentukan hujan merupakan satu
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proses yang rumit. Pada dasarnya,
wap air dari sejatan yang lebih panas
dan ringan dari udara sekelilingnya
akan meningkat nai k ke udara.
Semakin tinggi ke udara, tekanan
wapnya juga bertambah kurang dan
isi padu berkembang dan seterusnya
suhunya turun - proses penurunan
in,
dinamakan
suhu
seperti
penyejukan adiabatik. Apabila tiba
ke peringkat cmbun, perluwapan berlaku dan wap air lebihan akan bertukar bentuk menjadi bintik-bintik
air atau awan. Pada peringkat inilah
terletaknya dasar awan yang sering
kita lihat .
Pembentukan awan tidak berlaku
secara otomatis dalam keadaan yang
sejuk dan lembab. lanya memerlukan
kumin-kumin citair yang halus yang
digelarkan nuk!ei perluwapan yang
meliputi bahan-bahan seperti asap,
habuk gunung berapi dan debu
garam dari lautan. Bagi awan yang
meningkat terus ke peringkat yang
tinggi di mana suhunya kurang dari
0°C, sebahagian dari bintik-bintik air
membeku. Pada peringkat ini awan
mengandungi campurari bintik-bintik
air dan ais, dan pembentukan bintikbintik ais ini juga memerlukan nuklei
ais. Di atas nuklei ais ini bintik-bintik
air akan terlekat dan hablur-hablur
ais seterusnya akan membesar. Bagi
awan panas pula yang mempunyai
suhu yang melebihi 0°C, hujan
digalakkan dengan adanya bintikbintik air kasar . Bintik-bintik air
kasar ini semasa perjalanannya ke
bawah akan menarik bintik-bintik
yang halus kepadanya dan terus
membesar dan jatuh sebagai hujan.
Bagi hujan
andaian dibuat
tahuan terhadap
yang berlaku di
yang dijelaskan
andaian ini ialah:
i)

buatan, beberapa
berasaskan pengeproses-proses fizikal
dalam awan seperti
di atas. Andaian-

kehadiran hablur ais di
awan sejuk lampau atau
air kasar bagi awan panas
wajib untuk memulakan

dalam
bintik
adalah
proses
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pembesaran
titisan .
ii)

bintik-bintik

air

Ada setengah-setengah awan
tidak mengujudkan hujan secara
berkesan oleh kerana agen-agen
di atas kurang diperolehi .

iii) Kekurang agen-agen ini dapat
diatasi dengan menyemai bahanbahan kimia seperti karbon
dioksida pejal (ais kering) atau
argantam icxiida bagi awan sejuk
untuk mengujudkan hablur ais
atau menyemai bintik air kasar
atau nuklei perluwapan bagi
awan panas.
lnilah yang dimaksudkan hujan
buatan, iaitu bukan menghasilkan
hujan dari udara kosong, tetapi
dan
mempercepatkan
menggalak
pembentukan hujan dalam satu
sistem awan yang hadir. Dengan mencurah atau menyemaikan bahanbahan kimia tadi, peluang bintikbintik air terbentuk dan membesar
bertambah .
Walaupun
aktiviti
menyemai awan mempunyai asasasas saintifik dan prinsip-prinsip
fizika awan, namun kebanyakan
andaian ini mempunyai asas yang
kurang teguh. Beberapa soalan belum
dapat
dipastikan
jawapannya.
Umpamanya, apakah yang dikatakan
nuklei di dalam awan semulaj~di
tidak mencukupi? Bilakah dan
berapa banyakkah . kuantiti yang
patut disemai kan ke dalam awan?
Apakah takat kandungan optima
nuklei yang diperlui supaya tidak
berlaku terlalu banyak atau terlalu
kurang bahan yang akan disemai kan?
Bagaimanakah nuklei yang dicurahkan ke dalam awan dapat diselerak
dan disebarkan? Bagaimanakah pembebasan haba pendam dapat menukarkan tingkah laku dinamis awan?

(b) Kejayaan
buatan di

percubaail
hujan
negar•negara luar

Selain daripada persoalan yang
timbul terhadap andaian-andaian di
atas, satu masalah besar yang timbul
ialah kaedah yang digunakan untuk
menilai dan mempastikan kesan
aktiviti semaian awan . Kita patut
menjelaskan satu soalan dasar: Adakah hujan tidak akan berlaku jika
semaian awan tidak dilakukan?
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

Dalam mengkaji fenomina cuaca
yang sentiasa berubah dan dinamis,
tidak ada dua kawasan atau stesyen
hujan yang menerima jumlah hujan
yang sama banyaknya dari satu hujan
ribut . Banyak faktor-faktor rambang
yang menyebabkan taburan yang
berbeza ini. Kajian terhadap hujan
buatan selalunya diselenggarakan berdasarkan dua kawasan; satu kawasan
percubaan dan satu lagi kawasan
pengawalan di mana semaian tidak
dilakukan. Sungguhpun pengawasan
ini diambil kira, bolehkah kita
menyatakan hujan lebihan yang
diterima di kawasan percubaan di
sebabkan oleh semaian awan? Tidakkah besar kemungkinan bahawa perbezaan 1ni semata-mata berlaku
dalam keadaan semulajadi? Dalam
perkataan seorang pakar fizik, Bryant
Foote:

'Maso/ah besar bagi fenomina
cuaca ia/ah perbezaan (variability)
semulajadi dan ini ditambahkan
/agi o/eh kekurangan ramalan. j ika
seseorang dapat merama/kan apakah sesuatu awan dapat lakukan
da/am keadaan biasa tanpa gangguan semaian,
maka kesan
semaian boleh dipastikan dengan
mudah. Tetapi perkara begini
tidak berlaku'.
Perbezaan taburan hujan merupakan satu perkara biasa dalam keadaan
semulajadi. Kajian-kajian di .tropika
telah membayangkan bahawa bagi
kawasan beriklim lembab, hujan
tahunan berbeza dari satu titi k
dengan titi k yang berhampi ran sebanyak 10-15% dari nilai purata.
Perbezaan musiman dan bulanan adalah lebih tinggi, sebanyak 50-60%.
Kebanyakan kaedah menilai kesan
semaian awan adalah berdasarkan
kaedah perangkaan. Untuk menggunakan kaedah seperti ini, data yang
panjang diperolehi dari percubaan
yang dijalankan secara terperinci adalah wajib . Percubaan mesti dijalankan
selama dua-tiga tahun untuk mendapatkan rumusan yang memadai,
bukan percubaan yang singkat yang
memakan masa beberapa hari sahaja.
Jika tidak, keputusan yang diperolehi
tidak tepat dan mungkin salah sama
sekali .
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Di antara 1955-59 CSIRO di
Australia . telah menjalankan satu
percubaan hujan buatan di Banjaran
Gunung Snowy inelalui semaian
argentam iodida dari kapalterbang.
Keputusan kajian ini menunjukkan
penambahan hujan sebanyak 20%.
Di India, Pusat Penyelidikan Fizika
Awan dan Hujan di New Delhi telah
menjalankan kajian di beberapa
tempat di negara itu di antara tahun
Bahan
semaian
yang
1957-65.
digunakan ialah garam biasa. Kejayaan yang diperolehi ialah 20%
tetapi ditegaskan bahawa nilai ini
merupakan had atas sahaja. Satu
kajian lain selama lima tahun (197478) telah dilaksanakan di Banjaran
Rockies di Colorado. Keputusan
kajian ini menyatakan bahawa tidak
ada perbezaan statistikal penting di
antara hujan harian diterima semasa
semaian dijalankan dengan hari-hari
tanpa semaian.
Dari beberapa kajian yang dirujukkan di atas, nyatalah bahawa
kejayaan aktiviti semaian awan tidaklah semuanya menghasilkan kesan
yang positif atau yang menarik.
Battan telah membuat rumusan yang
harus kita memberi perhatian . Mengikut beliau:-

'Pendapat umum saintifik pada
pertengahan dekad 70'an ia/ah
bahawa bagi setengah-setengah
keadaan cuaca, semaian ais akan
menampahkan hujan sebanyak
10-30% bagi sesuatu kawasan.
Dalam keadaan lain pula, /angkah
ini boleh mengurangkan hujan
sebanyak peratusan yang sama.
Da/am keadaan yang lain pu/a
semaian awan ·tidak mendatangkan apa-apa kesan /angsung.
Malangnya, tidak ada kemajuan
dicapai setakat ini untuk mempastikan keadaan-keadaan tertentu yang dapat menghasilkan
keputusan-keputusan tertentu. '
Sungguhpun percubaan semaian
awan telah lama dilakukan sejak
tahun 1946, keputusan tentang
kejayaan tidak muktamad . Oleh
kerana itu satu penyelidikan telah
dianjurkan oleh Pertubuhan Kajicuaca Dunia pada tahun 1975 di
Valladolid di Sepanyol. Projek
penyelidikan yang akan. berlangsung
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sekurang-kurangnya selama 10 tahun
melibatkan 8 buah negara dan bertujuan mendapatkah maklumat yang
sempurna terhadap hujan buatan.
Selagi projek sebegini terkawal tidak
diselesaikan dan keputusan yang
meyakinkan diperolehi, maka aktiviti
semaian
awan
merupakan
satu
akt iviti yang kabur.

(c) Hujan buatan di Malaysia dan di
rantau ini
Kerajaan Malaysia telah terpikat
kepada pendapat yang mengatakan
masalah kekurangan air di empanganempangan Muda ; Pedu dan Temenggor dapat diatasi secara posit if
melalui semaian awan. Pada tahun
1978, Timbalan Menter/ Pengangkutan telah mengumumkan bahawa
kerajaan telah memperuntukkan $2.1
juta untuk program hujan buatan
bagi tempoh dua tahun, khususnya
untuk
menambahkan
air
di
empangan Muda dan Pedu (New
Straits Times: 11/4/78) . Disamping
itu sebuah syari kat swasta telah
diberi kontrek bernilai $1.4 juta
untuk
menjalankan aktiviti
in,
dengan harapan bahawa isipadu air di
kedua empangan tadi bertambah dari
430,000 ekar kaki kepada 600,000
ekar kaki (Utusan Malaysia: 5/10/78) .
Operasi seumpama ini juga telah
pernah dijalankan dalam beberapa
bulan pada tahun 1977. Kos menjalankan hujan buatan ini dari 1977
hingga Jun 1980 dianggarkan memakan belanja sebanyak $6.8 juta
. (New Straits Times : 24/8/81 ). Projek'
ini belum tamat lagi, malah dikendalikan sehingga sekarang dan jumlah
wang yang dibelanjakan sukar dapat
Bagi
dipastikan
dengan
tepat.
empangan Temenggor pula, perbelanjaan menyemai awan memakan
sebanyak $500,000 sebulan (New
Straits Times : 24/8/81 ). Jumlah
keseluruhan perbelanjaan di ketigatiga buah empangan pasti tinggi
kosnya. Nyatalah bahawa air yang
dihasilkan secara buatan ini amat
mahal harganya. Nampaknya negara
kita merupakan satu-satunya negara
yang amat yakin kepada kaedah
menambahkan sumber ai r tanpa·
mengirakan kos. Memang menjad i
satu perkara yang anih mengapa satu

laporan tentang kesan-kos aktiviti ini
tidak disediakan dan dimaklumkan
kepada orang ramai . Apa yang lagi
menghairankan
ialah
perakuanperakuan yang dibuat oleh pihakpihak yang cerdik pandai tentang
perkara tn1. Mereka menyatakan
bahawa semaian awan di Lautan Cina
Selatan untuk mengurangkan kepesatan banjir telah berjaya . Di
empangan Muda dan Pedu kejayaan
telah dibangga-banggakan dan lebih
lagi jumlah air yang dihasilkan juga
telah dapat mereka tentukan dengan
tepat. Semaian awan pada bulanbulan Mei, Jun, Julai, Ogos 1977
telah
menghasilkan
sebanyak
113,000 ekar kaki air dan pada April,
Mei , Julai, Ogos 1978 62,000 ekar
kaki (Mingguan Malaysia: 14/5/77
dan New Straits Times : 13/5/77) .
Dalam New Straits Times 13/5/77 diurea
laporkan
bahawa , semaian
sebagai agen semaian di Kedah telah
menghasilkan hujan sebanyak 10-45
mm sejam.
Nampaknya berdasarkan akuanakuan di atas, Malaysia merupakan
satu dari sebilangan kecil negaranegara yang mendapat kejayaan yang
besar-malah mengkagumkan. ,
Sebuah negara yang juga melaporkan kebanggaan kerana berjaya mendapatkan hasil positif dari hujan
buatan ialah Sri Lanka . Bagi keduadua buah negara ini, satu perkara
menarik ialah pengaruh Thailand
yang mengekspotkan tunjukajar dan
nasihat
tentang
hujan
buatan .
Khususnya Malaysia dan Sri Lanka
tertarik kepada nasihat yang dapat
dijual oleh lnstitut Diraja Penyelid ikan dan Pembangunan Hujan Buatan.
Satu laporan telah di kel uarkan oleh
institut tersebut yang melaporkan
kejayaan percubaan-percubaan hujan
buatan yang dijalan kan di beberapa
tempat di Thailand . Dalam laporan
itu, keputusan menambahkan hujan
sebanyak 30 hingga 197 peratus
telah diperakui. Nampaknya, di
Thailand sahaja yang memperolehi
kejayaan yang cemerlang dan t erbesar; kejayaan yang tidak pernah
dilaporkan oleh mana-mana negara
betapa majunya sain fizika awan di
negara-negara itu. Memang ada
banyak
kelemahan
terhadap
percubaan-percubaan yang diseleng-
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garakan di Thailand dan tidak payah
kita
membincangkannya. Adalah
mencukupi bagi kita meninjau satu
perkara sahaja, iaitu persamaan yang
digunakan untuk mengira kejayaan
atau kesan hujan buatan.
Andai kan bahawa dua kawasan
diperlui untuk percubaan semaian
awan , satu kawasan yang d isemai kan
awannya dan satu kawasan kawalan
yang berhampiran dan tidak disemaikan awannya. Jika kawasan semaian
ialah Ps dan kawasan kawalan ialah
Os semasa semaian dijalankan dan
kawasan r;:,ercubaan ialah Pt dan
kawasan
kawalan
Qt
semasa
semaian tidak dijalankan, nisbah
yang digunakan untuk membayangkan kesan semaian awan ialah P/Os

Persamaan ini telah digunakan
oleh institut di Thailand dan di sinilah
terletak kesalahan yang besar . Sebagai contoh: Dalam tempoh 8+8
hari, satu percubaan telah dikendalikan d i daerah Lopburi. Nisbah P/Os
ialah
1.28. lni , menggambark 9n
bahawa 28% lebihan hujan telah
diteri ma ·di kawasan percubaan dibandingkan dengan kawasan kawalan,
walaupun sampul ini adalah terlalu
kecil . Tetapi PiOt ialah 0.43.
Dengan menggunakan persamaan di
atas P/Os
1.28
2.97
PiOt

0.43

Mengikut penilaian in,, kesan hujan
buatan amat berjaya iaitu telah
hujaf)
sebanyak
menambahkan
197%!
Jelaslah bahawa keputusan seperti
ini amat menipu diri send iri . Malangnya negara Malaysia juga telah terpedaya o_leh keputusan yang tidak
manasabah, keputusan yang tidak
pernah diperolehi dalam sejarah
aktiviti semaian awan dan yang
penuh dengan kelemahan kaedah
penilaian kesan hujan buatan.
B.J. Mason, Ketua Pengarah Kajicuaca di Britain merupakan seorang
pakar terkenal di dunia dalam bidang
fizika awan. Dalam rumusannya terhadap hujan buatan , Mason berpendapat:ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

'Memandangkan percubaan-percubaan di merata dunia untuk
menukar dan mengawasi keadaan
cuaca, seseorang itu be/um dapat
mempero!ehi bukti-bukti yang
menyakinkan bahawa penambahan hujan bo/eh dihasilkan
berulangka/i di sesuatu kawasan
yang /uas. Sungguhpun kesannya
sedikit tetapi mungkin ekonomika/ - di antara 70-20% - dapat
dihasi!kan, pada umumnya ada/ah
mustahil perbezaan sebanyak ini
akibat dari gangguan manusia
dapat dipisahkan daripada variasi
hujan semulajadi.'

PENUTUP
Dari perbincangan di atas jelaslah
bahawa hujan buatan merupakan
satu aktiviti sains fizi ka awan yang
belum dapat dipastikan kesannya
secara muktamad. Di negara-negara
maju yang berkemampuan dan di
mana sumber airnya kurang mencukupi, hujan buatan mempunyai
taraf percubaan sahaja; tidak dilaku-

kan secara operasional. Tetapi negara
kita yang tidak mengendalikan satu
percubaan yang terkawal buat tempuh masa yang manasabah telah
memutuskan
menjalankan
hujan
buatan secara operasional. Besar
kemungkinan bahawa penambahan
air yang dibangga-banggakan sebenarnya datang dari hujan yang memang
akan turun ke dalam tadahan empangan tanpa semaian. Dengan ini
jelaslah bahawa wang yang disemaikan ke dalam awan telah lenyap sama
sekali . Ketiadaan laporan dari pihak
berkenaan untuk menjelaskan secara
saintifik dan terkawal 'kejayaan' ini,
membayangkan kepada kita lagi
bahawa tidak ada cara dapat diasingkan kesan hujan buatan dari hujan
yang memang akan turun dalam
keadaan semulajadi.
Masalah-masalah bersabit dengan
air di negara kita bukanlah disebabkan kekurangan air. S'umber air di
Malaysia dapat dianggapkan banyak
dan lebih dari mencukup i untuk
segala keperluan ekonomi. Jarang

disedari bahawa masalah air yang
timbul disebabkan oleh faktor-faktor
yang tidak kena mengena dengan
itu
sendiri.
kekurangan
air
Kelemahan-kelemahan perancangan
dan pembinaan empangan yang besar
dan berdasarkan data yang kurang
mencukupi dari segi kuantiti dan
kual iti, cara penggunaan air yang
membazir di kawasan pengairan dan
oleh penduduk bandar, organ isasi
pentadbiran dan pengurusan yang
banyak dan lembab dan lain-lain
lagi merupakan punca masalah air
yang sering dihadapi. Apa yang
diperlui oleh negara kita ialah satu
strategi dan dasar pembinaan dan
pengurusan air yang sempurna dan
yang menyelaraskan semua jen is
penggunaan dan permintaan air, buat
jangka masa panjang . Selagi keadaan
sekarang dibiarkan berjalan berterusan, masalah air yang dihadapi
sekarang akan terus berlaku dan
keputusan-keputusan seperti menyemai awan tanpa mengirakan kesan
dan kos akan dibuat secara ad hoe
dan tergesa-gesa. O

(14.11.1981, Setinggan

% Nibong, P. Pinang)

Angin tidak bertiup

petir tidak melintar

bumbong atap
dinding kotak
tiang seribu
tingkap satu
sujud syahdu.

Anak-anak kecil berteriakan
kehilangan buaian
Anak-anak gadis di pancoran jalan
kesipu-sipuan
lbu-ibu berkemban
di longgokan tilam, periok, kuali
itik dan ayam
menunggu suami yang belum pulang.
Di pesisir pantai merah
kanak-kanak masih berbogelan
melonjak, keriangan, kehairanan
melihat gergasi-gergasi kuning
dikelilingi cotar--cotar biru
merosakkan kenangan-kenangan sejarah.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4
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Nurisetia.
Minden, PuZ. P.inang
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SOVIET IMPERIALISM
J ohan Abdullah

IMPERIALISM A LA SOVIET
take imperialism to mean
[I fthewe unequal
and exploitative

exertion of military, political and
economic power by a major_power in
tts own interests over weaker, subordinate countries, then the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), as
much as the United States of
America, IS an imperialist power
today. Let us examine some supporting facts. Militarily, the Soviet
Union has provided ample evidence
of its imperialist tendencies. It
invaded Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968 and, most recently,
Afghanistan in 1979 - whatever the
specific motives of these Soviet
actions. At a more fundamental level,
the Soviet Union has in the past
systematically applied its political
and economic clout to dominate the
countries of Eastern Europe, with
the notable exceptions of nonaligned
Yugoslavia and maverick Albania.
Soviet hegemony has been achieved
through such means as the signing of
the Warsaw Pact in 1949 supposedly
to protect its Eastern European allies
from the NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation) bloc of countries headed by the U.S. The Warsaw
Pact has, however, given the ·soviets
the pretext to maintain a tight rein
on its weaker allies, perhaps even
vindicating in Soviet eyes such
actions as the 19 56 invasion of
Hungary to quell anti-Soviet rebels
and the 1968 invasion in Czechoslovakia to check liberal reforms under
Dubcek.
There were recently
rumblings of possible Soviet intervention in Poland should the communist
regime there fail to contain the most
prolonged workers' uprising in Polish
history.
For the Soviet Union, Eastern
Europe represents its hegemonial
federation, the so-called "Sotsialisticheskoe Sodruzhestvo" (Socialist
Commonwealth), the core of the

Soviet bloc, and is guarded with
tenacity. The 'Commonwealth' is
further butressed by an economic
association, Soviet Union dominated,
of course, called the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon), of which Vietnam has become
the latest member in 1978.

It should be apparent that
economically the Soviet Union's
relations with Third World
countries exhibits no essential
difference from those of
capitalist powers.
EXPLOITATION OF THE THIRD
WORLD
The Soviet Union's relations with
the Third World, like those with the
Eastern bloc, have evinced imperialist
tendencies. Afghanistan is the most
dramatic example of this and represents a virtual parallel of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. Like the
Americans, the
Russians have
propped up a repressive pro-Soviet
regime through direct military
action. After four years of unabated
fighting, the Afghan guerillas continue to hold their own against
Soviet might. In a recent Soviet
action, in Ju.i,e this year, a total of
223 bombs were reportedly dropped
on a single village in the Panjsher,
home of the resistant Tajik people.
However, the Russians, like the
Americans in Vietnam, are sustaining
heavy casualties against an enemy as
equally elusive as the Vietcong.
Unlike Afghanistan, another country,
Mongolia, tucked away in the central
mountains of East Asia, has come
under quiet 'sovietisation'. Here,
Soviet penetration is so complete,
there is no need for overt or even
covert military action, although the
presence of two Soviet tanks and two
Soviet motorised rifle divisions is
37

enough to forestall any thought of
Mongolians straying from the straight
and narrow. The following excerpt
from a Far Eastern Economic Review
(November 19, 1982) report on
Mongolia shows the typical pattern
of not-so-subtle Soviet imperialism:

There are thousands of Soviet
citizens working in Mongolia as
builders, engineers and technical
experts of every kind, as well as
advisers in Mongolian ministries.
More than 2,000 are engaged in
building Mongolia's biggest power
station, the Ulan Bator No. 4,
which will be operational this
year . . . Soviet families are a
common sight in the streets and
shops of Ulan Bator. Book stores
sell Soviet books, newspapers and
magazines. The workers from
Soviet Union have their own
housing areas, clubs and transport.
The Soviet Embassy is one of the
tallest buildings in central Ulan
Bator.
It should be apparent that economically
the Soviet Union's
relations with Third World countries
exhibits no essential difference from
those of capitalist powers. It has
been estimated that between 1955
and 1973, the Soviet Union through
various forms of unequal exchange
extracted Third World resources to
the value of US$ l l .3 billion, with
African countries bearing the brunt
of a loss of $2.4 billion through
unfavourable terms of trade. For
example, while African countries in
1955 exported 1.8 tons of coffee in
exchange for a Soviet metal-cutting
lathe, they had to export 4.2 tons for
it in 1974, representing a massive
deterioration in the terms of trade
for ·the Africans. Thus in matters
of international economic exchange,
the Soviet Union behaves no better
than the capitalist countries. Even
for those Third World countries, like
Vietnam and India, which have a
special relationship with it, the
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

Soviet Uni9n pulls no punches in
exploiting them wherever possible.

EXPANSIONISM IN INDOCHINA

Indochina during the Vietnam war to
full commitment in the post-war
period. This can be demonstrated by
the progressively increasing economic
aid to Vietnam, for example:

4. The projects are designed not with
a view to economy but to maximising sales.

Southeast Asia has only recently
been a target of Soviet imperialism.
It is still by no means a priority area
of Soviet military policy, contrary
to American propaganda. The
politico-military shielding of Eastern
Europe, Russia's Southwest flank
(chiefly Middle East and Afghanistan) and Southeast flank (Mongolia
and North Korea) have traditionally
been more important areas in that
order of priority for the Soviets.
However, the U.S. debacle in
Vietnam coupled with the Soviet
Union's long-standing support of
Vietnam, however meagre in the
past, have provided a unique oppor-

What is not usually understood is
that Vietnam was practically forced
into the Russian embrace, for want
of alternative support from the West
and neighbouring Third World
countries, fueled by a growing rift
with China. However, the blame rests
squarely on the U.S., Western Europe
and Japan for withholding either
recognition or economic aid from

5. Outmoded technology is transferred and complete Soviet technological and managerial control
is maintained until project completion.
6. Indian technology is not encouraged and Indian conditions are
not adequately taken into
account.
7. The basic consideration of Soviet
"aid" is to gain a foothold and
break established Western cartels
and earn super profits. (Soviet aid
received a repayment rate of 75%
compared with 12% for U.S., 25%
for U.K. and 50% for West
Germany). 1

tunity for Russian expansionism. The
signing of the 20-year VietnameseSoviet Friendship and Cooperation
Treaty in November 1978 and Vietnam's entry into Comecon could well
imply Vietnam's effective integration
into the 'Socialist Commonwealth'.
Laos and Kampuchea are also being
indirectly absorbed through friendship treaties concluded in 1980 with
Czechoslovakia and East Germany
respectively. There have been legitimate· fears expressed that Vietnam
and these states have become clientstates of the Soviet Union. Indeed, it
is quite clear that the Soviet Union
has gradually navigated itself from a
position of cautious commitment to

Vietnam, sorely needed after the end
of the war. As evidence of this, in the
immediate post-war period the
Vietnamese demonstrated that they
wanted to avoid a lopsided dependence on the Soviets by joining the
International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank (late 1976) as well as the
Asian Development Bank. ·During
this period Vietnam also made strong
overtures to the West and Japan for
as much aid .as they were willing to
supply. Initially, Pham Van Dong's
strategy was to finance Vietnam's
economic reconstruction with equal
contributions from the USSR and
China on the one hand and the West
and Japan on the other. The plan

A study of Soviet Imperialism in

India concluded that:

1. The Soviet social-imperialists have

been able to force on the government of India unequal contracts,
without even the normal commercial safeguards.

2. Machinery from the Soviet Union
is sold at a very high price.
3. Sales of components and raw
materials, induced by the original
investment, are very profitable.

1

Cited in A.G. Frank. Crisis: In the World Economy, Heinemann, 1980, p. 214.
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met with a cold response from the
West, particularly the U.S. Moreover
Vietnam had gotten annoyed over
China's rapprochement with the U.S.
and growing suspicions led to the
termination of Chinese aid in 1978.
The Vietnamese were left with the
Soviet Union.

What is not usually understood
is that Vietnam was practically
forced into the Russian embrace
embrace, for want of alternative
support from the West and
neighbouring Third World
countries.
Be that as it may the Soviet Union
has now effectively gained a significant ally in Southeast Asia and
firmly cemented its entente with the
Indochina bloc of states, a goal that
eluded the Americans for three
decades. The trend will be for continued Soviet penetration in the
absence of alternative economic

groups and powers willing to aid the
Vietnamese. The dismal conditions
of a war-ravaged economy will
require continued heavy dosages of
Russian economic aid. Extreme Vietnamese dependence has permitted
the Russians considerable latitude of
action in exploiting potential Vietnamese off-shore oil, for example.
However, contrary to Western propaganda, the Vietnamese have not yet
granted the Soviet Union permanent
base facilities at Danang and Cam
Rahn Bay. After all the Vietnamese,
who have lost a generation in war to
win independence from two foreign
powers, are not about to carelessly
abandon this hard-won independence
to another foreign power, friendly
as it might appear. These fiercely
independent people may yet distance
themselves in time from an imperialist Soviet Union, should a genuine
opportunity for autonomous growth
become possible in the future. It
takes no great mental effort to
recognise Vietnam as a typical Third
World country confronting a familiar
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dilemma. Today it has to rely on the
patronage of a major power so that it
may have adequate stability and resources for growth, nay, economic
survival. One senses this agonising
tactical choice since Third World
solidarity at this stage generates more
rhetoric than eff~ctive action. However, ultimately the Vietnamese must
turn to its fellow Third World countries for support and long-term
action, for a world order in which
the weaker states of the world are
not at the mercy of strong imperialist
powers. The imperialism of major
powers like the Soviet Union can
only be checked in the final analysis
by progressive Third World leaders
banding together to create that
latitude of action necessary to
liberate themselves from the trammels of a world order that exploits
their lack of political will. o

Dr. Johan Abdullah, our guest
writer, teaches Political Science at
Universiti Sains Malaysia and is an
authority in International Relations.

Do not think I weep from fear.
My tears are for my country
And for my ffedgling children,
Hungry at home
Without their father.

Night: let the captive finish his song.
By dawn his wing will flutter
And the hanged one will swing
With the wind.

Who will feed them ah:erme?
My two brothers
Before me swung on the scaffold.

Night: slow your pace.
Let me pour out my heart to you,
Perhaps you have forgotten who I am
And what my troubles are.

And how will my wife spend her days,
Lonely and in tears?
I did not even leave a bracelet
Round her wrist
When my country cried for arms.

Pity, how my hours have slipped
Down your hands.
·

Palestinian Freedom Fighter

an
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TOWARDS RELIGIOUS
AUTHORITARIANISM?
continued from page 28

views about religious principles and
practices which were very different
from the positions adopted by the
religious Establishment.
Besides, it is undeniable that interpretations of values like justice,
freedom and compassion in religion
are conditioned by a variety of
factors. Individual, group and class
interests have always played an
important role. This is why interpretations by official religious elites

are bound to reflect the interests of
those in power. It is wrong, therefore, to regard them as the only valid
intermediaries to God.
Finally, any analysis of the
thinking of official religious elites
will reveal that it tends to emphasise
rituals, symbols, forms and particular
practices rather than the underlying
values, principles or philosophy. It is
the sort of thinking that threatens to
impede the evolution of a modern,
progressive
society
guided
by
spiritual values. It will not serve the
interest of the nation to give such
absolute powers of interpretation to

3 December, 1982

Chandra Muzaffar
President

Patients often bypass smaller hospitals to seek treatment
at the General hospitals as they feel that they will get
attention from doctors with some experience, or from
specialists.

HEALTH ISSUES IN THE 80's frompage17
patients are often seen by Junior doctors as outpatients
and problem cases often do not get proper attention or
are sent away inadequately investigated and treated.
Finally very few patients are referred back for follow-up
treatment.

One solution would be to upgrade the quality of
service at all levels in the public sector service so that
referals can be reduced and problems handled at the
appropriate levels. The setting up of more polyclinics in
urban areas will also help to reduce the pressure on
hospital outpatient departments. Long-term measures to
educate the public to help reduce morbidity by changes
in life style or to manage minor self-limiting diseases need
to be adopted as well.

VIEWPOINTS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR DOCTORS
Patients are referred with skimpy notes and often
late. Problem cases are sent to the hospitals while specialists in the private sector often deal only with straightforward cases. It is also felt that many medical practitioners deal with minor problems only so that their
training is not fully utilised. Further, there is unnecessary
use of steroids or powerful antibiotics by some doctors
in the private sector. Reporting of cases of infectious
diseases or dadah addicts are rare. :rhe issuing of medical
certificates for no medical reasons as well as the easy
availability of certain drugs over the counter are perennial
problems. Finally, the private sector doctors are unfairly
seen as "out to make money" in spite of the long working
week most of them have. At the same time he is seen as
not making himself available more often for community
services. It is amazing how few people realise that a doctor
who closes his clinic cannot earn any money! The fact
that many do from time to time treat patients for free is
also not mentioned.
·

(c)

(d)

ROLE OF MINISTRY OF HEALTH
The Ministry of Health is over centralised, being
literally concerned with the running of every hospital
and health facility in the country. This in my view is an
unnecessary and impossible task. As emphasized in the
MMA report the Ministry's role should be to set objectives, allocate funds, and to plan, monitor and evaluate
the health programme.

PROMOTNE AND PREVENTNE HEALTH
Greater importance should be given to measures to
decrease morbidity or prevent disease:
e.g. (a) Life style diseases
Hypertension,
Isohernic
heart disease,
diabetes, alcoholism, accidents, drug abuse
and psychoneurosis are mentioned as these
require a change in life style as the primary
thrust to their solution. Changes in behaviour
are called for but this is a most difficult task
and also a slow process of education. The
Ministry of Health will require the help of
other departments and especially the public
to effect such change.s of life style.
(b) Environmental sanitation
While a total of 556,238 latrines and 9876
wells were constructed during the period
1968-78 by the Environmental Sanitation
Division of the Ministry of Health in the rural
areas, the following figures show the actual

There must be realisation by all concerned that the
private sector plays an important role in the provision of
health services in the country, and its relationship with
the public sector must be one of co-operation and coordination so that the public will benefit.

PRESSURE ON OUTPATIENT AND INPATIENT
SERVICES
There has been an increasing utilization of these
services by the public especially in the General hospitals
with some underutilization of the smaller District
hospitals. The reasons for the increased usage are related
to growth of the population, especially in the urban areas,
the desire for cosmopolitan medicine, inflation, increasing
Costs in the private sector service, the changing pattern of
diseases, and an increasingly doctor-orientated population.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

religious elites who are basically
conservative in their outlook.
In view of all this, Aliran appeals
to the government to withdraw the
proposed amendment. It is a pity
that in order to curb the selfrighteous arrogance of some PAS
elements, the Barisan government has
formulated a law that smacks of
religious authoritarianism.
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Protein - Calorie Malnutrition
This is due basically to poverty and less often
to ignorance. That up to 30% of rural children
and large numbers in urban squatter areas
suffer from this deficiency is indeed a sad
commentary on the distribution of wealth in
this country. Poverty and disease are interrelated and you cannot decrease disease
without eradication of poverty. Hence
poverty eradication programmes must be
given a greater emphasis.
Motor Vehicle Accidents:a growing problem area with 50-60 fatalities
a week and many more injured and some
permanently handicapped.

(e)

Prevention and control of communicable

diseases

immunization programmes are not fully
effective- because of poor public support.
breeding of aedes in house and Dengue.
TB programme: BCG coverage of 75% of
new births is satisfactory but case detection is still short of target because TB cases
do not come forward for treatment and
some doctors are not checking for PTB
when patients come with respiratory
symptoms.
Food hygiene (cultural problem): A study
by the Ministry of Health in 1979 showed
that of the 1412 food premises studied,
only 0.1 % had basic minimum standards of
health! The problem for the community is
therefore awesome as there are over
300,000 food premises and over 2000 food
manufacturers in the country.
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The target for both facilities in the Fourth
Malaysia Plan is 75%. There is also need for
improved sanitation in urban squatter areas,
estates and new villages. Such improvements
are essential to reduce the present high rates
of worm infestation in both rural areas and
urban squatter areas as well as to reduce the
incidence of bowel infections.
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Occupational Health
accidents reported to Socso in 1977 were
over 50,000. With over 12,000 industrial
establishments and 4 million workers there
is a growing problem of industrial accidents. The enforcement of statutory safety
measures is lacking.

These problem areas concern individuals and institutions other than the Ministry of Health and hence are
more difficult to solve. Apart from statutory measures
the role of the public needs to be emphasized e.g. the
public can boycott dirty food premises, utilise immunization programmes or insist on safety practices at work.
Finally I will touch on problems of health from a
wider perspective which we Malaysians must come to grip
with and find solutions to if we want genuine improvement of our health status.

(1)

What is health?

The dictionary definition is that health is a normal
condition of body and mind. The traditional concept is that of absence of disease. The World Health
Organisation defines it as a state of complete
physical, mental and social well being and not
merely the absence of disease and infirmity.
The World Health Organisation definition is an
ideal which only a few people can enjoy for any
length of time. Some hold the view that it is an
impossible ideal and to back this we have figures
from a developed country (United Kingdom)
where Fry has shown that 9 out of 10 people will
visit a doctor at least once a year for some illness
(this does not take into account the minor episodes
of illnesses which the people treat themselves). Our
Ministry of Health has estimated that there are 700
attendances per 1000 population per annum to
Government institutions and if we add those going
to private practitioners we would have double rates
of illness.
Health cannot be a static state but is a dynamic
process of adaptation and interaction between the
individual and his environment as illustrated below:

FAMILY
Spouse,
Children,
Parents,
etc.

Equlllbrlum
(Functioning at a
tolerable anxiety-level)
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(2)

Health - who is responsible?
Primarily it is the responsibility of the individual
who should condition his life style so as to remain
healthy, with society providing a supportive role.
The individual should follow simple health rules
e.g. reasonable diet, regular exercise, maintain
optimum weight, avoid self-abuse via smoking,
alcohol etc. He should maintain l).ygiene and not
drive recklessly and accept self-care of minor selflimiting illness or minor trauma.
Society is responsible for safe water, proper sanitation, adequate food supplies, housing, satisfying
work in a safe environment, recreational facilities,
preventive measures such . as immunization, also
early diagnosis and treatment' of diseases including
rehabilitation.
(4)

6.5%

6.1%

1957

1976

$244

m.

(Cost computations are not Jtrictly comparable)

(5)

I think the basic question to ask is whether the
existing system meets the needs of the people and,
further, whether there is equity in care. Only when
these 2 objectives are achieved can we consider cost
containment per se. Hence the MMA has advocated
that over the next decade or two our goal should be
to eradicate geography and social class as factors in
health maintainence and access to good health care.
This objective will certainly require more money for
its implementation.

As regards who pays, the system ~e have here is a
mix of public sector and private sector services
which appears to have achieved satisfactory results.

(6)
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Changing patterns of diseases, new areas of care

The role the individual plays to promote health or
prevent disease via his life style is a fundamental
concept which needs implementation. Already in
USA where healthy life styles has been encouraged
by public education for a number of years, there is. a
lowering of CHD deaths.
We have so far paid insufficient attention to our
handicapped (blind, deaf, spastic etc.) or mentally
retarded persons and these are concerns which will
require attention and money and trained manpower.
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One point must be made clear and that is that
Health Insurance will not be a panacea for the
people as it can be abused both by the consumer
and by the doctor thus escalating cost. This has
been shown in many countries with health insurance
schemes.

£120.00
US$900.00
US$1000.00
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the reversal of the individual's dependence,
passivity . and reliance on medical authority
which at present is reinforced by the system.
the change of attitude and behaviour of
doctors as to their role - that it is not only
curative but also to promote health and
prevent disease.
doctors to reverse the trend towards becoming
servants of medical technology- and instead
use it as an appropriate tool.

The recent statements in the press calling for the
revamping Socso and the use of EPF funds for
health needs has relevance.

Per capita costs for P. Malaysia (Public funds only)
$2.7
$37.7
For comparison per capita cost in 1978 in some
developed countries are as follows :·
United Kingdom
Germany
U.S.A.

(b)

There is a need to provide health insurance in this
country for those groups of people not now covered
by their employers e.g. apart from Government
servant~, employees of statutory bodies and big
companies etc.

1981

$134m.
$892 m.

man
child
blem

It is interesting to note that whatever the system
(excluding the communists) the costs are about
the same e.g. Germany 9.7% of GNP (largely
private) or Sweden 8.7% of GNP in 1979 (nationalised). In Malaysia, public sector medical expendi·
ture is just over 1% of GNP.

The charts below show the budget allocation for
health in Malaysia between 1973 and 1981 and the
per capita allocation of public funds for health
without taking inflation into account.

1973

decrease the increasing medicalisation of
society i.e. put across the concept that there
isn't a pill for every complaint and some do
not require any drug.

There are other systems available such as the
National Health service in U.K., the largely free
systems supported by health insurances as in the
U.S.A., and also the communist models.

This is becoming a hot issue in many countries all
over the world as health care costs escalate. There is
even talk of rationing of health services in developed
countries!

$ 60m.

(a)

( d)

Who pays?

Development expenditure
Operating expenditure
Health budget as % of
national budget

One
tion

(c)

The problem is how do we translate such concepts
into action? For the individual this will be a long
process because his behaviour has to change. Here
health education will be important. For society,
values and priorities will need to be re-set.
(3)

To achieve economies in cost we need to adopt the
concept of individual responsibility for health as
mentioned above. Other approaches would be :-

(7)
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With both parents working in
many families, child care and
child abuse is another problem area.
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(8)

(6)

Problems arise in the areas of
concept of disease causation
and remedies. The herbal
preparations are not verifiable
and hence involve the inherent
risks. Also some traditional practitioners use
western drugs along with herbal preparations e.g.
antibiotics, steroids, anti-rheumatic drugs, aspirin
etc. which can have unfortunate effects. The t,ask of
evaluating herbal preparation is an enormous one
but who is to do it?

Drugs
Dadah addiction is a monumental problem in itself.

system
about
(largely
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Drug costs may be lowered if they can be produced
locally say for ASEAN as is done in some Arab
countries.
Malaysia has been for years a dumping ground for
drugs. We should allow entry only to new or
advanced drugs. For example, there are nearly 20
kinds of B. blockers allowed into this country while
only 3 have been allowed in the U.S.A.
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The World Health Organisation says these different
systems should integrate but it is not going to be
easy.
(9)

Back street manufacturers of drugs, producing drugs
of poor quality or imitations are becoming a
problem.

or the
tls for

Sundry shops and over the counter sales in medicine ,
halls of both scheduled and non-scheduled drugs
often imitations is common.
Some pharmacies and doctors may be guilty of
pushing some types of drugs i.e. making them easily
available over the counter.
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(7)

Role of Traditional medicine
We have 3 types of traditional
medicine, Malay, Chinese and
Indian. There is no doubt
that large numbers of the
population patronise these
traditional healers. Further
these people do not see any
conflict between traditional
medicine and cosmopolitan
medicine ·and move to and
fro freely from one to another.

Finally our population is
ageing· as well, and by the
turn of the century we may
have over 10% over 65 years
of age. Their health problems
are unique and will need
different a_pproaches.
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Other issues are ethics of
transplants,
artificial
insemination, sex change operation etc . .·

With modernisation we can
expect an increase in abortion ,
sexually transmitted diseases,
alcoholism and drug addiction - all already social
problems.
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One per cent of the poptila·tion fall into this category.

Standards and ethics of practice
Continued education to upgrade skills and knowledge. as well as periodical medical audits should
become the practice for all professionals.
The c;onsumer has a role as well i.e. not to accept
what a Doctor says blindly but when in doubt
question the doctor (as is done in developed countries).

labelling of drugs raises a problem with doctors
who also dispense drugs. Medicine shops with prescription drugs compound this problem by having .
such drugs easily available.

The issues that have been raised should make it cle.ar
that health cannot be the sole responsibility of the health
services. It depends on a whole host of factors - some
individual, some community and all these factors need to
be taken into account in order to maintain good health.D

Ethical issues arise out of advances in technology.
We can do more· for some patients and keep many
alive for a long, long time but at some cost. Who

"Cahaya" is the pseudonym . of our guest writer. He is a
distinguished physician in the country.
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DEMOLISHING MYTHS

'

,

Democracy ala Malaysia
Chandra Muzaffar

cl II J e are told that Westminster

' VV style democracy cannot be

practised in Malaysia. Democracy
must be adapted to local conditions.
Unsuitable features from the West
sh~uld be discarded. We should try
to evolve democracy a la Malaysia.

In 1957 itself, there were
already rigid trade union laws,
printing laws and security laws
which were not even remotely
connected to the features of
British democracy.
But no one has argued for West. minster-style democracy. Nor has
anyone suggested that we use it as
our model. In any case, the whole
issue is quite irrelevant. Even before
1969 we did not - contrary to what
some leaders believe - practise
Westminster-style democracy. In
19 57 itself, there were already rigid
trade union laws, printing laws and
security laws which were not even
remotely connected to the canons of
British democracy
Of course, democracy must be
integrated into the Malaysian
environment. Any idea or institution
if it is to survive and succeed must be
firmly anchored in the hearts and
minds of the people.

Democracy a la Malaysia? But
what is unfortunate is that our
leaders have not made any serious
attempt to explain the concept of
democracy a la Malaysia. How does
this concept stand in relation to
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

some of the cardinal principles of
democratic rule? Does it recognise
dissent as a legitimate fundamental
of democratic society? Does it
accord supremacy to Parliament as
the formulator of legislation? Does
Malaysian democracy uphold the
independence of the judiciary? Does
our version of democracy appreciate
the full meaning of the rule of law
or do we confuse it with rule by
law?
In this connection it may be
observed that the inability to think
out ideas is a widespread failing
among Malaysian ruling elites. A
current example is the vague and
amorphous way in which the term
'Malaysian values' is used . What are
these Malaysian values? What is distinctively 'Malaysian about them?
How are these values related to the
cultures of the various communities?
It is because of this same lack of
conceptualization that we are compelled to interpret democracy a la
Malaysia on our own guided by the
actual political situation that has
developed over the last decade or
so. To start with, it is apparent that
the Executive has become immensely
powerful. It has usurped some of
the functions of the legislature and
the judiciary. Under certain circumstances the Cabinet for instance can
in fact legislate. There are also curbs
upon the effective functioning of
Parliament. An Emergency can be
proclaimed by the Executive without
the approval of Parliament.
Political parties too operate under
a lot of constraints. They have
44

limited access to the public - limitations are imposed by both the law
and
the
government-controlled
media. At the same time interest
groups are confronted with various
obstacles. Virtually at the mercy of
the Registrar of Societies and the
Minister of Home Affairs, they are
denied recourse to the courts if they
want to seek remedy for highhanded
executive action against them. Trade
unions are perhaps in a worse situation. Unionization in certain sectors
has become even more difficult.
Besides
trade
unionists,
like
academics and students, are prohibited from active involvement in the
political process. Equally distressing
is the role of newspapers - vital
organs in any functioning democracy
- which are either owned or controlled by parties within the ruling
coalition or groups associated yiith
them. On the whole, they have
chosen to confine themselves to
administrative criticisms without
broaching fundamental issues.
Like most other social groups,
newspaper editors are also no doubt
acutely conscious of that 'Sword of
Damocles' that hangs over the heads
of almost every present and potential
critic - namely, the Internal Security
Act (ISA). Given the threat of
indefinite detention without trial,
the ISA discourages the emergence
of a more courageous and committed
citizenry.
These restrictions reveal the real
nature of democracy in Malaysia.
Democracy a la Malaysia is controlled democracy - controlled by
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the ruling elites in their interest. It
has been jocularly suggested that the
national leadership is so fond of
democracy that it is not prepared to
share it with anyone else! The 9utstanding characteristic of this democracy is the continued existence of
democratic institutions and practices
- from parties and elections to
Parliament
and
parliamentary
debates - which are however under
severe limitations as we have shown.
In a sense, they have become
symbols shorn of substance. It is a
situation which is not very different
· from what prevails in a number of
other Third World countries that
claim to practise democracy.

Democracy a la Malaysia is
controlled democracy controlled by the ruling elites
in their interest.

violence. For the survival of the
democratic system depends upon
the willingness of its participants to
observe certain ground rules. Of
these, one of the most crucial is the
acceptance of peaceful persuasion as
the only legitimate approach to
political change. One cannot ask for
both ballot and bullet at' the same
time.
However, peaceful persuasion will
work only if certain pre-requisites are
met. First, non-violent change must
be genuinely possible. The population as a whole must be convinced
that the ruling party can be replaced..
through the democratic process. It is
up to the leaders to prove to the
people that they will allow this to
happen. This they. can do by providing the advocates of change with
enough opportunities to articulate
their views. Second, in trying to curb
the politics of violence the government must be careful not to undermine democratic values. Those who
are perceived as a threat to national
security should be given a fair trial. It
is not true that this will jeopardise
the interests of the nation for there
are countries which scrupulously try
their subversives and traitors and yet
have remained secure and stable.

The government would, however,
maintain that the c·urbs and controls
upon democratic life in Malaysia are
necessary. It is. the only realistic way
of ensuring that democracy remains.
It is said that the three major challenges facing the government leaves
it with no other option but to limit
More
important,
however,
democratic practices in certain
security is not just a question of
spheres. First, there is the communist
tightening the law . .Vietnam prior to
insurgency. An underground move1975, and Nicaragua and Iran before
ment pledged to overthrow the
legally elected government of the day
1979, tried to ensure security and
through violence poses a serious
stability by denying political freesecurity problem. Second, Malaysia is
dom to their people. And yet their
a multi-ethnic society par excellence.
rulers were overthrown. Indeed, their
Its ethnic cleavages are so complicaharsh, repressive laws were one of the
ted that unregulated freedom of
major causes for their ignominous
speech and action will only aggravate
downfall. Right through human
the already delicate situation.
history the restriction - rather than
Finally, as a developing society, . the expansion - of freedom has
produced the sort of instability that
Malaysia, like other Third World
leads eventually to chaos and viocountries, has to fulfil the rising
expectations of its people as quickly lence. Political repression is the seed
of revolution. Poland is but the most
as possible. This presents colossal
challenges which the democratic recent example.
process may not be able to accomOur own country is further proof
modate.
of the fact that restrictive laws
constitute an insignificant factor in
Myth: Security As far as the
security argument is concerned, there the maintenance of national security.
is certainly a case for controlling the If we have enjoyed relative stability
activities of those who want to for a long while it is largely because
achieve political change · through of economic prosperity, the social
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mobility available to crucial groups,
improvements in the standards of
living of categories among the poor,
a fairly responsive bureaucracy and
a political leadership that has always
displayed some sense of social justice
and is, at the same time, restrained,
moderate and sensitive· to popular
needs. To. this, one should add the
continuous presence of democratic
forms and practices of one kind or
another, controlled though they may
be. By providing some outlets, some
'safety-valves', the leadership has
managed to keep the system going
with minimum disruption.
All this goes to show that it is not
necessary to control democracy in
order to ensure security and stability.
What is really needed is a determination on the part of the government
to eradicate the underlying conditions that generate social instability.
Thus, exploitation and oppression,
corruption and greed, prejudice and
bigotry are the real enemies that
should be destroyed. By destroying
freedom one does not destroy the
forces that are capable of threatening
the security and stability of society.
On the contrary - as we have tried
to argue - one may even be reinforcing them.
Myth: Ethnic Relations As with
security so with ethnic' relations and
democratic governance. It is conceded that in a multi-ethnic society
like ours, there will have to be laws
which prohibit the propagation of
ethnic prejudice and religious
bigotry. What constitutes 'prejudice' ·
or 'bigotry' will have to be worked
out soc~ologically. Once again, the
laws must be implemented in a
democratic manner - without bias of
any sort.

Such laws do not in any way
diminish the importance of directing
attention and energy to the underlying causes of the ethnic problem in
society. It is by attacking the root of
the problem rather than by curtailing
the freedom to discuss ethnic fssues
that we will be protecting the
integrity of our nation. The classification of citizens into bumiputras
and non-bumiputras, the absence of a
clear concept of national identity,
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

the unwillingness of a segment of
the non-Malay community to understand the historical and cultural
background of the country, the
inability of a section of the Malay
community to appreciate the realities
of a multi-ethnic society, competing
economic and political interests that
divide the Malay and non-Malay
components of the middle-class, the
manipulation of ethnic fears and
hoJ* by elements within the. government and opposition, and most of
all the perpetuation of a development strategy that intensifies ethnic
consciousness - these are some of
the main aspects of the ethnic
problem in Malaysia.

There is no better proof of
polarization than ~he divergent
positions adopted by ethnicbased parties within the interethnic Barisan Nasional on a
whole variety of political,
economic, cultural and
educational issues.
Because these questions have not
been given sufficient consideration
the ethnic situation has worsened in
spite of a law that bans public discussion of certain ethnic issues pertaining to language, the special
position of the indigenous communities, citizenship and the monarchical
system. It is easy to adduce evidence
to show that over the last 11 years the period of this prohibitive law
which incidentally may have had
some justification - ethnic sentiment$ have become increasingly
pQ}~e(j in almost every sphere of
public activity. There is no better
proof of this than the divergent positions adopted by ethnic-based parties
within the inter-ethnic Barisan
Nasional on a whole variety of political, economic, cultural and educational issues pertaining to the
different communities.
Myth: Development The third
and final myth that has to be
debunked is that development
necessitates control over democratic
liberties.
Of course, certain types of
development will result inevitably in
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

the destruction of democracy. There
is the type of development that
allows the rich and powerful · to
exploit and oppress. It allows a few
to accumulate unlimited wealth, to
reap huge profits. It allows them to
manipulate the market, to hike up
prices, to establish monopolies, to
create oligarchies.

While a minority abuses the freedom that a corrupt democracy
bestows upon them, the majority
are not able to enjoy even their basic
economic and social rights. They do
not have enough food and clothes.
They cannot afford decent houses.
They are without piped water and
electricity. They are not given proper
toilet facilities. They do not have the
right to education or good health.
Even the rights they had enjoyed in
the past are often taken away from
them. In the name of "development", they are driven out of their
farms and lands. In the name of
"progress" they are deprived of
fresh air to breathe and clean rivers
to bathe in.
Denied basic economic and social
rights, they have hardly any political
and civil rights. They vote without
knowing what they are voting for.
They attend meetings whose proceedings make no sense to them.
They join politi~al parties without
any idea of what the party represents. All the while they are manipulated by some ambitious politician
or other. It is clear that they are
there to serve the interests of the
economic barons and the political
acrobats that these wealthy elites
have chosen to sponsor.
After a few decades of this
charade, the system begins to break
down. Among the oligarchs there is
intense rivalry, sometimes brought
about by changes in the economy.
This creates tension and uncertainty.
More important, the ordinary people
begin to stir ~s a result of a growing
consciousness · of their exploitation
and oppression. Riots break out.
Revolts occur.
It is at that point that the political overlord declares that democracy
is unsuitable. He pontificates on how
difficult it is to achieve development
' 46

through democratic processes. He
declares a state of emergency. He
perpetuates his power.
What he does not tell his people is
that it was _the sort of development
strategy that he and others had
pursued all along which brought
about the breakdown. The fault is
not with democracy. Democracy had
been abused. It had been hijacked by
a minority (with the co-operation of
the pilot) for their own greed and
selfishneS's. It was inevitable theref-Ore... that there would be a crash.
There is another type of development which also leads to the erosion
.of · democratic, rights and liberties.
Sometimes with the sincere desire of
improving the lives of the masses, a
group assumes complete control of
the situation, nationalizes all resources, confiscates all private
property and establishes a command
economy. Propelled by the power of
an ideology which is convinced of its
own righteousness, the new elite
pushes for the transformation of the
social_ order with characteristic rigour
an_d ruthlessness.
J,j_ achieves something. After some
time, a majority of the people are
able to enjoy some of the basic
amenities. There is food; there are
clothes - though these have to be
rationed: Literacy rates go , up and
health · standards improve. Undeniably there is still widespread
poverty but then there is greater
equality. And equality is crucial to
human dignity.
So is political freedom. So is the
right to dissent. So is the right to
challenge the system. So is the right
to or-ga_nise on one's own. These
political and civil rights are hardly
t:,xistent. For once the state has taken
over all spheres of society, there is
no question of autonomous action or
even autonomous ideas. It is only the
state's iaeology and authority that
matters. Everyone has to submit to
its power. This is what totalitarianism is all about.

Development in Malaysia has
avoided the two varieties I have just
described. The wealthy have not
hardened into an oppressive elite.
The poor are not totally neglected.
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Sections of the poor have limited
access to land, capital and skills.
For certain categories among them,
incomes have improved slightly and
there has been some mobility. In
other words, the lower strata of
society do enjoy certain economic
and social rights.
Yet, there are danger signs. In
commerce and industry, the profits
of the big owners of capital have
grown out of all proportion to the
wages of the workers. In agriculture,
the benefits of technological innovation have gone to a minority of
better-established
and
betterconnected farmers than to the
majority who continue to work on
uneconomic holdings. In the bureaucracy, there are unjustifiably wide
disparities in salaries between the
higher and lower levels. Even with.
infrastructure
development, ,the
emphasis is upon the constrilction of
multi-million dollar airports and
superhighways, which bring direct
benefits to a minority, rather · than
upon the improvement of the rail ·
system in rural areas or the creation
of an efficient bus service in urban
centres.
This lop-sided development is one
of the main reasons why in spite
of all the wealth the nation has,
almost 30 per cent of the population
continue to subsist below the
poverty-line. A portion of the rural
community is still without piped
water and electricity. A significant
number of urban dwellers live in
slums. It is apparent then that after
25 years of Independence the riation
has yet to develop a sound economic
and social foundation for democratic
growth.

As far as political and civil rights
in the developmental process are
concerned, the situation is not very
different. Development policies like
the New Economic Policy (NEP) and
development plans like the various 5year plans are presented to Parliament. They are discussed and
debated by elected representatives of
the people. This is admittedly
democratic practice.

a

At the same time, various groups
and individuals also comment upon,

and criticise, development policies.
Some of these criticisms deal with
fundamental aspects of the ideology
of the ruling class. The leaders, for
their part, explain development projects to the people and expect
feedback from them. These are all
recognised dimensions of democratic
governance.
However, it is not possible to
translate criticisms ~ especially if
they deal with issues of a basic
nature - into actual programmes of
action. Mobilising public opinion
through
petitions,
processions,
demonstrations
or strikes for
instance, would not be allowed if the
targets are certain crucial features of
development like foreign investments, the free enterprise system or
ethnic re-structuring. Neither would
the state tolerate ahy attempt ·to
challenge - through actual organisation - the power of the Trans
· National Corporations (TNC's).

The state regulates ideas,
controls action and directs
institutions in such a manner
that its approach to
development is preserved and
perpetuated.
Needless to say, these curbs upon
democratic action are conditioned by
the type of deve}opment strategy
adopted by · the state. The state
regulates ideas, controls action and
directs institutions in such a manner
that its approach to development is
preserved and perpetuated ad infinitum. Indeed, the state has, over the
last decade or so, become unassailably powerful. The state today
determines even the substance of
private sector economic activities
through all sorts of rules. It is the
sole authority over education. It
controls cultural development. It is
the arbiter of morals.
The growth of the: power of the
state is a common phenomenon in
many · Third · World s·ocieties. The
prestige of national leaders at the
time of Independence, the attempts
by the state to rectify the deformations of the colonial period, the
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absence of countervailing forces in
society that can balance the power
of the state, the deliberate efforts
of the state to control society in
its own interest - all these have
contributed towards the present
situation. The penetrative, pervasive
power of the state is today the most
significant threat to individual freedom. It is poised to destroy
democracy itself.

The Alternative? This is why there
is an urgent need to think of an alternative which will not only protect
but also. reinforce the position of
freedom in society. This alternative
must have a sound philosophical
basis which is culturally relevant.
For one of the underhand accusations hurled against the advocates of
freedom in the third world is that
they are slavish imitators of the West.
The reasoning is that freedom is
something that has been imported
from outside. It is therefore not
really important to us. This is utter
nonsense.
Freedom is universal. It is neither
Eastern nor Western. Just because
some of the institutions asso~iated
with the practice of freedom
developed in the West, it does not
mean that the value, the principle
itself, is Western. As a universal value
it is important to humankind everywhere, in all cultures and in all
circumstances irrespective of their
level of economic progress. To
suggest that only some societies are
ready for 'full freedom' while others
must be content with 'half-freedom'
or 'quarter freedom' i~ to insinuate
that one is somehow inferior to
others. Besides, it reveals incredible
ignorance about the role of fr!-ledom
in society.

The Alternative: the Philosophical
basis In our alternative which we will
only be discussing briefly in this
essay, we shall show that freedom is
germane to most religions like Islam,
Buddhism, Hinduism and Christianity. Since I am familiar with Islam
most of my comments will be drawn
·from that tradition though they can
be applied to other religions as well.

continue on page 53
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GOD-CON SC IOUSN ESS
continued from page 23
The task before us is to liberate
religion from these flaws and fallacies
so that its essence will shine through
in all its glory.
What then is the essence of religion
which Aliran regards as so vital?

As stated a number of times
before, it is the belief in God. Belief
in God entails a certain conception
of God. God is immanent and transcendent. He is within and without.
He is the essence of all things and yet
he is not identical with anything.
God is Omnipresent and Omnipotent. It is God that creates and recreates. It is God that sustains all life.
God is the light of the universes. It is
the power behind the whole of the
cosmos. It is the First Cause - the
Uncreated, the Unseen, the Unknowable, the Undefinable.
Yet God manifests ifself through
its attributes. Truth, mercy, compassion, love, kindness, tenderness,
knowledge,
power,
sacredness,
beauty, justice, freedom are among
the many attributes of God. The
human being - as God's representative on earth - is expected to manifest these qualities. He is endowed
with free-will and perception God's unique gifts to man - to assist
him in this endeavour. On the day of
Judgement he will be evaluated on
how faithfully he had carried out his
spiritual mission on earth.
This view of God and of God's
relationship to the human being can
be found in a number of religious
philosophies. Islam, Christianity and
Judaism would have no problem in
identifying themselves with this conception. Hinduism as developed in
the contemporary age by Vivekananda, Gandhi and Radhakrishnan
and the theistic strain in modem
Buddhism too would uphold this
notion of God.
Of course,in the ultimate analysis,
the belief in God itself is an act of
faith. But it is faith that is subjectively verifiable. We have the testimonies of the prophets, the
messengers, the saints, the sages,
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

through the centuries to attest to the . (A) God's Omnipresence, its oneness, its unity, implies the oneexistence of a transcendental reality.
ness of creation, of the universes,
At another level, there are those
strikingly similar ideas of God's
of earth and heaven, of life and
message and his attributes in the
the hereafter, of matter and
writings of the celebrated mystics of
spirit. It suggests the oneness of
different religious traditions.
society, the oneness of the
individual. Everything is part of
At another level, there are
a cosmic, a total unity.

those strikingly similar ideas of
God's message and his
attributes in the writings of the
celebrated mystics of different
religious traditions.

Besides, there is increasing evidence today to show that knowledge
contained in some of the religious
scriptures about nature, matter, life
and so on, synchronize with modern
scientific findings. In the Quran for
instance there are references to the
origin of life in water, the composition of the earth's atmosphere, the
position of the sun, the expansion of
the universe, the nature of vegetation,
the characteristics of the animal
kingdom, the features of aquatic life
and the stages in the reproduction
process which are amazingly scientific and logical - as the distinguished
French surgeon, Maurice Bucaille, has
established in his work entitled the
Bible, the Quran and Science.
Similarly, the Vedantic view of
God as light should be examined
against the background of Einstein's
theory of relativity which among
other things proves mathematically
that the velocity of light is, as far as
man's finite mind is concerned, the
only constant element in a universe
in flux. Indeed, many modem discoveries in physics indicate that the
cosmos is a variegated expression of
one power - light guided by divine
intelligence, a position adopted by
the Vedas in the distant past.

(B) Since God is the ultimate power,
everything in creation submits to
its will. God is the only source
of total loyalty. The human
being owes complete allegiance
to God and God alone. Nothing
else - neither institution nor
individual - has a claim to total
loyalty.
(C) Man's total loyalty is all the
more significant because he is
God's representative on earth. In
Islam, he is called God's viceregent. In Christianity, he is
supposed to be created in the
image of God. In Hinduism,
man embodies within him the
divinity of God. This sacred
position of the human being
imposes certain responsibilities.
It entails certain' rights which he
must exercise. It requires certain
roles which he must fulfil.

(D) As God's representative, it is his
entrusted duty to propagate
certain social values and attitudes for the well-being of
humanity as a whole. He must
ensure that spiritual values
rooted in the concept of God
such as justice and freedom and
unity and equality emerge as the
pillars of society.

(E) In order to achieve this, certain
relationships should prevail.
God-consciousness envisages not
just an equitable relationship
with one's neighbour but also a
harmonious
bond with the
In a nutshell then, God - and
universe,
with
nature, with one's
therefore God-consciousness - has a
family, indeed with oneself!
much stronger basis to it today than
(F) Integral to these harmonious
at any other time in history.
relationships is a whole pattern
God-consciousness is a general conof
activities and experiences
cept. What will be some of the more
which remains fundamental to a
specific dimensions of this concept?
life that revolves around God.
Out of God-consciousness, we
of
Birth,
the
attainment
have been able to derive 7 major
puberty, marriage are sacred
philosophical ideas.
activities. Death retains its
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spiritual meaning just as sorrow
and tragedy are holy experiences
which help man attain Godconsciousness.
(G) Finally, his activities and experiences, his relationships, his
values and attitudes and most of
all his role as God's representative on earth will be subjected to
examination when he meets his
Creator. The idea that man must
earn merit on earth to prepare
for the spiritual hereafter - that
every individual is responsible
for his own actions - is crucial
to a philosophy based upon
God.
How would one apply theee 7 philosophical concepts to actual issues
in social reconstruction?
_Since these concepts are closely
related to one another, one cannot
really separate them especially when
we are trying to link ideas to social
realities. This is why one will observe
that some of the implications of our
general philosophical concepts are
very similar.

As a starting point, what does the
concept of the unity of existence
arising from the unity of God mean
in reality? It means that ethnic and
racial dichotomies are unacceptable.
There may be different communities
and cultures but that is no excuse to
erect barriers between them or worse
still, to discriminate one against the
other. For humankind is an indivisible whole.

It is for that reason - the indivisibility of humankind, the oneness of
humanity - that class disparities
should also be abolished. The unity
of God is the philosophical basis for
the elimination of class divisions. It is
the foundation for the creation of a
classless society. It need not be
emphasised that a classless society in
no way negates individual differences
in ability or accomplishment.
Similarly, biological and temperamental differences between the sexes
should not be used to camouflage the
fundamental unity between the sexes
which in tum is rooted in the unity
of God. This suggests that men and
women should be provided with

equal opportunities to develop their
potentialities.
· Finally, the oneness of God also
implies man's oneness with the
humblest of animals, his oneness
with nature, with the entire ecological system. He cannot therefore be
cruel to animals; on the contrary he
must treat them, with utmost kindness. Neither does he have the right
to pollute the rivers and seas, the air
and the skies. He must desist from
destroying the hills and the forests.
He must recognise the life-supporting
function of an intricate, inter-related
ecological order without which he
himself will perish.
This discussion of man's responsibility to his very existence leads us
automatically to the second concept
- his loyalty to God. It can be
argued that loyalty to God must
mean loyalty to the unity of God as
expressed in the• elimination of
ethnic, class, sexual and other dichotomies. But loyalty to God is more
than that. It means that loyalty to
oneself, to one's family, one's kith
and kin, one's tribe, one's community, one's religion, one's nation,
indeed every other loyalty is subordinate to this all-transcending loyalty.

By the same token, one would
fight against one's own
community if it is.unfair to
other groups or insensitive to
the needs of others.
More specifically, this would
suggest that if one felt that some
minor manipulation would help
advance one's interest, one should
resist the temptation of doing it since
it would amount to a transgression of
one's loyalty to God. If one is loyal
to God, one would even act against
a loved brother or sister who is
corrupt. By the same token, one
would fight against one's own community if it is unfair to other groups
or insensitive to the needs of others.
In fact, loyalty to God means that
one will not consent to defend one's
own country if it is involved in an
unjust war.
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Loyalty to God has an even more
profound implication. There is no
loyalty to God if a person is obsessed
with those aspects of life that stimulate his baser instincts, his ignoble
desires. A leader is not loyal to God
- whatever his protestations - if he
is obsessed with power and position.
A woman is not loyal to God if she is
so involved in gratifying her sensual
tastes, if she is enslaved to the latest
perfumes and the newest fashions. A
business tycoon is not loyal to God
if all that he is interested in is maximising his profits.
The significance of loyalty to God
becomes even clearer when it is
considered in relation to man's position as the repre1entative of God on
earth. As God's representative, how
can he be chasing goods or profits or
power? More than that, how can he
allow himself to sink into a quagmire
of poverty or disease or ignorance?
How can he - as God's viceregent be exploited or oppressed? How can
he exploit or oppress? How can he
dominate and how can he be dominated? How can man, created in
God's image, be corrupt and greedy
and acquisitive? How can he lie and
cheat, how can he steal and swindle?
How can he gossip and backbite?
How can he kill and destroy? How
can he, whom God. created in order
to strive for the unity of man, hate ,
another community, despise another
religion, punish another people?
From another perspective, man as
a divine being cannot indulge in
those seeming pleasures which are, in
fact, injurious to his own welfare.
This is why drug-taking or consuming
alcohol is wrong. This is what makes
gambling a sin against oneself. It is
because the human being, as God's
trustee, has a sacred responsibility to
himself that prostitution, pre-marital
sex, adultery and other such vices are
condemned. It is because pf the selfsame exalted position of the human
being that commercialising the
human body - making the male or
female form an object, a commodity,
a service, through advertisements and
the like - is strongly abhorred.

Man, as God's representative,
must not only refrain from vice, he
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

must also endeavour to cultivate
virtue. Virtuous deeds include
ensuring a decent livelihood and
enjoying good health, apart from
seeking knowledge and developing
skills. Justice and freedom, equality
and autonomy, honesty and integrity,
industry and dedication, restraint
and discipline, love and compassion,
kindness and tenderness, are all
values and virtues which the individual must try to nurture and nourish.
A love for truth and a commitment
to peace are essential pre-requisites if
one seeks sincerely to live in the
image of God.
However, it is not enough to
realize one's divinity as an individual
human being. In a sense, it may not
even be possible to be an ethically
pure human being in the real sense of
the word in an ethically impure
society. In a society where corruption is pervasive, for instance, even
an honest individual may be compelled to bend his principles. How
can an individual practise equality in
a rigidly stratified society? How well
can an individual observe restraint in
his consumption habits in a society
where the entire economic culture
emphasises unrestrained, unlimited
consumption? How much tenderness
can one show in a society where the
organisation of work, the pattern of
living is such that people do not even
have time for one another?

It is, therefore, the individual's
moral responsibility to ensure
that society as a whole . .
embodies the values which he is
supposed to uphold as God's
representative on earth.
This, in fact, is the full implication of our fourth philosophical
concept. The values and attitudes
which we analysed in relation to
man's position as the viceregent of
God can sustain themselves only if
they emerge as collective values.' It
is, therefore, the individual's moral
responsibility to ensure that society
as a whole embodies the values which
he is supposed to uphold as God's
representative on earth.
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inevitable that we have to apply the
same criterion to relationships.
Indeed, society is, in the ultimate
analysis, a complex web of relationships. This is why we have located
'relationships' as a separate philosophical concept in itself. Ideally, all
relationships must be influenced by
some aspect or other of those
spiritual values that constitute the
basis of living.

To do this, laws, policies, institutions have to be changed so that they
reflect the spiritual values we have
discussed. Indeed, the ·very concepts
of 'progress', 'development' and
'modernisation' will have to be
transformed. Progress will no longer
be a question of how many miles of
road have been built or how much
trade has been conducted in a particular year. Development will no
longer be a matter of Gross National
Product (GNP) or per capita income
or even of the number of private
companies that have been taken over
by the state or the amount of equity
shares that the poor have been able
to purchase. A society would have
progressed if equality - as an
example - has become a more pervasive value in the interactions
among people in different spheres of
activity. In a factory is there greater
equality in income, in opportunities,
in the management of the enterprise
itself, in the social relations that
prevail? Similarly a society would
have developed if a significant
portion of the population has the
opportunity to seek knowledge. This
may have nothing to do with the
number of schools that have been
built. For schools could be antithetical to the process of discovering
oneself, of understanding one's
environment in a holistic manner, of
imbibing fundamental virtues, of
knowing the purpose of life. On the
other hand, through the family, the
community, and the proper use of
technology - apart from dedicated
'gurus' - a society may accumulate
much more knowledge than through
formal schooling. By the same token,
providing high-rise flats and concrete,
brick houses may not be development if as a result individual families
become atomized, community solidarity is lost and people become
more dependent upon market forces
and a public bureaucracy over which
they have little control. Development
must enhance autonomy and increase
the scope for freedom. It must lead
to greater, not lesser, individual
power over the factors that affect a
person's life.

It is the link to the creation of life
that also endows sexual relationships
with sacred meaning. This is why
love between a man and a woman
may evince passion but it should not
be allowed to degenerate into sexual
lust and licence. Hence the significance of yet another value restraint.

Once we begin ·to examine society
from the perspective of values, it is

Relationships outside the private
domain may necessitate the same
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To start with, there is the relation- ship with oneself . which we have
studied in our reflections on the
third philosophical concept - man,
as God's representative. There is the
relationship with one's parents in
which love, respect, caring and giving
should permeate. Other relationships
within the family - between parent
and child, husband and wife, brother
and sister, uncle and nephew, aunt
and niece, grandparent and grandchild - should also manifest these
and other such values. However, in
observing a certain value there should
not be any diminution of other
values. Freedom for a teenager
should not lead to the decline of
discipline for instance. Love between
child and parent should not mean the
unquestioning acceptance by the
former of the dictates of the latter.
Similarly, more equal communication between younger and older
members of a family should not
result in disrespect or disdain for the
other party. It is vital that the sacredness of intra-family relationships is
maintained for the family itself is a
sacred institution in our Godconscious society. The sacredness of
the family is derived partly from its
associatibn with the life-creating process through the male-female tie and
the life-sustaining process through
the parent-child bond.
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values in some instances and other
values in other instances. In industry
and business for instance, the
relationship between superior and
subordinate should be free of exploitation. Economic relationships as a
whole should reflect values such as
equality, justice, freedom and cooperation. In politics, the manipulative aspect of a relationship should
be eliminated altogether. Instead, the
participatory dimension, supported
by values such as sacrifice and service
should be allowed to emerge. Ethnic
relations should be characterised by
understanding, respect, compassion
and love. Bigotry and prejudice
should be eradicated. Similarly, in
relations between nations there
should be equality and co-operation
rather than the desire to control or
exploit. Imperialism, therefore, whatever its manifestation, would not be
condoned under any circumstances.
In fact, the opposition to imperialism
is clearly implied in a number of
other ideas too like freedom and
autonomy which have already been
examined.

This bond between past, present
and future - a bond of
continuity - embraces not just
material resources but also the
intellectual, moral and cultural
resources of society.
A God-conscious philosophy does
not confine its notion of relationships to the family, or society, or
nations. Man's relationship with
animals and nature which we noted
in our analysis of the first concept
should also be ethical. In his relationship with natural resources for
instance he must ensure that there is
neither greed nor exploitation. He
must relate to them in such a manner
that he shows an understanding of
yet another relationship - the
relationship with future generations.
For in our philosophy we must never
cease to be aware of our obligation
to the unborn, unseen future. This
bond between past, present and
future - a bond of continuity embraces not just material resources

but also the intellectual, moral and
cultural resources of society.
Finally, one must realize that all
these relationships arise fro~ that
one supreme relationship that is the
crux of our philosophy - the
relationship with God.
Needless to say, it is this relationship that endows character to certain
life ~ctivities and experiences. Of
these life activities, nothing is more
important than life and living itself.
Being a child, reaching puberty,
getting married, having children,
playing the role of a wife and mother
(or performing the duties of a
husband ' and father), growing old,
accepting age and meeting death this is a pattern of living which has
been with us since time immemorial.
As we have already shown in various
places, all these activities have deeper
spiritual meanings. Instead of enriching this pattern, segments of
Western civilisation have begun to
repudiate certain roles like being a
spouse or a parent with all its responsibilities. Even getting married is seen
as an obstacle to living fully. Certain
natural processes like growing old are
resisted. There is an inability to
accept death without a feeling of
horror, of psychological disintegration and desolation. Sometimes other
life-activities too, like eating a proper
meal, trivial as it may sound, begin to
lose their value. One has to contrast
this situation with the careful attention that the ancient Taoist and
Hindu cultures paid to food, cooking
and health as part of a larger
harmony in living.
Even more essential to this larger
harmony in all religions have been
activities like praying, meditating,
fasting and making a pilgrimage.
These
time-honoured
activities
strengthen the spiritual basis of
society. Though they are invariably
abused, one cannot deny that they
help human beings maintain communion with the Ultimate Reality. They
serve an immeasurably valuable function in the lives of people everywhere.
By shutting out prayer and meditation, by cutting off contact with
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the spiritual sources of life, segments
of Western civilisation have only
intensified their own dilemma. They
find it more difficult to explain pain
and sorrow and tragedy. Psychologically, they want to deny these lifeexperiences. This is part of the
reason why there is sometimes an
obsession with pleasure, with
immediate gratification of the senses.
This has persuaded some scholars to
describe Western society as a
"sensate culture". ·
For us, pain is as much a part of
life as pleasure. Pain, like tragedy,
strengthens one's spiritual fibre. It is
God's way of testing us just as
triumph and joy are also part of the
evaluation. Besides when one believes
in God, in a hereafter, in the power
of prayer and meditation, tragedy
and death cease to produce fear.
There is, instead, calm submission to
the Divine Will.
This is but one function of the
Hereafter - our seventh and final
philosophical concept. Be1ief- in the
Hereafter and in the Day of Judgement play an even more important
role in human affairs. It can help to
check actual personal and social
behaviour. When one believes that
after death one will be judged that he who has failed God's trust
will suffer - there is every likelihood
that there will be an attempt to
adhere to certain moral rules. Consequently, individuals and groups could
become more ethical in their conduct.
In conclusion, it can be said that
the social implications of our seven
philosophical concepts based upon
the belief in God are varied and wideranging. Developed properly they can
bring about a massive transformation
to existing social structures.

Equally significant, they can
change the very character of religion
itself by providing the sort of
emphasis that will ~ow the perennial ideas·, the eternal values to
emerge as the essence of religion.
It is in this way that the essence
of religion will become the essence of
the human being and the essence of
the social order. O
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ON THE SOCIETIES SCENE

A PRECARIOUS EXISTENCE
Harun Rasip

SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) ACT
1981

When this column last came out
the Societies (Amendment) Act 1981
was still under review and the government had undertaken to make certain
revisions. In the current Parliamentary
finally
session
these revmons
emerged, to be met by a general
feeling of disappointment from the
societies making up the Sekretariat
Persidangan Pertubuhan SPP).
A meeting of the SPP was called
to discuss the revisions and the
general opinion was that the revisions
appeared to make matters worse,
that is:-

1. While the ludicrous segregation of
societies into
political and
friendly societies was removed
certain restrictions which previously applied to only political
societies now apply to all societies.
In particular, the requirement to
seek the Registrar's approval
before obtaining funding from
foreign sources now applies to all
societies. This is despite the
constructive counter-proposal of
the SPP for societies to voluntarily
declare their foreign funding
annually .rather than to have to
seek permission each tin1e. The
penalties attached to this restriction are also inordinately
heavy being imprisonment for a
term not exceeding 5 years or a
fine not exceeding $10,000 or
both.
2. There still exists the denial of
access to the courts under the
provision that the Minister's decision is final. A society could thus
be deregistered or have its officers
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removed without being able to
challenge the decision in court.
3. The disqualifications applicable to
convicted persons and detainees
have been retained.

4. A new clause was inserted giving

entry and search powers to
officers
authorized by
the
Registrar where previously such
powers were only given to the
Registrar and his Assistant. Conceivably these gentlemen so
authorized may well use force to
effect entry and search when its'
deemed to be in the public
interest.

Overall the "spoon and ladle"
aspect of the Act has· been deleted
but little else has come from the
Government. The SPP has since come
out with a statement on behalf of
all the societies it represents and
intends to set up a meeting with the
Deputy Prime Minister to further
plead the case for societies.

SOCIETIES WORKSHOP
The workcamp to promote solidarity and understanding among
societies originally planned for
November 1982 was postponed and
it is now intended to hold it in
January/February 1983. The SPP is
expected to advise all interested
societies as soon as arrar1gements
are finalized.

ISA HANGINGS
A number of societies within the
SPP are making a joint appeal to the

Pardon Boards for those men sentenced to hanging for ESCAR/ISA
- related offences to commute their
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sentences to life. imprisonment. The
ISA (Internal Security Act) and
ESCAR (Essential (Security Cases)
Regulations) constitute a blatant
transgression of the rule of law.
How can this nation created in the
name of God hang people on the
basis of laws which are immoral,
unjust and unfair?
Aliran urges all to join this
desperate appeal to save the lives of
men who will -soon die as a result of
our nation's moral inadequacies.

PALESTINE JOINT-ACTION
COMMITTEE

This committee comprising 21
societies, many of them supporters
of the SPP, called for a boycott of
American goods and services in
protest against the extensive American involvement in the state of
Israel, its Zionist ambitions and its
atrocities against the Palestinian
people. Sadly it appears that the
boycott never became effective and
surely three reasons for this must be:1. the dangerous addiction the
nation and its people have for
American goods, services, culture
and technology, indeed all manner
of things and thoughts foreign.
This speaks volumes for our lack
of success in our nation's battle
for self-reliance and genuine independence. We have ~ tendency to
adopt foreign things and ideas
without questioning its suitability
through debate and public discussion. Particularly crucial is our
failure to foster an indigenous
intellectual and scientific tradition
which is only possible in an
environment where the rights to
freedom of speech, freedom of
association etc. are upheld.
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2. the misconceptions held by the
public of the Palestinian struggle.
Apart from a TV documentary
series and other bits and pieces,
our nation's leaders and media
have done little to educate the
public about the Palestinian issue.
Furthermore the ethnic character
given to the issue, which is symptomatic of our own societal
sickness, distorts the issue beyond
understanding.
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DEMOCRACY
A LA MALAYSIA
continued from page 47
In Islam, the position of the
human being as the viceregent of
God is a fundamental concept. Man
is entrusted with the responsibility of
carrying out God's work. To do this,
he is endowed with free will. It is this
free will that enables him to act on
the basis of his knowledge and
perception. He is expected to uphold
what is right and fight what is
wrong, to promote virtue and to
destroy vice. This task is only
possible if man is free. This is why
freedom is part of the very soul of
the human being. For it is freedom
- and freedom alone - that enables
him to fulfill the very purpose of his
creation. Indeed, it is freedom that
makes him a human being.
Viewed from this perspective, the
right to speak and the right to associate and other such liberties are not
rights bestowed upon man by the
state. They do not belong to the
state. The state has no authority over
them. It cannot, therefore, take them
away from the human being. These
rights belong to God. They have been
entrusted to man. They are part of
the pact between man and God.
Indeed, this pact changes the very
concept of the state. The state is
merely an avenue created by the
individual, in conjunction with other
human beings, for the purpose of
implementing the pact between man
and God. The pact is superior to the
state. The human being who is responsible for fulfilling the pact is
more important than the state. This
means that the state which is only a

3. behind-the-scene manoeuvrings by
vested interests and politicians
seeking to make capital out- of the
issue or to play it down also
contributed to the campaign's
ineffectiveness.
Nevertheless the committee is
continuing the protest and is concentrating on a signature campaign
. and educating the public. The
channel should never be allowed to
destroy the human being.
These ideas on God, man and
freedom can be found with some
variations in Christianity. Catholic
philosophers from France and Latin
America like Lebret, Guiterez and
Friere have made liberation the
cornerstone of their theology. There
are striking similarities between their
thinking and the writings of Muslim
intellectuals like Ali Shariati and
Hassan Hanafi. Similarly, Vivekenanda, Tagore and Gandhi - leading
exponents of modern Hinduism regarded freedom in relation to social
action as central to their religion.

It has become asacred
framework of existence for
most of us. And yet, it is easier
for a human being to participate
and contribute meaningfully
through small or medium-sized
communities.
The Alternative: the Structures
Once the philosophical position of
freedom is established, we have to
formulate the broad guidelines of a
social order which will ensure that
this value grows in strength. Freedom, it seems to me, flourishes best
in small or medium-sized communities. For a long while now we have
become accustomed to thinking in
terms of the nation as the 'unit'. The
operation of our values, the organisation of our · institutions are all
conceived on a national basis.
Planning,
administration,
the
economy, politics, culture, everything is guided by the idea of the
nation. It has become a sacred frame-
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signature campaign will be directed
towards:-

!. condemning Israel
2. persuading the UN to act against
Israel
3. urging the US to stop aiding and
abetting Israel and
4. getting certain ASEAN nations to
cut off ties with Israel.
Aliran hopes this campaign will be
supported by all concerned citizens. D
work of existence for most of us.
And yet, it is easier for a human
being to participate and contribute
meaningfully through small or
medium-sized communities.
However, a community must not
only be appropriately_sized but also
viable. How much resou~Iiaf
level of skills, what sort of infrastructure, what type of social amenities should be available before a
community can be classified as
viable? How does viability relate to
self-reliance? These and other
questions will have to be worked out.
Politically and administratively,
our ideal community will be orientated towards participation. There
will be elections which is one·form of
participation. Consultations and discussions on all issues pertinent to the
well-being of the community will
also encourage participation. Even
policies which effect the nation as a
whole will be debated at the community level. The implementation of
decisions will be through administrative avenues which will, however, be
kept to the minimum necessary. Thls
is to avoid the bureaucratization of
society and to protect individual
autonomy.

If our community is to have a
solid economic and social base so
that freedom will be strongly entrenched, we have to ensure that it
owns and controls basic resources for
the benefit of all. Land, minerals and
forests, banks, the main industries,
firms that deal with essential commodities, international trade, the local
distribution network and services
such as education and health should
continue on page 56
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SCIENCE

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
Tong Veng Wye

MIT computer scientist Prof.
Weizenbaum once said of his fellowsin-trade, 'like children with a
hammer, they view the world as a
nail.' If there was any process of
production which could be automated or computerised, then it
would be. If there was any industrial
situation where one could persuade
oneself that a novel introduction of
automation would save the forlorn
worker from the dehumanising
drudgery of his labour, then automation it would be. With typical
scientific tunnel-vision automated
systems are then developed, produced and sold. The crowning irony
·s that the accompanying sales talk
boasts that the average worker can
be trained to operate the system
within four hours. In fact the ideal
operative would be one who is
mentally under-developed.

An industrial magazine put forward the following futuristic picture
under the brave title 'Telecommunications: One-World Mind,'
'The walls of the room were pulsating liquid crystal. The input was
from optical fibres and lasers, all
from a computer in Des Moines. The
host asked his guests, "What will you
have?" One said, "The Bahamas".
Another said, "Hong Kong." And
another, "Paris in the spring." The
host said, "We'll have them all. We'll
start with Paris.'' He leaned forward
and pushed a button. And lo, they
were there.' So science is also giving
humanity its future to look forward
to, something to work for, something
to fulfil our dreams. Yet it is a future
born out of a disfigured human
personality where senses and nerveends shudder from over-sensitization
- but the heart goes hungry.

Herein lie two major threats
which science with its coterie of
technomaniacs poses to society - the
division between 'brain' and 'hand'
and the division between man* and
nature.

The schism between experience
and intelligence, two crucial
components of the
developmental sense in the
human being, renders doubtful
whether techno-cultural
development can continue.
THE BRAIN-HAND SCHISM
It may be said that a crucial basis
of human techno-cultural development is the continual interaction
between experience and mind. It was
one complementing and nurturing
the other and vice-versa that gave rise
to the discovery and growth of technology. Even up till the age of the
Industrial Revolution, technical innovations and concepts in production
and engineering grew out of a persistent dialogue between experience
and intelligence. But today those
who deal with the software and
design of technologies run the grave
risk of losing touch with the reality
which their specialised fields are
supposed to serve and turn into unwitting traitors of their own trade. A
mechanical engineer may design a
component by computer but makes a
mistake by placing a decimal point
one place too far to the right. The
resulting component has a diameter
ten times over-sized. It is entirely
conceivable the engineer will not
realise the mishap even upon

seeing the finished product because of
imprudent design which overemphasises the computer and gives
the designer no real sense of proportion. The schism between experience
and intelligence, two crucial components of the developmental sense in
the human being, renders doubtful
whether techno-cultural development
can continue. Even if it does, would
it not be even more lop-sided than it
already is?
In a fully automated production
system there would be practically
no chance for the worker who
mechanically works over levers and
buttons to develop his innate qualities of innovation and creativeness
at work. He becomes a maggot at
work, operating robotically, initiative
and originality being unheeded qualities that have been taken over by the
mass of chips and electrical impulses.
If he is not careful and brings into
the home this maggot psychology,
family life will have to endure the
retarding evils of boredom and
repetitiveness. At the same time how
can one expect any human being of
normal temperament to identify himself with, let alone find a sense of
worth in, a job which consists of
button-pushing and lever-bashing?
More likely one would anticipate
frustration and alienation. What of
the creative and leisurely activities
which automation is supposed to
help generate? With the deadening
of the human spirit at work comes
loss of motivation, more alcoholism,
more suicide, more crime, more
business for certain houses in town.
These are not altogether social
platitudes. For when too many
changes occur too quickly then those
skills, institutions and ideas which

• Will sensitive feminists please forgive the figurative use of the word 'man' which is purely for convenience of expression.
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form the principal heritage of a generation are rendered unsuitable within
the very next one. It is also a huge
let down if a worker of forty has to
be retrained because his skills have
been made obsolete by technology.
Why should he, a skilled workman,
suddenly have to revert to being an
apprentice again? For the sake of
progress and development? But what
about the personal and psychological
costs of making whole life-patterns
irrelevant and the attendant upheavals of value-systems? On top of
that, what about the sodal cost of
re-education? By having to retrain
workers to adapt to new machinery,
are we not dissecting man to suit
technology and putting production
above people?

But we are now in an era where
religion or even basic human
spirituality plays little part in
the lives of many.

THE MAN-NATURE SCHISM

As symbolised in the earlier
description of a world of liquid
crystals and optical fibres where
travel is a wink-of-an-eye affair,
science is supposed to present
humankind with the means to be
master of his work destiny. Man is
to become his own God through
science. Now Mankind has had
religion as an integral aspect of his
consciousness for most of its tortuous history - whether it be at the
primitive level of praying for the
propitiation of the dark gods or, as
in later periods, for moral guidance
and spiritual insight. But we are now
in an era where religion or even basic
human spirituality plays little part in
the lives of many . This has been
possible not because man can do
without religious beliefs and myths
but because he has managed to find
a substitute in scientific myths. Yet
in the very struggle to become his
own master, man has extracted himself ou\ of the totality of the cosmos
and cast himself into an isolated
position of speciality. While he is

dimly aware that he is really part of
the universe, at the same time scientific consciousness allows man to feel
justified in seeing himself as a special
privileged being, presiding as a
pseudo-governor over the rest of
nature. 'I am Man' and the 'I' looms
ever larger. The cleft between man
and nature has well set in.
Of course past cultures have
exhibited elements of a humancentred cosmic consciousness, and
such cases may be more difficult to
defend because theirs was born out
of ignorance. It was one way of
dealing with the unknown and with
a deep sense of insecurity and impermanence. Science and technology,
meanwhile, unfolded mystery after
mystery before the human mind, and
perhaps more importantly placed
before mankind an ever increasing
array of tools for its mastery over
nature. Thus armed, Man sets himself
apart from the rest, assuming a
certain arrogance. The present aweinspiring state of scientific development has made man less whole in his
sensitivities and his interests. The
engineer and the economist, the
chemist and the business administrator would find it difficult, if not
an oddity, to conceive of 'seeing the
world in a grain of sand and heaven
in a wild flower .. . . .' By subjugating
Nature, a part of ourselves is disintegrating, we are committing
partial suicide for we are losing what
capacity we have for ttie 'oceanic
feeling.'
But what do we have for a substitute? Toys of an hour. Even that
futuristic magical room of pulsating
liquid crystals would not last and
quite probably would lose much of
its thrill the moment we discover the
neighbours have something better.
Industry and its supporting props of
science and technology unceasingly
chum out gadgets to exploit the need
for distractions. We flit from one
tease to another never managing to
extract the maximum possible
pleasure from any one of them;
always kept in a state of near orgasm
without release. Furthermore innovations of science develop rapidly. The
time required for a new invention to
spread into general use is ever shrin-
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king. It took 150 years to diffuse the
steam engine, 50 for the car, 25 for
the radio set, less than 15 for the
transistor. Not only is the pace of
change fast; change itself is now
more pervasive. Society cannot
escape its repercussions and we cannot absorb too hectic a rate of
change.

Together with the advent of a
scientific consciousness, has
come scepticism alainst the ·
eternal, for nothing which
science has to offer is eternal.
The great scientific myth of our
time is that science holds the key to
fulfilling all -e
. an's
· es and
dreams. If one could believe in that,
one could also believe that a jug with
its bottom knocked out can be filled
by continuously pouring in water.
The voyage of science was pioneered
by men and women who chose to
face what they saw as facts, definable
and v::rifiable, and hence live life as
it is without wishful thinking. Their
forte was logic and intelligence. It still
is with today's scientists. The tragedy
is reason and intellect have been so
emphasised and valued that the
Romantic and the man of instinctual
wisdom have been debased. Yet there
is every need for a scientist to incorporate into himself human and
spiritual elements before he can truly
profess service to humankind .

SCIENCE AND THE ETERNAL
Together with the advent of a
scientific consciousness, has come
scepticism against the eternal, for
nothing which science has to offer is
eternal. The world known to science
is a world which must disintegrate in
the end giving men an attitude of
'What's the use anyhow?' But one
cannot expect science tQ give us
Reality . For while Reality is the
whole, science ties up into neat
packages physics, chemistry, astronomy, genetic engineering etc. There is
no truly multi-disciplinary field in
science. The neatly-tied packages
thrown up can therefore never be
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

fully wholesome and under the tests
of time and experience they come
apart. In fact, they seem to be coming
apart with increasing frequency. And
as with everything else ideas and
concepts in science have to be symbolised by words and language. But
words and language are bounded mere tools of expression. The moment we use words to describe and
point to whatever it is we are
attempting to communicate then
already our description is bound
down and limited. This being the
case, neither science nor any other
discipline will ever be able to fully
give its audiences the whole, the
eternal Reality. To make things even
more intractable there is the tendency of science to define. But how
does one define music, happiness,
love? Can we define life?

Wealth was not spent on almsgiving or on artistic splendour;
it was for burning butter in
sacred lamps.
While-decrying-the adverse effects
of science in modem society we

DEMOCRACY
A LA MALAYSIA

continued from page 53
be in the hands of the community.
In this way, it should be possible to
equalize social opportunities for all.
It follows from this that the community's economy will be managed
along co-operative lines. But it will
be co-operati0n among free, autonomous individuals and groups who
will continue to exercise authority
over their own enterprises.

Such an egalitarian community,
with a strong sense of the common
good, and yet preserving individual
freedom, has to be supported by
technology that is appropriate to the
human being. Appropriate technology does not mean low-skill, labourintensive technology. Sometimes,
production would demand sophisticated skills but we should certainly
try to be capital-saving. Besides,
n n
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should avoid extreme and unrealistic
posturing. We must remind ourselves
that until recently human dignity did
not include elementary conditions of
physical well-being. In 1948 the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights was adopted, eventually
leading to the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
both coming into force only in 1976.
It has been painful progress in a
supposedly civilized century. The
ultimate issue is whether one is prepared, by rejecting science and
technology, to go back to the old
inequality, starvation and disease. If
the material abundance produced by
modern technology is indeed
sharable, can one think of denying
-dep~ sections of mankind its
share? It is doubtful whether one
ever has the right to choose for
others. In the spiritual society of
Tibet, for e.g., the energies of the
most capable men were expanded on
making thousands of prostrations
before the Buddha. Wealth was not
spent on alms-giving or on artistic
splendour; it was for burning butter
in sacred lamps.

Against this type of anti-utility,
all
humanitarian
considerations
demand unequivocally that the effort
to pull humanity out of the mire
must not slacken. The present problem is how to meet the fatigue and
loneliness that have overtaken us as
a result of the mindless use of
machines.

maintain harmonous relations with
nature and the environment. It will
reduce elitism and bureaucratization
so that a technocratic class that can
control the rest of society will not
emerge.

Like education, culture that is
concerned with freedom will also
manifest itself through new forms.
There will be much more diversity
since each community will be generating its own cultural activities. This
in itself should lead to the decline of
cultural authoritarianism which is
often denoted by the emphasis upon
uniformity. Besides, when a community determines its own cultural
pattern, it becomes a producer,
rather than a mere consumer, of
culture. The people, as a whole,
become more participatory. New
methods of cultural expression will
follow inevitably.
Of course, these and other alternative social structures, more conducive to fre·edom, will have to be
further defined and refined. It is a
long and arduous process. But the
quest has begun. And man - that
great lover of freedom - will not

Education is also a vital factor in
ensuring that a society remains
egalitarian. Basic knowledge from the
sciences and humanities must be
made available to everyone as part of
a general education. Education must
be seen as a total process with a
holistic approach to the human
being. The mental, moral and
physical aspects must be integrated.
At the same time, there must be less
emphasis on formal schooling and
more on informal learning through
experience, exposure and guidance.
Informal learning is also a more
effective channel for developing
critical thinking. And the capacity to
think critically guided by ethical
11
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CONCLUSION
It is by apprehending Reality that
one begins to glimpse Truth and be
fulfilled by genuine experience. But
what is this undefinable Reality? It is
here, it is there, it is in everything. It
is also in science but no science
expert will be able to tell us what it
is. Perhaps the best answer has come
from St. Augustine who said in
answer to the question, "What is
time?"; "I know, but when you ask
me I don't." These are abstract
truths, impossible to grasp in
ordinary consciousness. But I think
we would already have made a
healthy start on this journey of
understanding when we take note the
opinion of the author of the Theory
of Relativity, that 'science without
religion is lame and religion without
science is blind.' O
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SELF-CARE AND. HEALTH

Latif Kamaluddin

Self-care advocates believe that most people know
far too little about: 1) evaluating and improving their
health without waiting for serious symptoms to occur
and 2) coping with illness - both through self-care and
by using health care facilities when the need arises.
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2)

If you learn to measure and track your own blood
pressure by using a blood pressure cuff, you would
be practising self-care using conventional medical
methods, represented by letter B.

3)

If you consulted a naturopath you would be making
use of expert alternative health care represented
by letter C.

4)

If you started yoga or an exercise program you
would be practising alternative self-care, represented
by letter D.
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3)

by innovative school programmes that support
principled self-care, and

4)

by making available self-care information more
widely.

An innovative school health care programme should
encourage self-care. Current school health education
programmes actually discourag~ self responsibility in
health. It has perpetuated a vieW of health care which
suppresses or severely linnits belief that the individual is
competent as the primary source of health maintenance.
Health 'facts' are often presented to children as secure
and fixed and health professionals as possessing ·immutable
skills, demarcated from those available to laypersons.

Self-care information can also be made more widely
available. This can be achieved through publications,
consumer resource centres, library collections and other
public sources. Also various public and private bodies
should be encouraged to sponsor self-care projects.

Health-care has become increasingly important
because of:
, ucer,
r, of
hole,
New

through self-care classes,

Self-care classes should aim to teach the layperson
how to use health care resources more effectively. Also
they should inculcate a sense of individual responsibility
in health care. Patients can also be trained to do certain
simple procedures and to make better observations of
medical events in common ailments and injuries. Finally
self-care classes should make the layperson aware of the
uses and possible dangers of common medicines.

The figure above helps illustrate the experience of
health care. For example:
If you visit a physician to have your flu examined
you would be making use of expert adnninistered
conventional medical care, represented by letter A.

2)

Teaching and learning self-c,are in a clinical setting
seldom occurs. Patient and doctors rarely communicate
freely. The doctor may not listen to the patient, the
patient may not understand the doctor. The doctor
functions as 'controller' during consultation. He diagnoses,has the specialized knowledge, and his decisions seem to
be final. The patient rarely argues; either he believes he
lacks the knowledge or succumbs to 'authority'.

Conventional

1)

1

1)

The demystification of modern medicine.

2)

The increase in the study and use of alternative
health care methods.

1)

3)

Health care is not everybody's right but everybody's
responsibility.

The drastically rising health care costs. resulting
from excessive reliance on high technology and
late-stage medical intervention.

2)

Medical knowledge should not be regarded as the
secret of a select few but should be shared freely
by everyone.

4)

The frequently dangerous side effects of high
technology medicine.

3)

5)

The inability of high technology medicine to deal
with many chronic diseases.

The layperson provided with clear, simple information can prevent and treat most common health
problems in their homes - earlier, cheaper and
sometimes better than the doctor.

It should be kept in nnind that:

4)

Basic health care should not be delivered but
encouraged. D
Latif Kamaluddin is a guest writer. He teaches political
philosophy at U.S.M. and therapies in his spare time,
combining naturopathy with elements of yoga.

Ideally, self-care skills and knowledge can be transferred in 4 principal ways :

1)

by an increased emphasis on self-care education
in clinical settings.
57
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C' peak in the name of those who cannot write",

So, what has caused the rot to set in? Why has the
writer in Asia abandoned his historical position near the
axis of his community to hover nowadays somewhere on
the periphery? Why has it become so unfashionable to
take sides and speak up in the name of justice and
common decency?

exhorted the late great Chilean poet Pablo Neruda
at an International P.E.N. Congress in 1966. "If the
poet", he continued, "did not make himself the spokesman of the human condition, what else was there for him
to do?"
It is to our discredit that we writers, especially those
of us from the Third World (developing countries), have
for the most part chosen to ignore or devalue Neruda's
noble call. We continue to pursue our little concerns, in
our idiosyncratic niches, as if the activity of writing is a
thing apart from the great tapestry of life.

Without wishing to lay yet another baby at the
colonisers' doorstep, I posit that the shift began with the
advent of colonisation and the importation from the West
of the doctrine of 'art for art's sake' or (L'art pour l'art)
into the colonies.
According to this insidious ideology, propounded
by notables such as artist James Whistler and critic Dr.
A.C. Bradley (author of the celebrated 'Shakespearean·
Tragedy'), a work of art was an end in itself and was to
be judged entirely from within. No external canons or
moral considerations should be applied in any evaluation
of its intrinsic worth for, indeed, ulterior ends (such as
the furtherance of a cause or the softening of passions)
tended to lower its poetic value!

Worse, there are those who seek to deny the legitimacy of creative writing that makes any sort of social
comment on the times we live in, dismissing such works
as rhetoric, propaganda or subversive. And nothing short
of a Nobel award to the author will suffice as a stamp
of approval and acceptance of his work by these critics.
The strategic burning of Pramoedya Ananta Toer's Bumi
Manusia (Man's Earth) and Anak Semua Bangsa (A Child
of All Nations) only after t 1.c Nobel Committee had
announced the award of the 1981 Prize in Literature (for
which Pramoedya had also been nominated) to Elias
Canetti, is a cautionary lesson in this respect.
It is also pertinent to observe how authoritarian
regimes and the literary establishment, often poles apart
on questions of censorship, security and individual freedom, join hands and seem almost to echo each other in
their vociferous denunciation of the creative writer who,
directly or tangentially, intercedes for social justice.

It is easy to understand how such a doctrine, which
insisted upon a severance between art and life, could take
root and hold sway over a Continent steeped in the tradition of Court poetry and chamber music. Then the arts
were historically the preserve of the rich and the elite, an
insular, almost incestuous, activity practised by a chosen
handful for the gratification of a privileged minority.
But that such an alien and pernicious ideology
should be embraced so unreservedly and defended so
stubbornly, even to this day, by the literati of developing
countries is a further attestation of colonialism's pervasive
and lingering influence.

Yet social commitment in literature, especially in
Asia, is nothing new and dates back to the dawn of
writing itself. One of my favourite rebuttals to detractors
who accuse roe of polluting literature with too much
socio-political content is an early Sanskrit verse which is
as relevant today as it was when first written over two
thousand years ago:

The 'art for art's sake' doctrine has long been
exploded by critics like I.A. Richards, and the narrowness
and vacuity of its concepts exposed by literary giants such
as Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus ("It seems to me that
the writer must be fully aware of the dramas of his time
and that he must take sides every time he can or knows
how to do so. To me art is not a solitary delight. It is a
means of stirring the greatest number of men by providing
them with a privileged image of our common joys and
woes"), Pablo Neruda, A. Solzhenitsyn and C. Milosz
("Today the only poetry worthy of the name is eschatological, that is, poetry which rejects the present inhuman
world in the name of the great change"). Yet we still have
influential poets/critics and academics in Asia who can

"Let the rains come down
upon the earth in time:
Let the earth bend down
graciously with the produce of the land,
Let this country be without scourge;
let the learned be fearless.
Let the sonless have sons
let those who have sons have grandsons,
Let the poor become rich,
let all my people live for a hundred ~utumns.
0 Lord, let all my people be happy and fulfilled."

continue on page 61

• A substantial reproduction of the writer's paper presented at the Asian Writers Conference held in Manila in 1981.
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Shirley Lim, 'Another Country'
(Times Book International, 1982)

,
undertaken. Wong Phui Nam once
described the plight of the local
writer in English as one who has to
'make up his own language as he goes
along.' The burden of the Englisheducated sensibility in Singapore and
Malaysia is surely to make up their
own meaning as they go along. It is
a social dilemma perhaps without
precedent in the history of crosscultural relations and all the more
difficult to resolve for those with a
definite cultural heritage.

Shirley Llm is a Malaysian
writer who has been teaching abroad
for many years. She writes both
poetry and prose; in 1980 her first
collection of poetry 'Oossing the
Peninsula and Other poems ' won the
Commonwealth Poetry Prize, a fine
achievement for a local writer. In the
present volume of 15 short stories
we find many of her particular
concerns encapsulated in vivid form.
'Another Country' presents the
Upon examination, the tone of the
of physical and mental
interaction
narrative reveals an underlying joydisabilities
in a living concrete
lessness and alienation in her private
Ward
4B of a hospital are
setting.
In
landscape of Malaysia and Singapore.
thrown together an accident casualty
Mainly the experience is presented
(Su Weng), a University drop-out
as seen through the eyes of women
with_
stomach ulcers (Chun Hong), a
and children, with honesty and
manic-depressive
woman
(Mrs.
realism. The stories encompass a
Hashmi) and a dying old man (Uncle
little-explored territory, if for no
Tan). Through the agency of Mrs.
other reason than the scarcity of
Hashim
they establish tentative
local women writers who write
relations
in
an artificial atmosphere
seriously in English. The social
of pain and suffering. Each has seen
setting too is largely the Englishanother country, the outside world, a
educated middle-class environment
foreign
land, or the other side of
with its post-Merdeka anxieties, it~
existence
to compare wistfully or unself-doubt and desperate indecision.
It is historically too late in the day favourably with the here and now.
Su Weng's injuries and Chun Hong's
for even childhood to be recalled
ulcers
are eventually healed. They
as 'oranges and lemons of my days.
will each leave for home in the
In 'The Touring Company' the
outside world, tantalizingly glimpsed
texture of warm nights enhanced by
together during convalescence. But
childhood memories assumes a com· home will not be a stable autonomous
pelling beauty, but inevitably comregion, for the main characters of
prising an aspect of strangeness and
this story and of all the other stories
madness.
carry within themselves the seeds of
CONSTANT THEMES
a flawed or warped centrality. Thus
Chun Hong warns Su Weng that she
These are the constant themes
is crazy too, like the others, but does
throughout the 15 stories: misnot know it.
fortune, physical injury, illness,
'Its different _here. Things are
distress or plain madness, throbbing
normal here that are crazy outside.
across a whole range of characters
When you return home, you 71 find
and settings. At the same time, mixed
that
you have changed. You won't
with the restlessness of the characters,
be normal anymore. ' A., fitting prothere is a vague yearning for an
nouncement on the larger sickness
emotional home. We are given no
hint, however' of how this journey that permeates the psychological
towards 'home' and identity may be world of these stories.
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SIMPLY CRAZY
In these stories there is no hope,
no glimpse of a way out; the search
for peace is variously desperate,
desultory, stoic but never confident.
Mrs. Hashim, outwardly the happiest
person in the ward, is simply crazy as
Chun Hong points out. Chun Hong
himself performs a necessary corrective function in the story (not for
them the bliss of ignorance or hopefulness of false promises) but goes
no further than that, for in their
country no solutions are available.
Similarly, Mrs. Hong in 'Blindness'
could not come to grips with her
brother • Teik Lock's blindness
unconsciously shutting out reality'.
Having pulled herself out of
the deprivation and ignominy of a
poverty-sticken childhood by dint
of academic achievement, she is
overcome with terror on her brother's
behalf at the prospect of a sordid
sightless life for him. They conspire
for different reasons to keep back
the awful news from Lillian, her
daughter and his daughter-in-spirit.
In spite of her formal education in
literature, Mrs. Hong cannot bear to
deal with real life - she is offended
at Teik Lock's taste in books and at
his undesirable home address. He, on
the other hand, maintains a proud
independence in adversity and old
age; he does not want Lillian to be
bothered with news of his blindness
'because it is not necessary.' Furthermo~e, he is not unaffected by his
sister's patronizing streak in spite of
her genuine concern for him.

'I will live here as i have done for

so long. Ah Leng will continue to

look after the house and cook for
me. Fortunately, I no longer have to
work and my pension is sufficient to
provide for me. It won't be difficult
for me to manage as I have always
done.'
She began to cry again.
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'.Ah', she wept, 'if only your life
had been different. If only you had a
child. If only we hadn't been so
poor!'
Related to the defects and
disabilities we have discussed is a
strong sense of alienation which only
makes misfortune a painful burden.
For sorrow and suffering are part of
the human condition - it is how the
individual responds to adversity that
sets him apart. Admist the double
alienation of a 3rd World society,
Shirley Lim's characters flounder and
drift, worn with self-doubt. The
brittleness of the personae so finely
captured in many of these, stories is
nothing more than a result of an
inner distrust and self-deprecation.
Madness is constantly threatening to
break through the surface.
We are tempted to transpose
these elements into the personality
of Kim Li in 'Mr. Tang's Girls'.
Culturally at least, she and her sisters
are alienated from their parents
particularly from the dominant male
authority, the part-time father. As
they grow up in adolescence, the
sense of distance increases and Kim
Ll, being the eldest, takes a large
share of the stress and strain involved. The fact that she is also
mentally unbalanced is incidental, for
none of the girls have any real
rapport with their father; apart from
the economic nexus, there is virtually
no relationship between father and
daughters.
POSSESSION
On Mr. Tang's side the communication is centred around possession
and self-pride. It would not have
occurred to him that fatherly affection was missing. His regular Saturday midnight inspection of the
sleeping forms of hi~ four daughters
had been for years a sort of proprietry stock-taking.
There was a time when he would
walk through the house looking into
every room, and each silent form
would fill him with pleasure, that
they should belong to him, depend
on his homecoming and fall asleep
in his presence, innocent and pure.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 No. 4

The girls, on the other hand,
merely carry out their domestic roles·
as expected by their · parents. On
Fridays Ah Kong, the father, leaves
Kuala Lumpur, leaves his first wife
and children to preside for the
weekend over his second household
in another town. Thus on Saturdays
the girls would stay home, providing
a cheerful, unobstusive background
to his male hegemony, revitalizing
the old man after the business cares
of the previous week. In this exploitative setting the girls perform
creditably, aided and abetted by a
placid, submissive mother, but without any real participation. Kim Bee
and Kim Yee find a welcome relief in
the Sunday morning church service, a
legitimate excuse to escape from the
stifling atmosphere at home. Besides,
in the church choir they sang lustily
of love for the benevolent Father in
Heaven. It is in this estranged
grouping that the girls are growing up
into adulthood and the restless
responsibilities of female choices.
Ah Hong is disturbed by their
awkward progress towards womanhood and arranges a marriage for the
seventeen-year-old Kim Lee. The
barely suppressed animus between
exploitative father and mentally
unbalanced daughter leads predictably to the climax of violence and
death.

AMBIGUITY
Is there no alternative to · all
these discontents, tensions and frustration? Is the segment of society we
find ourselves in incapable of stable,
meaningful relationships? The author
provides some glimpses of a different
world in 'All My Uncles' and
'Farmer's Wife' - an older ethnic
world with its more settled social
premises. The pictures of domestic
life in an old Chinese extended
family in Malacca are sharp and
authentic but hardly charming. Tales
of a Japanese beheading, a family
suicide and opium addiction are too
real to allow any childhood sentimel:ltality, especially as recounted in
a harsh propulsive Hokkien. The
author too ends her story in ambiguity:
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'j'hey were men wlio enjoyed life
first and who worked so long as work
did not interfere with their pleasures.
They wanted nothing more out of
life than to get home early and to
play mahjong till two in the morning,
to be comfortable in loose pajamas,
and to eat tit-bits cooked by their
wives. I found this observation
stupefying, the unscalable wall
against which my childish yearning
to believe in something must collide,
shatter and re-form - as what?
In 'Farmer's Wife' the protagonist
has been idealized in a 'tough'
manner with economy and control.
The stoicism and self-sufficiency of
the farmer's family are a corrective
to the 'softness' and unease of the
other families portrayed in the
stories, but somehow one is not
artistically
convinced
of the
immediacy of this particular situation.
'.A Pot of Rice' is interesting as a
neat clash of the two worlds we have
been looking at. Su Yu (Sue) is a
Singaporean who has been residing
and teaching in New York for some
years. Her father's death in Singapore
comes as a traumatic shock and for
some time she is subject to crying
fits in her sleep. On the first anniversary of her father.,s passing away,
remembering the old days, she sets
up a make-shift altar for ritual
worship. However, this ad hoe bridge
to the ancestral world does not quite
succeed. Su Yu herself can't remember whether two heads or two tails
of a pair of coins would indicate
assent by her father's spirit. And
Mark, the foreign intruder into this
scene, unequivocally discounts the
ceremony.
'Mark went to the bedroom and
turned on the television. He wasn 't
hungry any more, not for cold,
sticky rice anyway. And the chicken
looked more like a dead thing than
a meal, as if the essence of food had
left it and only the material stringy
flesh remained '
HOMELESSNESS
The total effect of these stories is
to bring out the homelessness of
contemporary social life. This
modern 'homelessness' does not
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strike us, in Malaysia, with quite the
same connotations as societies in
the mdustrialized countries. But the
grafting of industrialization upon
multi-ethnic cultural base has had
other, perhaps more baleful, consequences. The uncertainty brought
about by the contemporary pluralization of ordinary life has put religion
into plausibility, thus shaking the
age-old function of religion to provide ultimate certainty in the human

drama. Throughout history religion
provided meaning upon the experiences of humanity, both good and
evil. Modern society has threatened
religious certainties and meanings but
has not ·removed the experiences of
good and evil that call for them. In
effect progress has weakened the
religious views of reality that previously made the· human condition
acceptable.

And this in an Asia ravaged by war, famine, disease,
malnutrition, military repression, economic exploitation,
ecological destruction and what have you.
Speaking at another time, to another generation,
when his homeland seemed to be in the grip of some sort
of collective madness, the playwright/poet Bertolt Brecht
asked,

At such a time, assailed on all fronts by reports of
man's horrendous inhumanity to his fellowmen, it
becomes untenable, I would say indefensible, not to take
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The future of literature is inextricably dependent
on the future of man. There can be no compromise. As
Solzhenitsyn once so tellingly wrote:

What time is this, when
talking of trees is almost a crime
Because it involves silence
about so many atrocities?

this
the

And

The writer who holds otherwise runs the risk of
being labelled an ostrich and the critic who seeks to
devalue, dismiss or ignore an author's work, merely
because of his social commitment, can justifiably be
accused of being immoral and obscene.
For against a nightmare scenario composed of such
terrifying elements as flood and famine, napalm and
'yellow rain', i;efugee boats and kwashiorkor, bookburning and internment camps, racism, repression and
ecological ruin, it becomes no longer a matter of choice,
but the moral obligation and bounden duty of every
responsible writer, to bear witness to the times he lives
in and to put his life and his work at the service of
humanity.

write, "Were it to intrude directly, social commitment,
however laudable, generally undermines poetry", and
"He isn't anywhere near being the poet he could have
been had he been as consistently exercised by the ideal of
poetry as agonizing if also joyous creation and arduous
or even fastidious craft as much as he has been concerned
with poetry as "sincere", "committed" statement in the
cause of social and humanitarian issues".

Unfortunately, the same question can legitimately be
asked today of too many countries in the Third World.

Ghaniman.

sides; not to concern ourselves with questions of social
justice and human rights.

The Writer In A Developing Society
frompage58
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The function of the writer and
artist is therefore to faithfully record
segments of hum~ experience, so
that out of the framed juxtaposition
of hopes and fears, society or individuals therein may abstract and
construct some order and meaning
for living. Essentially every man is
a special kind of artist. o

''Literature that is not the breath of contemporary
society, that dares not transmit the pains and fears
of that society, that dares not warn in time against
threatening moral and social dangers - such literature does not deserve the name of literature; it is
only a facade ·~
Cecil Rajendra is a well-known poet and writer in
Penang who is interested in social commitment in art
and literature.

\

We do not want a new religion but we need a new and enlarged understanding of the old
religions. The future of religion is bound up not with the acceptance of one religion by all or a state
of conflict or anarchy among religions or vague incongruous eclecticism but the acceptance of a fundamental unity with a free differentiation. Our unity is of the heart and spirit. We are divided into
the outward forms of our life in God, but we believe that a deeper understanding of the different
·
·
forms will lead to a united comprehension of the truth of spiritual life.
S. Radhakrishnan
Philosopher of religion and ethics
Recovery of Faith (Page 199-200)
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AIMS AND PURPOSES OF ALIRAN

I

Tick
~

I

ALIRAN is the first non-partisan, multi-ethnic reform movement to have emerged in our
country. There have been reform movements in the past confined to particular communities or to
particular issues. Our movement on the other hand not only draws its strength from various religious
and linguistic groups but is also concerned with the total reform of Malaysian society as an endeavour
which will span a few decades.
. ALIRAN's reforms will be directed towards the creation of a society where the spiritual and
material development of Man and his community would be based upon certain fundamental moral
values acceptable to the Malaysian nation as a whole. These values, highly cherished in Islam are in
fact universal ideals which would be in complete harmony with the interests and aspirations of the
non-Muslim communities. Freedom and equality, unity and solidarity within diversity, love for honesty
and integrity, respect for industry and excellence and most of all a commitment to truth and justice
- these would be among the supreme values of ALIRAN's ideal society. In such a society, the political
system, the economic order, social institutions, cultural patterns and ethnic relations will reflect those
moral values which are at the core of the nation. Our commitment to them will be all the more
precious because it emerges from an abiding belief in God as the Source of these values.
To achieve this goal the first and perhaps most important task of our movement will be to get
our rakyat to think and to reflect on the major challenges confronting our nation. Sound analysis and
proper understanding of Malaysian problems is only possible if there has been serious thinking and
reflection. Out of this reflection, it is conceivable that a new consciousness of the type of reforms we
need in various spheres of national life will emerge. ALIRAN will seek to nurture and nourish this
consciousness so that our people will realize what social justice means in reality, why civil rights and
liberties are so vitally important, what the sane, sensible approaches to national unity are, and how
honest, able leadership can inspire the masses to harness their energies in the quest for excellence.
More than cultivating social consciousness, ALIRAN will also attempt to disseminate values
and principles common to all our communities in its desire to build a strong, solid foundation for
national unity and solidarity. This emphasis upon common social and cultural values will be buttressed
by a comprehensive examination of both historical realities and the contemporary situation especially
those policies which have a profound impact upon inter-ethnic relations. It is a fact that an understanding of the relationship between communities based upon these premises has yet to manifest itself
in our country.
Finally, as a reform movement, ALI RAN must be concerned not only with the long-term task of
educating society but also with its immediate position in an environment fraught with urgent issues. It
must therefore articulate public grievances -from wages and incomes and housing problems to
efficiency in our public services and corruption - on behalf of the common man. Our reform movement will thus become yet another channel for the representation of our peoples' woes and worries.
In espousing the interests of the rakyat, ALIRAN it must be emphasised, will utilise all the constitutional avenues of action available. It will be guided in this by the aspirations of the Rukunegara.
We believe that such an approach will help strengthen the democratic process itself since it will result
in a more active,1tlert and participatory public. Apart from publishing books and pamphlets which will
be its main activity and organising talks, forums and seminars, ALIRAN will also conduct research
into various social problems and plan public campaigns from time to time on particular issues. In the
years to come new modes of democratic action will be developed as the reform movement itself
discovers new challenges in what is after all a constantly changing situation.

~

\

1
1

1

It is our hope that our people will help ALIRAN achieve its ideals - ideals which are fundamental in Man's eternal quest for justice and freedom.

No
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ORDER FORM
Tick

NO.OF
PRICE COPIES

ALIRAN PUBLICATIONS

~

1.

BASIC BELIEFS

contains an outline of Aliran's philosophy.

$0.70

2.

DASAR-DASAR ASAS

is the translation of 'Basic Beliefs' into
Bahasa Malaysia.

$0.70

$2.50

3.

ISLAM YANG TULEN

discusses various issues in Islam like the
concept of law, the position of women,
science and knowledge and the concept
of a multi-ethnic society.

4.

PROTECTOR?

this book studies the concept and practice
of unquestioning loyalty to the leader from
Malacca Sultanate to contemporary times .

$4.20

5.

ONE GOD,

is a collection of essays on the social
relevance of religion in Malaysia from
Islamic, Buddhist, Hindu, Christian and
philosophical perspectives.

$4.20

ALIRAN SPEAKS

a compilation of press statements , essays
and speeches since the organisation's
inception in August 1977 on a variety of
social themes of great public interest.

$10.00

7.

CORRUPTION

contains p~pers on various aspects of this
social scourge presented by Aliran officials
and guest speakers at a seminar held in
November 1980. It is easily readable,
informative and analytical.

$4.00

8.

MENGAPA ADANYA KEKURANGAN RUMAH?

$0.70

9.

APAKAH DIA KEBUDAYAAN NASIONAL?

$0.70

10.

MENGAPA WUJUDNYA POLARISASI KAUM?

$0.70

11.

ALIRAN QUARTERLY:

VOL I NO. 1 (1980)

$0.30

(Back Issues)

VOLII NO. 1

$0 .90

VOLIINO.2

$0.90

VOLII NO. 3

$2.00

VOLII NO.4

$2.00

6.

12.

MANY PATHS

ALIRAN QUARTERLY
Annual subscription for 4 issues (inclusive of postage)
beginning from Vol. III No. 1 (Mac 1983)

COST

$6.00

SUBTOTAL:
Note: For overseas orders, prices quoted are in US$
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POSTAGE:

Kindly include postage at the following rates:
a)

Local Orders: 20 cents per book

b)

Overseas Orders:
i)

Surface Mail : 20% of total cost of books

ii)

Airmail

100% of total cost of books

BANK COMMISSION for outstation cheques: Kindly include $0.50
GRAND TOTAL:

'

Name: Mr .{Ms
Address

The Co•Ordinator,
Distribution Bureau, Aliran,
P.O. Box 1049, Penang,
Malaysia.
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) for$

payable to ALI RAN for the above order.
Yours faithfully,
Dated:
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